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Paradox - November 14, 2016, 12:22 pm

Top 5 Pheromones for 2016-2017
Yes, there is another top 5 thread. Itâ€™s last yearâ€™s list:
http://pherotruth.com/Thread-Top-5-Pheromones-for-2015-2016
And here is the one from the year before
http://pherotruth.com/Thread-Top-5-Pheremones-2014-2015
It is time again to update the top 5 since things change, users opinions change and pheromone
companies come and go.
By adding a year marker to the top 5 list posters can quickly reference the top 5 for that year.
So, once again I'll start it off:

1. M3X by Apex: At the top of my top 5 list is Method 3X (aka M3X). M3X fits me like a glove. M3X
is a disinhibitor but it wont do all of the work for you. It is a manually driven formula. Think Alfa
Romeo 4C. M3X is for the talker. Not for the listener. if you have a little game then M3X will help you
close. This is the best social sexual to come out in years. I really like what M3X does.
*Full disclosure: I was a beta tester for M3X.

2. Nude Alpha by Liquid Alchemy Labs: Nude Alpha is the best Alpha formula on the market today
(R.I.P. A314). I prefer Nude Alpha over Wolf and over the intimidating Bad Wolf. I did try Ascend but
the copulin formula is really heavy with copulins. I also tried Alpha Treasure but the winner is Nude
Alpha.

3. Celebrity by PheromoneXS: I am loving this little social. It's Instant shine without the post wear
drain. I really did not run this through the mill but I did enjoy every drop of the 3ml sample that I was
sent. This formula was beta tested as XS100. The product description on the PheromoneXS
webpage is a bit much but it is a nice formula. I will definitely purchase a full bottle soon. Most of the
time socials have some girl juice (EST) in them so this does need closer examination

4. Xist by PheromoneXS: Xist is a nice social. At a dinner party or a cocktail party with a significant
other Xist would shine. I have been using it in combos and solo. I really like how versatile this mix is.
It's a Social/Sensual mix with a James Bondish thing about it. Xist is male friendly and a good
casual or work daywear mix.

5. New Pheromone Additive by LaCroy Chemicals: New Pheromone Additive is distributed by
Lovescent. It is best for women in the 30+ year old range. New Pheromone Additive is a pure
sexual however, it combos well with many, many other products. New Pheromone Additive is the

oldest and simplest formula on this list. It's hard to adjust the ratio of cologne to New Pheromone
Additive but once you get it right...it's on!
V-nice - November 14, 2016, 9:46 pm

Wonderful Paradox, and I'm always looking forward to this thread! I have a sample of Celebrity and
you've peaked my interest.
M3X... I blabbed enough, so will blab no more.
Swoon... For one, it instantly puts women in a good mood (big advantage) and for a flirt as I am,
that's money in the bag, number in my phone.
Brute... Love the attention, and is a sexy blend. What's crazy is, like SOB, I get random
compliments from women!
Core... Stand out blend! You already know.

Taboo... Feel like this fits my personality like a glove! Love how it combos well! It adds a little spice!
Keep it coming folks!
NikkiReloaded - November 15, 2016, 2:20 am

1. M3X - Yes I've joined the choir, this stuff is the hallelujah and the amen! It is my favorite product
without question. I don't know what others use it for, but I use this for getting laid. However, I have
seen the social pull it exerts as well...often called the 'velcro effect'. This stuff slays cougars/30+
women, which I have a fondness for.
2. Holy Grail - Been awhile since my last bottle, but I love the stuff. It gets me instant attention and
makes me feel like Rick James. While I use M3X more in one-on-one situations, this is more for the
prowl and large venues, due to its projection. Its deadly at close range too. Also, its damn near
impossible to OD on.
3. Swoon - Value is crazy on this one! I've been using this stuff a lot since I bought it earlier this
year and I've still got 1/5 of the bottle left! I wouldn't wear this stuff more than 3 days in a row, the
selfies seem to diminish. And the selfies are good! I use anywhere from 3-5 sprays. Gives me a
social edge and has a bit of euphoria to it, if I haven't used it in a while.
4. Xist/SXD-9 - Not trying to cheat with 6, but I couldn't NOT include both.
5. Wolf - Smells great, perfect accent if you're dressed formally. Great for work. Doesn't really
razzle or dazzle, but it makes me a bit more confident and adds a little status. Sometimes, this
catches a woman, but I don't bank on it when wearing this. I like combining it with Swoon. But hey, if
6 is too much, I would leave Wolf behind in favor of all the above.
BigDickBandit420 - November 15, 2016, 2:35 am

(11-14-2016 9:20 PM)NikkiReloaded Wrote: &nbsp;1. M3X - Yes I've joined the choir, this stuff is
the hallelujah and the amen! It is my favorite product without question. I don't know what others use
it for, but I use this for getting laid. However, I have seen the social pull it exerts as well...often called
the 'velcro effect'. This stuff slays cougars/30+ women, which I have a fondness for.
2. Holy Grail - Been awhile since my last bottle, but I love the stuff. It gets me instant attention and
makes me feel like Rick James. While I use M3X more in one-on-one situations, this is more for the

prowl and large venues, due to its projection. Its deadly at close range too. Also, its damn near
impossible to OD on.
3. Swoon - Value is crazy on this one! I've been using this stuff a lot since I bought it earlier this
year and I've still got 1/5 of the bottle left! I wouldn't wear this stuff more than 3 days in a row, the
selfies seem to diminish. And the selfies are good! I use anywhere from 3-5 sprays. Gives me a
social edge and has a bit of euphoria to it, if I haven't used it in a while.
4. Xist/SXD-9 - Not trying to cheat with 6, but I couldn't NOT include both.
5. Wolf - Smells great, perfect accent if you're dressed formally. Great for work. Doesn't really
razzle or dazzle, but it makes me a bit more confident and adds a little status. Sometimes, this
catches a woman, but I don't bank on it when wearing this. I like combining it with Swoon. But hey, if
6 is too much, I would leave Wolf behind in favor of all the above.
I have a theory that Wolf REALLY attracts certain women, albeit infrequently.
Dblr619 - November 15, 2016, 2:40 am

Alpha Treasures
I find it to be a great work mone. Compliance but not overly intimidating. It's got a nice but not
overbearing sexual side too.
Treasureful Shine
All around great social with a touch of compliance at work. Seems like there's just a tiny bit of alpha
in it.
Fivecrux
Core on steroids. Great solo and mixes with everything I've tried so far. Can be steered anywhere I
wanna go. Adds sparkle...
Connections
I LOVE this stuff. I like to be inside people's heads and this does that in spades. Trust in a bottle.
Leads to real communication.
GOA
This stuff is epic. ROCKS women to there being. Hits fast and sneakily. Self effects annihilate me
but it's worth it.
Honorable mentions
P96, TAC
Nude Alpha but the reverse imprinting is unbearable.
kalpan56 - November 15, 2016, 10:21 am

My ranking is based on usage not base on my liking. Top 5 list base on usage. My list base on liking
would be very different. Hope that explains the choice.
My top 5 mones:
TUSC : Ultimate status , respect and connection in a box. ( a bit exaggerated for fun). I can keep
this and drop every other mix in my arsenal. It works amazingly well with my chemistry. Also, it is
user driven status. I don't need to worry about acting and congruence. Also, smoothness of this mix
is amazing to work through.
One advantage of TUSC status being ingrained in the other person. People will remember you of

high status.
Nude Alpha: It has surprised me a lot. The mix is amazing to run. I need a congruence with it for
status. Also, intimidation at higher dosage for me is difficult to steer. The best part of this mix is
memory effect. Girls do remember you. It is amazing to build natural feelings in girls. Most girls treat
me with respect and love. Even the hottest girl turns sweet.
Androstadienone : A single molecule is in top 5. I hate this molecule because of depression. Still, it
works amazing. Crush feeling is amazing to observe in girls. Interestingly, I have found no substitute
for the molecule.
Swoon: I have categorize Swoon as social. It is the best social for me. It works on both genders.
People are very friendly with it. Also, selfies and smoothness is amazing. I go with this when
breaking the ice.
Titan: A massive drop of ranking. Well, the only reason for low ranking is Spray version. I love Titan.
It is better mix than all of the above. It can be steer anywhere. I am currently on 3rd bottle of this.
Still, It is costly to use daily.
Other mention:
Bad Wolf: It is still on my favorite list. I don't use it often. I am on sub for last 7 to 8 months. It
worsen the situation. So, I am not going to touch it for next few months.
Ascend: It is a good mix. I have so many products to test and run. I don't bother using it as much.
Imprint: It is a great mix for me. I can not mix with other mones.
Core: Too costly. I love using Core. It amplifies everything. Also, it is great social enhancer. It is not
in my top five list because of price. I can use 5 spray without a problem. It is used rarely. I can easily
replace SWOON with Core in my ranking. I can not afford it for long.
LoveInSpain - November 15, 2016, 11:19 pm

@Paradox, interesting that you included Celebrity. Although it isn't in my own top 5, it has provoked
several female friends (platonic) to blatantly and unashamedly expose their breasts or butts to me. It
seems to be what Naked Gun aspires to be. Anyway, here's my own top 5, based upon my own
experiences and goals.
1) Desire Me oil. It multiplies just about any product by 5 in a combo. My own experience is that DM
applied lower down on the body, with any product applied higher up is a winner.
2) BW. Social, sexual and in my case, impossible to OD. It works great outdoors, even after a
swim, which is important to me.
3) GOA. It is so sexy, it makes some females seduce themselves in your presence.
4) Ascend oil without cops. A warmer alpha-social. I always add cops, but at my own ratio, and
away from my upper half.
5) Absolute tie between Xist oil and Evolve oil. Xist oil is so powerful, but takes time and technique
to imprint effectively. Evolve is ultra sexual, but it has a few of my ladies complaining about a wierd
smell, or getting scared away. If anyone doubts that mones don't work, they should wear Evolve
around a female for a few hours. Positive or negative, you'll see a reaction.

Products which didn't work for me so far; M3X, Swoon.
Products which I need to test more and am on the verge of purchasing ; Taboo, Nude Alpha.
Products which are not on my top 5 list but which I'll re-order once depleted ; SXD9, Celebrity.
raikahoken - November 16, 2016, 2:09 am

(11-15-2016 6:19 PM)LoveInSpain Wrote: &nbsp;1) Desire Me oil. It multiplies just about any
product by 5 in a combo. My own experience is that DM applied lower down on the body, with any
product applied higher up is a winner.
Hey LoveInSpain, where exactly do you apply DM oil? Underneath your shirt? On top of your shirt?
Paradox - November 16, 2016, 1:11 pm

(11-15-2016 6:19 PM)LoveInSpain Wrote: &nbsp;1) Desire Me oil. It multiplies just about any
product by 5 in a combo. My own experience is that DM applied lower down on the body, with any
product applied higher up is a winner.
I really like the way you apply the desire me oil. It makes more sense to apply on the lower body.
That app point is probably more congruent with the cops scent. I really like your take on DM.
It's like I always tell the Vendors, samples sell products. Only a few vendors do not include samples
Steve O gets it. I also always get samples from Apex and LoveScent. One small sample may lead a
customer to purchase a full size bottle for years to come.
I really need to try GOA. I'm so skiddish about it because most of the socials that women love either
have alot of beta mones or EST or some other feminine mones.
MX297 was raved about when it first appeared in 2009. we have since discovered that MX297 is
super feminine.
ShadowX114 - November 16, 2016, 4:18 pm

(11-16-2016 8:11 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;It's like I always tell the Vendors, samples sell
products. Only a few vendors do not include samples Steve O gets it..
Not to go off topic but who doesn't include samples? I mentally went through all vendors and they
all do: Apex, PT, PXS, LAL, lPMP, and even Androtics. Ok just remembered Alpha Dream doesn't.
However, I did read very few posts claiming they got a small sample of something (I personally
didn't get a sample even though I asked for one. I wanted a sample of his sandalwood scent).
And you're right, I got a sample that I didn't ask for, of the scent "Cry Havoc" from LPMP on my first
order. I fell in love with it so I bought a full bottle on my 2nd order.
BigDickBandit420 - November 16, 2016, 4:45 pm

(11-16-2016 11:18 AM)ShadowX114 Wrote: &nbsp;Not to go off topic but who doesn't include
samples? I mentally went through all vendors and they all do: Apex, PT, PXS, LAL, lPMP, and even
Androtics. Ok just remembered Alpha Dream doesn't. However, I did read very few posts claiming
they got a small sample of something (I personally didn't get a sample even though I asked for one. I
wanted a sample of his sandalwood scent).
And you're right, I got a sample that I didn't ask for, of the scent "Cry Havoc" from LPMP on my first
order. I fell in love with it so I bought a full bottle on my 2nd order.
I got a sample of L2K V2, V1, and AM with an order of two bottles of glace from AD.
LoveInSpain - November 17, 2016, 9:39 am

(11-15-2016 9:09 PM)raikahoken Wrote: &nbsp;Hey LoveInSpain, where exactly do you apply DM

oil? Underneath your shirt? On top of your shirt? It depends upon what I'm wearing; if I'm wearing
light clothing, I apply one or two drops just above my tool. If I'm wearing jeans, I apply just above the
belt. This seems to allow a controlled, slow diffusion.
Dafixisin - December 1, 2016, 12:47 am

Bumpity, bump.
Because this is one of my favorite non-journal threads to follow.
SeekingSuccess - December 1, 2016, 2:53 am

(11-30-2016 7:47 PM)Dafixisin Wrote: &nbsp;Bumpity, bump.
Because this is one of my favorite non-journal threads to follow.
Perhaps you can share what your favorites are?
TrojanMagician - December 1, 2016, 8:38 am

1) Androstadienone - This shit is probably what would make pheromones illegal if anything could. I
initially thought it was weak, so I tested it solo on a friend of one of my roommates who was always
visiting our suite. She got smacked HARD. I exposed her to this sauce like 3 or 4 times for a couple
hours each and she literally fell in love with me. She would always visit me, sit on my bed, try to
cuddle with me, press her body against me, hold my hand randomly and all that shit, so I stopped
wearing it around her. Tell me why it has been two months since then and she still acts like this.
Dangerous shit. I can see when the effects start kicking in on girls when I wear it in combo (It usually
starts off with this look where she would gaze at me like she is thankful for me), so i'm very careful
with it. I would only use it in dates, or a little to tone down a sexual.

2) Nude Alpha - Respect, Status, Attraction, and Sexual. Everything you need in one bottle. I love
the effect this has on girls that I have isolated. Imprinting is definitely there, but it does clearly hit
EVERYONE so using it in a group could get you into some uncomfortable situations, because
sometimes the ones you don't want get hit first and once they're hit they won't let go. It is worth the
risk but NOBODY is safe from imprinting when wearing this. This does seem to hit middle aged
women (who have their shit together) so much harder than the girls my age idk why. Lots of
professors and TA's flirting with me, and trust me I am not being delusional. One cute TA was
showing me and my partner something in lab, and pressed her body on my leg for a long time, she
is really touchy with me when I have NA, and one time after class nobody was there and she clearly
took advantage, draping her body on me, pressing her body against me in the corner of the room,
and giving me NO personal space lol. Another professor who I wore NA/Androstadienone at her
office hours, started acting like a flirty schoolgirl after a few exposures. She would walk past my
table in class and only say hi to me, always pressure me to meet with her (one time she scheduled a
follow up meeting without my permission just to "check in"). Even stopped the whole lecture to say hi
to me when I walked in class late one day. I have plenty of middle aged women stories with NA, but
you guys get the point. I bet a guy who has an office job can wear this at work and be a rock star
overnight.

3) Wolf - Balances status and respect well, and works well to get attraction too. This is like my base
for all of my mixes now, and many times I wear this solo, as it works really well on creating attraction
with young girls without making them afraid of you. Girls who did not respond well to other mixes
opened up with wolf and ones who did respond well to previous mixes respond even better. In had a
girl who did not respond well to Bad Wolf or NNPA, turn into a complete flirt with 5 drops of Wold
and 1 Drop of NNPA. If I am afraid I may have extra -none on me that did not wash off in the
shower, I just wear 5 drops of wolf and everything goes smooth. it works really well with like a drop

or two of any sexual. I wear it with one drop of NNPA to get really good results at parties, and even
in class. Wolf is like an opening with young girls idk how, but it makes everything you do seem
"Right" to people. People who interact with me don't question me, and for some reason it gets girls
to be more receptive to any sexual pheromone I wear with it. It gets people to relax in your presence
which is cool. It is the best pheromone for non-sexual scenarios, like visiting and hanging out with
family.

4) New Pheromone Additive - As Thundr once said this is literally "fuck-Juice" in a bottle. A simple
sexual that I trust. Got me laid twice now. Very strong indicator of the power of pheromones. Before
mones I used to get rejected a lot at dance parties where the lights were off and people are grinding.
With NNPA the rejections are reduced greatly, and even girls that have NO intention of having sex
on a certain night, would still get real naughty on the dance floor with NNPA on. Powerful

5) Bad Wolf - I gave it away, but i'm definitely going to buy a new one soon. I miss not only the
selfies, but the fucking respect was just crazy. People on campus jumping out of my way, stepping
aside when I enter a room. It hits people quick like before they even know what they are doing. (I
don't miss the fact that it brings any anger that you are carrying to the surface
immediately...Definitely not a workplace mone for me). The most insane Deer In Headlights I ever
got was with Bad Wolf. Once I was returning library book to the campus library and I was like "can I
return this" and the lady behind the counter was froze for a second while making eye contact with
me, then she shook her head to snap out of it, and was like "wait sorry what is it?". This shit smacks
people in the face like a water-balloon on a hot summer day. Wore this to the Macy's while trying to
get a good cover-scent and had the MILF behind the counter stuttering and losing her train of
thought. Makes people in class fidget like electric chair victims though. Idk whats in this stuff, but
omg I will say it again IT HITS PEOPLE HARD.
whydoievenbother - December 1, 2016, 8:43 am

Trojan which company did you buy your Androstadienone from?
TrojanMagician - December 1, 2016, 8:50 am

(12-01-2016 3:43 AM)whydoievenbother Wrote: &nbsp;Trojan which company did you buy your
Androstadienone from?
I get it from LAL, and I used to spam it months ago...like 80 mcgs at the lowest
MMM - December 1, 2016, 10:10 pm

(12-01-2016 3:38 AM)TrojanMagician Wrote: &nbsp;1) Androstadienone - This shit is probably what
would make pheromones illegal if anything could. I initially thought it was weak, so I tested it solo on
a friend of one of my roommates who was always visiting our suite. She got smacked HARD. I
exposed her to this sauce like 3 or 4 times for a couple hours each and she literally fell in love with
me. She would always visit me, sit on my bed, try to cuddle with me, press her body against me,
hold my hand randomly and all that shit, so I stopped wearing it around her. Tell me why it has been
two months since then and she still acts like this. Dangerous shit. I can see when the effects start
kicking in on girls when I wear it in combo (It usually starts off with this look where she would gaze at
me like she is thankful for me), so i'm very careful with it. I would only use it in dates, or a little to
tone down a sexual.

2) Nude Alpha - Respect, Status, Attraction, and Sexual. Everything you need in one bottle. I love
the effect this has on girls that I have isolated. Imprinting is definitely there, but it does clearly hit
EVERYONE so using it in a group could get you into some uncomfortable situations, because
sometimes the ones you don't want get hit first and once they're hit they won't let go. It is worth the

risk but NOBODY is safe from imprinting when wearing this. This does seem to hit middle aged
women (who have their shit together) so much harder than the girls my age idk why. Lots of
professors and TA's flirting with me, and trust me I am not being delusional. One cute TA was
showing me and my partner something in lab, and pressed her body on my leg for a long time, she
is really touchy with me when I have NA, and one time after class nobody was there and she clearly
took advantage, draping her body on me, pressing her body against me in the corner of the room,
and giving me NO personal space lol. Another professor who I wore NA/Androstadienone at her
office hours, started acting like a flirty schoolgirl after a few exposures. She would walk past my
table in class and only say hi to me, always pressure me to meet with her (one time she scheduled a
follow up meeting without my permission just to "check in"). Even stopped the whole lecture to say hi
to me when I walked in class late one day. I have plenty of middle aged women stories with NA, but
you guys get the point. I bet a guy who has an office job can wear this at work and be a rock star
overnight.

3) Wolf - Balances status and respect well, and works well to get attraction too. This is like my base
for all of my mixes now, and many times I wear this solo, as it works really well on creating attraction
with young girls without making them afraid of you. Girls who did not respond well to other mixes
opened up with wolf and ones who did respond well to previous mixes respond even better. In had a
girl who did not respond well to Bad Wolf or NNPA, turn into a complete flirt with 5 drops of Wold
and 1 Drop of NNPA. If I am afraid I may have extra -none on me that did not wash off in the
shower, I just wear 5 drops of wolf and everything goes smooth. it works really well with like a drop
or two of any sexual. I wear it with one drop of NNPA to get really good results at parties, and even
in class. Wolf is like an opening with young girls idk how, but it makes everything you do seem
"Right" to people. People who interact with me don't question me, and for some reason it gets girls
to be more receptive to any sexual pheromone I wear with it. It gets people to relax in your presence
which is cool. It is the best pheromone for non-sexual scenarios, like visiting and hanging out with
family.

4) New Pheromone Additive - As Thundr once said this is literally "fuck-Juice" in a bottle. A simple
sexual that I trust. Got me laid twice now. Very strong indicator of the power of pheromones. Before
mones I used to get rejected a lot at dance parties where the lights were off and people are grinding.
With NNPA the rejections are reduced greatly, and even girls that have NO intention of having sex
on a certain night, would still get real naughty on the dance floor with NNPA on. Powerful

5) Bad Wolf - I gave it away, but i'm definitely going to buy a new one soon. I miss not only the
selfies, but the fucking respect was just crazy. People on campus jumping out of my way, stepping
aside when I enter a room. It hits people quick like before they even know what they are doing. (I
don't miss the fact that it brings any anger that you are carrying to the surface
immediately...Definitely not a workplace mone for me). The most insane Deer In Headlights I ever
got was with Bad Wolf. Once I was returning library book to the campus library and I was like "can I
return this" and the lady behind the counter was froze for a second while making eye contact with
me, then she shook her head to snap out of it, and was like "wait sorry what is it?". This shit smacks
people in the face like a water-balloon on a hot summer day. Wore this to the Macy's while trying to
get a good cover-scent and had the MILF behind the counter stuttering and losing her train of
thought. Makes people in class fidget like electric chair victims though. Idk whats in this stuff, but
omg I will say it again IT HITS PEOPLE HARD.
Can WE have the dosage/s you used for ALL THE ABOVE?
And EVERYBODY ELSE who decide to share, CAN WE HAVE YOUR DOSAGE/S, too? It would
be nice to NOT have to ask. Just saying.

TrojanMagician - December 2, 2016, 3:44 am

(12-01-2016 5:10 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;Can WE have the dosage/s you used for ALL THE
ABOVE?
And EVERYBODY ELSE who decide to share, CAN WE HAVE YOUR DOSAGE/S, too? It would
be nice to NOT have to ask. Just saying.
1) The Androstadienone was 40 mcgs during the exposures...
2) The TA that was always feeling me up was exposed to 4 Drops of NA, the other professor was
exposed to the as3 falling in love mix 4 drops NA, 2 drops Androstadienone, and 4 sprays of glace,
but the first time I met with her I just did NA/Androstadienone 4 drops and 40 mcgs I believe

3) I always use 5 drops of wolf for a Dailey application, but to sexualize the combo, for girls my age
I use 5 drops of Wolf, and 1 drop of NNPA
4) I used 2 drops of NNPA, with 40 mcgs of Androstadienone and 4 sprays of glace on the 1rst
night I got laid with NNPA. The second time I did the same combo with another 20 mcgs of
Androstadienone.
5) The hardcore fidgeting and deer in headlights was with 7 drops of Bad Wolf
theLaw - December 2, 2016, 10:40 pm

The following is the top 5 list in four categories by Phertest from houseofpheromones
Normally, I wouldn't post other's reviews, but I find his site incredibly useful........especially for
newbies looking for a good overview, and I haven't seen him post these lists here yet.

Romantic Attraction
1. Xist
2. Nude Alpha
3. Voodoo
4. Certo
5. Grail of Affection
Sexual Attraction
1. LIIK
2. Aqua Vitae
3. Alfa Maschio
4. Evolve
5. Dirty Primitive

VIP/Status
1. Bad Wolf
2. Corporativo
3. Alpha Treasures
4. APi
5. Wolf
Socials
1. X22 (wingman)
2. Hypnotica
3. Nude
4. Connections
5. Glace

Well........that's about as complete as a top-5 list can get!
Phertest gives a full rating and rundown of each product on his site. Definitely worth a read.
****Please note that if Phertest has an issue with me posting this material, this post can be
deleted.....no prob.***
Thanks Phertest-Much appreciated!!!
Paradox - December 3, 2016, 2:51 am

(12-02-2016 5:40 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;The following is the top 5 list in four categories by
Phertest from houseofpheromones.com.
Normally, I wouldn't post other's reviews, but I find his site incredibly useful........especially for
newbies looking for a good overview, and I haven't seen him post these lists here yet.
from : http://houseofpheromones.com/pheromones-for-men-best/
I would just like to point out that Phertest is running a pheromone click thru business.
I don't think that Phertest has click thru agreements with Androtics, Apex, Pheromone Treasures,
Lovescent, HAX or LPMP. Of course I could be wrong. There are no products from any of these
Vendors on his list.
Again to be fair, I don't know Pheretest's business arrangements but I do know that he gets paid
every time someone visits his site and clicks on a pheromone product link and orders it.
A click-through is the process of a visitor clicking on a Web advertisement and going to the
advertiser's Web site. Also called ad clicks.

It is not in his best financial interest to "pan" one of his advertisers products so he will put a spin on
the review.
Just my opinion but this Phertest list may not be unbiased.
MMM - December 3, 2016, 2:53 am

(12-02-2016 5:40 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;The following is the top 5 list in four categories by
Phertest from houseofpheromones
Normally, I wouldn't post other's reviews, but I find his site incredibly useful........especially for
newbies looking for a good overview, and I haven't seen him post these lists here yet.
Romantic Attraction
1. Xist
2. Nude Alpha
3. Voodoo
4. Certo
5. Grail of Affection
Sexual Attraction
1. LIIK
2. Aqua Vitae
3. Alfa Maschio
4. Evolve
5. Dirty Primitive
VIP/Status
1. Bad Wolf
2. Corporativo
3. Alpha Treasures
4. APi
5. Wolf
Socials
1. X22 (wingman)

2. Hypnotica
3. Nude
4. Connections
5. Glace

Well........that's about as complete as a top-5 list can get!
Phertest gives a full rating and rundown of each product on his site. Definitely worth a read.
****Please note that if Phertest has an issue with me posting this material, this post can be
deleted.....no prob.***
Thanks Phertest-Much appreciated!!!
I asked this somewhere else, but did you happen to see what dosage/s he used for his testing? To
me, that's where he falls short.
theLaw - December 3, 2016, 3:05 am

(12-02-2016 9:51 PM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;I would just like to point out that Phertest is running a
pheromone click thru business.
I don't think that Phertest has click thru agreements with Androtics, Apex, Pheromone Treasures,
Lovescent, HAX or LPMP. Of course I could be wrong. There are no products from any of these
Vendors on his list.
Again to be fair, I don't know Pheretest's business arrangements but I do know that he gets paid
every time someone visits his site and clicks on a pheromone product link and orders it.
A click-through is the process of a visitor clicking on a Web advertisement and going to the
advertiser's Web site. Also called ad clicks.
It is not in his best financial interest to "pan" one of his advertisers products so he will put a spin on
the review.
Just my opinion but this Phertest list may not be unbiased.
Grail of Affection and Alpha Treasures are both from Pheromone Treasures.
X22 is from HAX.
Paradox, maybe it would be wise to do your homework before making veiled accusations in public.
jb20 - December 3, 2016, 7:18 am

(12-02-2016 9:51 PM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Just my opinion but this Phertest list may not be
unbiased. This is the 1% of the time I agree with Paradox.
If you click on a link and it has "ref=" something,it is affiliated.Companies with affiliated programs
:Hax,LAL,Love Scent,Alpha Dream, XS. No idea about Apex or PT Androtic doesn't have any
affiliated program,their stuff is expensive enough already(and inconsistent),but they do pay for
helping new members in intro I think.When you taking the opinion of a person getting paid by mone
companies,always take it with a grain of salt.
Sign up for his news letter so he will recommend xist with love boat,lol. Adding more p74 to xist

works wonderfully....in a friend zone kind of way.I really like his totally honest review about Api,
saying it is on par with a314(sarcasm).
kalpan56 - December 3, 2016, 10:23 am

@thelaw,
Mind sharing your list. I am very interested in your top 5. You are quite a senior member. Also, a
very good tester. So, please share your top 5 list.
If phertest wants to share his top 5 list, then he will do it himself. No need to share someone else
list. This thread is for discussing your individual top 5 list.
Hope to see your top 5 list soon.
Thanks.
dsouza - December 3, 2016, 11:29 am

Hmmmm we mustn't take phertest's word for gold.. He is a good writer and writes about the BEST
qualities of products.. I rarely see him talking in depth about the negatives. Sounds like smart
business. But I'm a customer... not a businessman.
For example in his top 5 sexuals, L2k and Am make it as top contenders with l2k as top position..
Yet he says minimal changes have been made to l2k since the AD fiasco. 1 man's opinion. A
man's whose making money selling these products... Yet the bulk of people on PT say l2k has not
returned to its former glory. A few one-offs have had success but even AD has not come out with a
statement that their product line including l2k is as good as or better than before. The line I got from
Chris was "Hi dsouza, no comment".
In Alpha mones he rates BW as #1. He called it his best product. Once again 1 man's opinion. But
many on PT find BW creepy.. Not only that but just too darn intimidating for seduction. Maybe it is
great for self effects.. There was also a time BW dropped out of his review list?? In his "Best
review" section it is not even ON there. Yet it is rated #1 as an alpha? Why did BW drop off the
best review section of his website? Because you can't order it from LAL now? So that implies his
positive reviews are tied to him making &#36;&#36;?? And the review doesn't stand its ground if a
customer can't order?????
I agree his website is the best encyclopedia for general pheromone knowledge products on the
internet, period.. But how much is marketing?
Paradox - December 3, 2016, 1:39 pm

(12-02-2016 10:05 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;Grail of Affection and Alpha Treasures are both from
Pheromone Treasures.
X22 is from HAX.
Paradox, maybe it would be wise to do your homework before making veiled accusations in public.
Yeah my bad with that, sleepy posting.
I still wouldn't take the word of an affiliated marketer.
Not veiled accusations. He makes money from click throughs on his site. That's a fact.
theLaw - December 3, 2016, 2:15 pm

(12-02-2016 9:53 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;I asked this somewhere else, but did you happen to see
what dosage/s he used for his testing? To me, that's where he falls short.
I've read through the site many times, and only remember a few mentions of sprays/drops, but not
with each and every product.
You could also try the comments section at the bottom of each product page.
Cheers!
MMM - December 3, 2016, 3:40 pm

(12-03-2016 9:15 AM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;I've read through the site many times, and only
remember a few mentions of sprays/drops, but not with each and every product.
You could also try the comments section at the bottom of each product page.
Cheers!
Yeah, I know; but I was pointing out what SHOULD BE a given for an EXPERT. No way was I
gonna ask for dosages for each product I read through. I do too much of that here. To me, it's like
here on the forum ... I SHOULDN'T HAVE TO ASK.
With that, I'm wearing a Paradox t-shirt. To each his own.
phertest - December 3, 2016, 6:02 pm

Hey guys,
I just wanted to clarify a few things before this turns into another rubbish drama like several times
before.
Firstly, yes I do get paid a small commission if I refer a sale, but it costs nothing to you at the end of
the day (please read my affiliate disclosure at House Of Pheromones. Secondly, this is not my full
time job and I don't have all day and night to work on the site.
It makes money to buy a few products, pay for hosting, registration, security and all the other good
shit (like fixing headaches &amp; technical problems) that comes with owning a website.
So yes, there are a few products from different brands I haven't got around to testing. I've also got
schooling and work to deal with which leaves me little time to work on the site.
I also have compiled a ton of research and opinions/self help/information articles that are totally
non-commercial andhave helped me in my own life... stuff that goes beyond just pheromones.
As another poster mentioned, writing dosages is a pretty pointless exercise because it varies for
everyone. Some people claim that they have had outstanding results with huge doses of Aqua Vitae
for example, but I find anything over 1-2 drops gets tricky to use. I do provide recommendations if
someone asks. I didn't know it was a deal breaker for some people, I will try to include more
specifics in the future.
As for the Alpha Dream "fiasco", I followed up with Chris about months ago, and I was sent some
new bottles that had the fix applied. In the mean time, this is when I started getting emails about the
formula being changed, and did not try that particular run of the products. As far as the fixed bottles I
received went, I personally found that there were very minor differences and that the products at
their core were still pretty much the same (cross tested AM and L2K with my original bottles from
2013). Some people have also left comments saying the same thing and I haven't had any

complaints since the incident.
From what I know about the situation, Chris and Amara were replacing or sending their new
-Androstenone vials to people with the bad batches. Last time I talked to Chris was a few months
back, and he told me that he would begin implementing the original method to synthesize
-Androstenone into the products and that issues were resolved. If anyone has ordered recently,
please get in touch and I'll look into when and what's happened with the products as of late if they
are still having issues. I will call Chris on Monday to see what's happening at the lab anyway and get
updates.
I know people are always going to have doubts about the website and my credibility - and I am okay
with that. All I can do is tell you guys what I know and what I don't, I am just a one man band with a
pheromone website lol.
phertest - December 3, 2016, 6:41 pm

@MMM I see what you're saying - the problem is that the age of myself and readers vary
tremendously and I advise older readers to go ahead with higher dosages depending on products
and younger readers to go a bit lower.
Some high school kid emailed last month asking why his products from the sexual attraction
category aren't working... wonder why?
@dsouza Please see my response above to the Alpha Dream case. Also, I would like to point out
that BW is a very alpha product and requires boatloads of charisma (either already obtained or
acquired over time) to use, something that I point out very obviously and as a potentially negative
aspect of the review.
I know that you've used the product, last I recall you were having great results with the product. Not
entirely sure. I also recall you having great results with Nude Alpha but you changed your mind
because it started to reverse imprint on you and make you feel soft and "beta". One thing I do
remember is recommending that you take some time out and forget about the PUA stuff and
pheromones and just focus on improving yourself, because you seem to have issues in this regard.
As a friend who has communicated with you in depth over the years, I think this is the most
important thing you can do to improve your success with or without pheromones.
And yes, LAL products have been temporarily disabled (in my review sidebar) because we don't
know for sure how long LAL will be offline for. But I left it on there for atleast 2 months hoping Garry
would be able to figure it out soon. That was a while back, its still more difficult than he originally
thought and not fixed as soon as he thought.
The products are still listed "as is" on my top pheromones list - there's just no point having the
products taking up space in the sidebar if nobody can order for such a long time period... I emailed
Garry about 2 weeks ago and he's working on getting it back as soon as possible, and will return
once people are actually able to order.
I really don't know where you got the impression that "the review doesn't stand its ground if a
customer can't order?????" - the LAL page tab and the reviews are still at the top and still available
on the site.
Of course it stands its ground, people continued to email me about why the cart wasn't working and
its tiring to answer the same questions over and over. There is now a notice on the lal site so its not
as frequent, but like I said, there's no real point if nobody can have the products for another few
weeks or maybe months into the future.

Paradox - December 3, 2016, 7:38 pm

(12-03-2016 1:02 PM)phertest Wrote: &nbsp;Firstly, yes I do get paid a small commission if I refer a
sale
Yeah well I like you Pheretest but it looks like a real conflict of interest. Cash rules right? You are
running a cash business.
No disrespect to anyone on the board. Just my opinion.
phertest - December 3, 2016, 7:53 pm

(12-03-2016 2:38 PM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Yeah well I like you Pheretest but it looks like a real
conflict of interest. Cash rules right? You are running a cash business.
No disrespect to anyone on the board. Just my opinion.
I see your point, its not really a "business" though.
After owning the site for a year and a bit its still just a hobby among my interests in street dance
and fitness, school etc. A little extra cash to buy products once in a while is cool though, not really
life changing stuff here lol.
MMM - December 3, 2016, 9:43 pm

(12-03-2016 1:41 PM)phertest Wrote: &nbsp;@MMM I see what you're saying - the problem is that
the age of myself and readers vary tremendously and I advise older readers to go ahead with higher
dosages depending on products and younger readers to go a bit lower.
Some high school kid emailed last month asking why his products from the sexual attraction
category aren't working... wonder why?
MMM's 'Yeah, but ..."
Yeah, but why NOT just say what's what at the end of each report, P? I read and read just knowing
I was gonna get the dosage/s you tested with. To me, that's MOST IMPORTANT. And yes, I know
what works for one may not work for another, but as a NEWBIE or anyone else for that matter, it's
the ULTIMATE BLUEPRINT.
I don't care if you're making money.
Make that change, and I'd order through your site from the vendors of my needs that's listed.
Anyway, I dare NOT try to tell you how to run your house. No disrespect intended.
phertest - December 3, 2016, 11:12 pm

(12-03-2016 4:43 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;MMM's 'Yeah, but ..."
Yeah, but why NOT just say what's what at the end of each report, P? I read and read just knowing
I was gonna get the dosage/s you tested with. To me, that's MOST IMPORTANT. And yes, I know
what works for one may not work for another, but as a NEWBIE or anyone else for that matter, it's
the ULTIMATE BLUEPRINT.
I don't care if you're making money.
Make that change, and I'd order through your site from the vendors of my needs that's listed.
Anyway, I dare NOT try to tell you how to run your house. No disrespect intended.
To be honest, it never really occurred to me. I used 1-2 sprays/drops as a standard for most

products, but where I do make mention of dosage is on reviews where high dosages could have
negative effects like Glace or True Love and other alpha/sexual products.
Noted for future reference
MMM - December 3, 2016, 11:55 pm

(12-03-2016 6:12 PM)phertest Wrote: &nbsp;To be honest, it never really occurred to me. I used
1-2 sprays/drops as a standard for most products, but where I do make mention of dosage is on
reviews where high dosages could have negative effects like Glace or True Love and other
alpha/sexual products.
Noted for future reference
For me, the more thorough the report ... which INCLUDES dosage/s and application points ... the
more I consider the poster an EXPERT. But that's just me. I do understand how the SEARCH FOR
PUSSY will cause a lot of men to become blind of that point. Time to up your GAME, P! *wink*
"WHEN YOU GET GOOD AT SOMETHING, IT SHOWS! ESPECIALLY IN YOUR REPORTS" --MMM
ENOUGH. Back to the TOP 5 PHEROMONES FOR 2016-2017
Has anybody's TOP 5 got them laid with a COMPLETE STRANGER? It's okay if it turned into a
relationship.
BigDickBandit420 - December 4, 2016, 12:12 am

(12-03-2016 6:55 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;For me, the more thorough the report ... which
INCLUDES dosage/s and application points ... the more I consider the poster an EXPERT. But that's
just me. I do understand how the SEARCH FOR PUSSY will cause a lot of men to become blind of
that point. Time to up your GAME, P! *wink*
"WHEN YOU GET GOOD AT SOMETHING, IT SHOWS! ESPECIALLY IN YOUR REPORTS" --MMM
ENOUGH. Back to the TOP 5 PHEROMONES FOR 2016-2017
Has anybody's TOP 5 got them laid with a COMPLETE STRANGER? It's okay if it turned into a
relationship.
Met a white gal with 3 drops of DP covered in 1 mill intense in Vegas for a few minutes and
exchanged numbers. Texted for a few hours, she came over and we fucked in 30 minutes. She was
wet as a waterfall. She was 32 or 33. DP is my fave sexual so far.
Top 5:
DP: sexual pheromone straight to the point. Cops and none. No socials, no status beside the I just
got laid from cops. Makes women fidget in their seats. Simple and gets the job done.
TUSC: blasting status with good range, a feeling of closeness with women and women, 2!: a crush
vibe for women.
More comin later.
krish212 - December 4, 2016, 2:11 am

My top mones for 2016-2017:

1) L2K v1 (2015 version): I was 18 and lost my virginity with this mone. I can pull of this it's laid
back MYSTERIOUS vibe pretty well. I think this mone suits my personality very well. Recently I got
laid twice with a stranger who was reluctant to have sex on the first date. Overall, great standalone,
easy to pull off, social and sexual hybrid. Cannot be used for work or near women you don't want to
seduce. Also, gives great orgasms to the women. I prefer this over EVOLVE spray. Dosage 1-1.5
Sprays.
2) Taboo: Great all-rounder. Hits a very very large range ands great for first dates. 1 spray for
attraction and social hits. with 2 sprays the results are more blatant. From my stash, if I'm unsure
what to wear this the go-to product. I never have negative experiences with this one due to its range
and projection.
3) Xist: Very sensual mix. It hits great on first encounters as well. Good for imprinting. Easier and
better range than NA.
4) Wolf: Respect and status without coming across as too alpha. You need to know how to pull it off
again. People see you as the leader, and I have had the best products when I take charge with this
juice on.
5) Core: Nice, but inconsistent at times. I like its range and feels like I have NOTHING on. Feel
confident and conversations seems kinda smoother. Need more testing and HELP on how to use
this products having a tough time with it.
Honorable Mentions: Cohesion (good for comfort and as an add-on) and AM (best sexual imo
because it doesn't intimidate as much as AV and has more of sexual comfortable vibe)
BigDickBandit420 - December 4, 2016, 2:46 am

(12-03-2016 7:12 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Top 5:
DP: sexual pheromone straight to the point. Cops and none. No socials, no status beside the I just
got laid from cops. Makes women fidget in their seats. Simple and gets the job done.
TUSC: blasting status with good range, a feeling of closeness with women and women, a crush
vibe for women. People remember the status taht comes from this
More comin later.
Couldn't edit the last post
Wolf: Casual and affordable to wear everyday. Creates an energetic buzzing vibe around me,
makes me approachable, yet still gives a cool, status centered vibe, to leave a good impression on
people
P96 - Just makes a trance of everyone gets along around me. Instant chemsitry, comfort, bonding,
doesn't betafy mixes.
Those are my top 4 faves I use on a weekly/daily basis. Less experience with
Nude Alpha solo than I'd like, but it has hypnotic bonding, tough guy aura at 3 bulb drops, and
seems to befriend men. Makes a woman who doesn't think of you much think of you more.
Fave all around combo of 2016 - NA 3 drops, TUSC 4 drops, Glace 3 sprays.
theLaw - December 26, 2016, 8:25 pm

Top 5 most Popular (most viewed) products on the forum through 2016 :
LAL
1. AV
2. NA
3. Wolf
4. Voodoo
5. BW
PXS
1. Xist
2. Taboo
3. Cohesion
4. Ascend
5. Evolve
(note that I took a bit of liberty with these last three as the ACE combo was listed right behind
Cohesion in popularity)
Apex
1. M3X
2. Core
3. Tusc
4. Titan
5. Dionysos
PT
1. GOA
2. AT
3. THU
4. Swoon
5. ETFZ
AD
1. LIIK (v1)
2. AM
3. LIIK (v2)
4. Glace
5. Certo
HAX
1. Wingman Black
2. M512
3. Holy Grail
4. C4
5. Phero Fusion 919

***Interesting to note that every post on this thread so far has included one or more of the above
mixes***

Paradox - December 27, 2016, 1:05 pm

(12-26-2016 3:25 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;Top 5 most Popular (most viewed) products on the
forum through 2016 :
Thanks TheLaw. Very nice work. Well done!
Jimmycrack - December 27, 2016, 8:55 pm

Here is my current stack rank for grab during a house fire:
Pheromone Mixes:
1. New Pheromone Additive. The Closer.
Nuff said.
2. GOA. The Ice Breaker.
A bit hyped but actually worthy of great praise. IOI pay for the bottle.
3. Swoon. The Amplifier.
Over-hyped but solid "friendly" mix.
4. M3X. The Opener.
Tricky, somewhat over-hyped but shockingly good opener.
5. Wolf/Ascend Tie. Mr Solid.
YMMV based on how you wear "your self"!
Supplemental Materials:
1. P96. Sunny.
2. T150. Kinky.
3. P75. Suave.
4. P130. Smoother.
5. TAC.... maybe....
dsouza - December 28, 2016, 1:44 pm

(12-26-2016 3:25 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;Top 5 most Popular (most viewed) products on the
forum through 2016 :
LAL
1. AV
2. NA
3. Wolf
4. Voodoo
5. BW
PXS
1. Xist
2. Taboo
3. Cohesion

4. Ascend
5. Evolve
(note that I took a bit of liberty with these last three as the ACE combo was listed right behind
Cohesion in popularity)
Apex
1. M3X
2. Core
3. Tusc
4. Titan
5. Dionysos
PT
1. GOA
2. AT
3. THU
4. Swoon
5. ETFZ
AD
1. LIIK (v1)
2. AM
3. LIIK (v2)
4. Glace
5. Certo
HAX
1. Wingman Black
2. M512
3. Holy Grail
4. C4
5. Phero Fusion 919
***Interesting to note that every post on this thread so far has included one or more of the above
mixes***

Don't know if its a coincidence but I seem to have liked and used products in position#2 on virtually
every one of your categories at some point or another..
Dafixisin - January 20, 2017, 2:11 am

Bumpity bump... cause yeah, still early goings with this fave thread of mine.
SeekingSuccess - January 20, 2017, 3:25 am

(01-19-2017 9:11 PM)Dafixisin Wrote: &nbsp;Bumpity bump... cause yeah, still early goings with
this fave thread of mine. Still waiting on your top 5...
Androcles - January 20, 2017, 4:51 am

1. M3X (up from 2) - I can bend this mone inside and out in any conversation. I have a lot of fun.
2. GOA - because I'm married.
3. Brute - I sometimes dream about being single.
4. Orbital - The more I chat, the better they chat.
5. Titan - I love being cocky doing cocky things.
Snoopyace - January 20, 2017, 9:58 pm

(01-19-2017 11:51 PM)Androcles Wrote: &nbsp;2. GOA - because I'm married.
There is much truth in this.
GOA is AWESOME coming up to girl week around my house but it also works at less volatile times.
I do find that I also get a lot of attraction hits from other women when I'm wearing this. To the point
that I can't wear it unless my bride is with me. I'm married and not looking for a side piece so it is
strictly catch and release for me.
mones - January 21, 2017, 3:42 pm

From my experience:
1) A314 rev 32- Best smooth alpha mones, too bad it is now not what it used to be.
2) Alpha 7- one of the only sexual mones that can hit young Asian girl( which is my only target)
without the overly aggressive attitude. 1 Spray of AM and I got either avoidance or irritated behavior
from Asian girls.
3) TabooXS: beginner friendly, help initiate flirting and banter with light attraction, one of the best
standalone product, IOI is through the roof. It can help you go from A to Z.
4) TUSC oil: serious alpha mones. Titan is better and more Wolfie easy going but it is very
expensive.
5) Nude/ Nude Alpha: imprinting but slow hitting, great for wifey material.
Honorable Mention: L2K: I have great experience with younger White girls with this but the
depression and lerthagy is unbearable
metaltree - January 21, 2017, 4:45 pm

(01-21-2017 10:42 AM)mones Wrote: &nbsp;1) A314 rev 32- Best smooth alpha mones, too bad it
is now not what it used to be.
I assume that this is the new Rev 32 they are selling now and not the old Rev 32 from a few years
ago. They could be same same thing. Who knows?
Blacky Chan - January 21, 2017, 7:22 pm

(01-21-2017 10:42 AM)mones Wrote: &nbsp;From my experience:
1) A314 rev 32- Best smooth alpha mones, too bad it is now not what it used to be.
2) Alpha 7- one of the only sexual mones that can hit young Asian girl( which is my only target)
without the overly aggressive attitude. 1 Spray of AM and I got either avoidance or irritated behavior
from Asian girls. Why are you talking about alpha machismo in a report about Alpha 7?
3) TabooXS: beginner friendly, help initiate flirting and banter with light attraction, one of the best
standalone product, IOI is through the roof. It can help you go from A to Z.
4) TUSC oil: serious alpha mones. Titan is better and more Wolfie easy going but it is very
expensive. Why would you say that Titan is better but you recommend TUSC
5) Nude/ Nude Alpha: imprinting but slow hitting, great for wifey material. These are two completely
different products I don't think you actually tested either one of them
Honorable Mention: L2K: I have great experience with younger White girls with this but the
depression and lerthagy is unbearable
Your taboo and l2k reports sound more like generic descriptions you copied from someone else.
.02

theLaw - January 21, 2017, 7:36 pm

(01-21-2017 2:22 PM)Blacky Chan Wrote: &nbsp;Your taboo and l2k reports sound more like
generic descriptions you copied from someone else. .02
Just a heads up: about username Mones
-Claims to have used pheromones for 8+ years
-Never written a single review of a product on this forum
-Tried to start drama twice already on 2 other threads

Blacky Chan - January 21, 2017, 8:03 pm

(01-21-2017 2:36 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;Just a heads up: about username Mones
-Claims to have used pheromones for 8+ years
-Never written a single review of a product on this forum
-Tried to start drama twice already on 2 other threads

24yrs old. 8 yrs experience
jb20 - January 21, 2017, 10:57 pm

^You could have 8+ years of experience with mones by 24,if you hanged out with older people who
used mones.That being said,I don't trust him either.
andromun - January 23, 2017, 12:21 am

(12-03-2016 8:39 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;I still wouldn't take the word of an affiliated marketer.
Not veiled accusations. He makes money from click throughs on his site. That's a fact.
To be 100% fair &amp; honest you shouldn't take the word of an affiliate marketer as gold. I also
run a pheromone site, longer than Phertest. I started the site really as a hobby (still is) to help the
newbie avoid shit products and scams. I've been buying mones since 1999 and fell for scams left
and right.
I have many reviews up there and I don't mind shitting on popular products that don't work for
me...case in point BW. Some of my harshest reviews are on products like; AM, Corpo, Bliss,
Domination, Alpha 7, A314 and several others. I do my best, to be honest on my YouTube channel
and site.
My personal top 5 are:
1) Wolf - still the best alpha mone available. Not overbearing and it really does make you the center
of attention with people looking up to you.
2) N.PA - absolutely love this product hits like a mack truck every time.
3) M3X - best mone of 2016 hands down.
4) Core - still imo the best social on the market.
5) Impi Red - still can't believe how this mone reels in the 20 somethings.
Honorable Mentions:

a) P96 - great add on to any sexual mix and a solid replacement to A.1
b) Evolve - is my 2nd best sexual mone next to n.pa
c) Taboo - charm in a bottle, great for opening that door for you.
d) XiSt - great product that really creates that aura of 'boyfriend material'
e) Turn Up The Heat - VERY underrated sexual product from androtics
TrojanMagician - January 23, 2017, 1:10 am

(01-22-2017 7:21 PM)andromun Wrote: &nbsp;To be 100% fair &amp; honest you shouldn't take
the word of an affiliate marketer as gold. I also run a pheromone site, longer than Phertest. I started
the site really as a hobby (still is) to help the newbie avoid shit products and scams. I've been buying
mones since 1999 and fell for scams left and right.
I have many reviews up there and I don't mind shitting on popular products that don't work for
me...case in point BW. Some of my harshest reviews are on products like; AM, Corpo, Bliss,
Domination, Alpha 7, A314 and several others. I do my best, to be honest on my YouTube channel
and site.
My personal top 5 are:
1) Wolf - still the best alpha mone available. Not overbearing and it really does make you the center
of attention with people looking up to you.
2) N.PA - absolutely love this product hits like a mack truck every time.
3) M3X - best mone of 2016 hands down.
4) Core - still imo the best social on the market.
5) Impi Red - still can't believe how this mone reels in the 20 somethings.
Honorable Mentions:
a) P96 - great add on to any sexual mix and a solid replacement to A.1
b) Evolve - is my 2nd best sexual mone next to n.pa
c) Taboo - charm in a bottle, great for opening that door for you.
d) XiSt - great product that really creates that aura of 'boyfriend material'
e) Turn Up The Heat - VERY underrated sexual product from androtics
I miss your video reviews on Youtube. Idk why you stopped making them, but they were incredibly
helpful and informative.
metaltree - February 14, 2017, 4:33 pm

Alpha Treasures - Best Stand Alone Ever. It the best product to wear when hanging out with both
male/female friends. Good as a stand alone when going to bars/clubs. Gets me approached by
females more consistantly than any other product. Dosage - 2 to 3 drops on neck and chest.
Overdose Gel - the best product for getting women sexually attracted (wet). Main drawback wearing
this solo is that it intimidates people. Works best in combo with Cohesion. Dosage - one full pump
spread between the two sides of my lower body. That area of my body is warm enough to heat up
the gel during the winter and the gel is concentrated enough for enough product to diffuse through
my clothing. Cohesion Oil - The best product for getting passive hits from really young women (early
20s). But the real reason this product made my list is because it works great in combo with
Overdose for getting women interested in coming back to my place or their place with me. Dosage 1 drop split between my collar bones. Aqua Vitae - The best product for getting passive hits in
crowded nightclub environments. Tried with Overdose gel and the combo is very promising but I
need to do more testing of this combo. Dosage - 8 drops when worn solo and 5 drops when
combined with Overdose Gel. Swoon - Best Product for getting passive hits overall. Seriously gets
women to notice me in both the daytime and in bars. Dosage - 4 to 8 drops.

Paradox - February 14, 2017, 5:16 pm

(02-14-2017 11:33 AM)metaltree Wrote: &nbsp;Overdose Gel - the best product for getting women
sexually attracted (wet).
Not being funny or starting anything.
How do you know OD makes women wet? Do they tell you this? If so, how many different women
have told you this?
MMM - February 14, 2017, 6:06 pm

(01-22-2017 7:21 PM)andromun Wrote: &nbsp;To be 100% fair &amp; honest you shouldn't take
the word of an affiliate marketer as gold. I also run a pheromone site, longer than Phertest. I started
the site really as a hobby (still is) to help the newbie avoid shit products and scams. I've been buying
mones since 1999 and fell for scams left and right.
I have many reviews up there and I don't mind shitting on popular products that don't work for
me...case in point BW. Some of my harshest reviews are on products like; AM, Corpo, Bliss,
Domination, Alpha 7, A314 and several others. I do my best, to be honest on my YouTube channel
and site.
My personal top 5 are:
1) Wolf - still the best alpha mone available. Not overbearing and it really does make you the center
of attention with people looking up to you.
2) N.PA - absolutely love this product hits like a mack truck every time.
3) M3X - best mone of 2016 hands down.
4) Core - still imo the best social on the market.
5) Impi Red - still can't believe how this mone reels in the 20 somethings.
Honorable Mentions:
a) P96 - great add on to any sexual mix and a solid replacement to A.1
b) Evolve - is my 2nd best sexual mone next to n.pa
c) Taboo - charm in a bottle, great for opening that door for you.
d) XiSt - great product that really creates that aura of 'boyfriend material'
e) Turn Up The Heat - VERY underrated sexual product from androtics
So what site do you run, A?
Thanks!
metaltree - February 14, 2017, 6:26 pm

(02-14-2017 12:16 PM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Not being funny or starting anything.
How do you know OD makes women wet? Do they tell you this? If so, how many different women
have told you this?
Just two but that is more than with any other pheromone product. Both of these women were in
fact soaked down there and made a comment about it. I agree it in anecdotal and the sample size
is very small. Women can be soaked without pheromones too. But the circumstances made me
believe it was the Overdose Gel.
One time was in combo with SXD-9 and the other was in combo with Cohesion oil. The one
constant was the Overdose Gel.
I admit the evidence is not conclusive but I really do believe Overdose Gel soaks women based on
the limitd evidence I do have. It is really hard to prove anything with pheromones because there are
so many other variables to take into account. Also my skill with women is not very good so I do not

get that many women into my bed to begin with.
Paradox - February 14, 2017, 6:51 pm

(02-14-2017 1:26 PM)metaltree Wrote: &nbsp;Just two but that is more than with any other
pheromone product. Both of these women were in fact soaked down there and made a comment
about it. I agree it in anecdotal and the sample size is very small. Women can be soaked without
pheromones too. But the circumstances made me believe it was the Overdose Gel.
One time was in combo with SXD-9 and the other was in combo with Cohesion oil. The one
constant was the Overdose Gel.
I admit the evidence is not conclusive but I really do believe Overdose Gel soaks women based on
the limitd evidence I do have. It is really hard to prove anything with pheromones because there are
so many other variables to take into account. Also my skill with women is not very good so I do not
get that many women into my bed to begin with.
Cool. Thanks for the clarification.
Alphonse - February 14, 2017, 6:58 pm

(02-14-2017 1:26 PM)metaltree Wrote: &nbsp;Women can be soaked without pheromones too. But
the circumstances made me believe it was the Overdose Gel.
I can cosign. It's that high dose none and TAC effect. Kane has the same effect (I believe SXD9,
OD and all Kane contain the same TAC-like molecule), it just does it without the OD evolution.
A
Mars82 - February 17, 2017, 3:15 am

My current top 5 (in any order) for solo uses are as follows:
M3X @ 1 spray
Evolve @ 1 spray
Taboo oil @ 3 drops
Overdose @ 1 pump
Manimal @ 2 drops
NB: I have a couple of bottles of AM, but I am not yet able to get it down pat. It gives me negative
self effects after spraying so I cannot observe reactions well. I like Imprint too in combo with M3X as
I cannot wear it solo, ditto with Cohesion which I need to combine with Evolve.
RussianWolf - February 18, 2017, 1:19 am

Mars82, I've found that 2 sprays of Bliss paired with one spray of AM works really well.

Peace
avi - February 18, 2017, 12:49 pm

Bliss or Instant Shine , even TAA combined with AM , L2K or other heavy dienone product.
Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
Mars82 - February 20, 2017, 5:13 am

(02-17-2017 8:19 PM)RussianWolf Wrote: &nbsp;Mars82, I've found that 2 sprays of Bliss paired
with one spray of AM works really well.

Peace
Hi mate. I have tried bliss before. I got negative self effects like lethargy, headaches and short
temper. I even got a Crush beta blend with Bliss molecules mixed in it. Same effects. I guess the
product has a molecule or two that don't agree with me.
avi - February 20, 2017, 5:40 am

Hi, Mars, for that reason I mentioned TAA or IS, because IS contain TAA.
And some people used L2K with TAA successfully.
Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
avi - February 20, 2017, 5:58 am

My Top 5
for 2016/2017
1. M3X (or maybe AT)
2. Alpha Treasures (or maybe M3X)
3. NA
4. XiSt (hesitating between XiSt / GoA)
5. BW (hesitating between BW / DP)
Additional supplements
1. P96
2. TAC
3. P83
4. P75
5. P93
Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
dsouza - February 24, 2017, 9:00 pm

Couldn't help notice evolve didn't make most peoples top 5.
In fact less than 1 or 2 people listed it.
What's going on here? Don't tell me it's that damn EST curse again ? Lol
Blacky Chan - February 24, 2017, 9:35 pm

(02-24-2017 4:00 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;Couldn't help notice evolve didn't make most peoples
top 5.
In fact less than 1 or 2 people listed it.
What's going on here? Don't tell me it's that damn EST curse again ? Lol
Paradox pointed out the same thing and got jumped for it.
Randomguy - February 25, 2017, 3:43 am

Hey
I have Xist and NA and I heard about them that they are subtle and it takes time for them to show
some effects. Currently, I'm interested in something that hits fast and where you can see the effects
faster .

Can you guys recommend me something?
Jimmycrack - February 25, 2017, 4:56 am

(02-24-2017 10:43 PM)Randomguy Wrote: &nbsp;Currently, I'm interested in something that hits
fast and where you can see the effects faster .
Can you guys recommend me something?
Yep... random....
BigDickBandit420 - February 25, 2017, 6:44 am

(02-24-2017 10:43 PM)Randomguy Wrote: &nbsp;Hey
I have Xist and NA and I heard about them that they are subtle and it takes time for them to show
some effects. Currently, I'm interested in something that hits fast and where you can see the effects
faster .
Can you guys recommend me something?
Ammo + turn up the heat in combo at a bar
jb20 - February 25, 2017, 10:43 am

(02-24-2017 4:00 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;Couldn't help notice evolve didn't make most peoples
top 5.
In fact less than 1 or 2 people listed it.
What's going on here? Don't tell me it's that damn EST curse again ? Lol
Evolve is not a top 5 product(at least for me),it is normally used just before or couple of hours
before sex like Turn Up The Heat to enhance sex.
Paradox - February 25, 2017, 12:54 pm

(02-25-2017 5:43 AM)jb20 Wrote: &nbsp;Evolve is not a top 5 product(at least for me),it is normally
used just before or couple of hours before sex like Turn Up The Heat to enhance sex.
Do you mean that this is the way you use it? Or are you saying that this is the way the entire
community uses Evolve?
Jimmycrack - February 25, 2017, 7:52 pm

(02-25-2017 5:43 AM)jb20 Wrote: &nbsp;Evolve is not a top 5 product(at least for me),it is normally
used just before or couple of hours before sex like Turn Up The Heat to enhance sex.
Evolve might take my New Pheromone Additive slot if they stopped making it or it went down hill. I
really like evolve oil and find my batch rock solid. For me it less direct than New Pheromone
Additive, builds more naturally and I tend to use it as longer seduction game. It's great to watch its
magic build and force the female hand.
But here is the thing, for my tops, I picked "a kit" things I'd grab if the house was on fire. And
frankly I can tune the others enough so that Evolve is my roscoe - my backup gun. So it didn't
make my list.
Similarly M3X bested AV and MX353. It is way easier to steer for me and doesn't hit as polar.
So if the question is why isn't Evolve making in a top 5 general list, the answer is others edge it out.

If the question is should be in a top 5 sexual.... I think it would definitely be there something like
New Pheromone Additive, Evolve, AV or MX353 and Ascend or P10... something like that anyhow
for me.

And others may scoff but I can assuredly say: I have never not gotten action on Evolve and that
said, it is not a first date phero for me - whereas M3X is. More like a 3rd date....
james mathers - March 9, 2017, 10:53 am

What i find intriguing about this year's vote is how people's preferences change from year to year,
and how the 2 most popular mixes from the 2014-2015 thread, Core and Xist have dropped off in
popularity, while others that were hardly mentioned like BW have gained a lot of votes. The ones
that seem to be consistently popular over the years in people's top 5's are NA and Wolf. Newer
products like M3X and Goa have dominated this years top 5 and many are fan-boying Swoon. Tusc
and AT are also quite prominent.
What's also indicative in these top 5 lists from 2014-2017 is the rise of newer Vendor's products and
the fall of others such as ADream. Also noted is that the older generation products from Love Scent
never seem to get a mention in any list, even though products such as The Edge, AE and Scent of
Eros were considered the "gold standard" for a long time.
james mathers - March 9, 2017, 12:05 pm

My top 5:
1. Woodland for Men by Love Potions - The only product where i have consistently "sealed the
deal" with relative ease. Always in a bar setting where the girl is drinking. Time after time.
Unfortunately no longer available.
2. Alter Ego - Especially when combined with Instant Shine and Instant Honesty. Very consistent. I
had an insanely gorgeous girl at the casino in Melbourne come up to me out of nowhere and flirt
heavily. Like i had some sort of X factor about me. The night progressed with ease.
3.Original Ammo circa 2008 - the version with the Nautica Competition type scent is what made me
believe in pheromones. On its own or with IS and IH it was a very, Very attractive, sexual and
reliable product. But I've tried Ammo subsequently over the years in Game scent and World Edition
and Summer without much of a response.
4. MX150 - Part of the Chemical Romance pack Androtics had some years ago. An amazing mix
that of course was discontinued. Paired with IH and had amazing consistent heavy attraction and
flirting.
5. Instant female Magic - Androtics classic Androstadienone spray that was discontinued. Not sure
what steered the Androstadienone , but haven't been able to replicate the affect with Goa or straight
Androstadienone . Brilliant crushy, obsessive responses from girls when combined with IS and
A-nol. For eg. a girl i just met at a house party sent me a mixed tape full of love songs the next day!
wtf? who the hell does that? lol....
V-nice - March 9, 2017, 12:27 pm

Cool! My friend, they don't make them like they used to huh? Lol
The reason why pheromone likeness change, and as you see, these are top 5 of 2016-17, is that
new products are out and will continue to come out.
I remember when Core was a top favorite of mine. But Geez, am I gonna continue using Core for
the next 10 years? Or try new things? I choose the latter.
Paradox - March 9, 2017, 12:52 pm

(03-09-2017 7:05 AM)james mathers Wrote: &nbsp;My top 5:

1. Woodland for Men by Love Potions - The only product where i have consistently "sealed the
deal" with relative ease. Always in a bar setting where the girl is drinking. Time after time.
Unfortunately no longer available.
Their ad copy for Woodland for Men says "Includes *Turn up the Heat* from Androtics."
Maybe just use Turn up the Heat with a nice cover. Mara from LPMP is very accommodating. If you
ask nicely she may mix up a batch of woodland oil for you.
Androtics had already stopped producing Instant Female Magic when I got there in 2009. From
what I read their decision was based on the fact that they felt that Androstadienone was harmful to
men.
DrChocolate - March 10, 2017, 9:00 pm

(03-09-2017 7:52 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Their ad copy for Woodland for Men says "Includes
*Turn up the Heat* from Androtics."
Maybe just use Turn up the Heat with a nice cover. Mara from LPMP is very accommodating. If you
ask nicely she may mix up a batch of woodland oil for you.
Androtics had already stopped producing Instant Female Magic when I got there in 2009. From
what I read their decision was based on the fact that they felt that Androstadienone was harmful to
men.
I've asked LPMP customer service. And a lovely lady by the name Heather said that if I know the
certain break down of the molecules, they can blend it thru the 'mad scientist' option.
So the question I have is does anyone have the break down of Turn Up The Heat with the ratios by
any chance? Cos Turn Up The Heat was one of the products I saw consistent hits too. I agree with
James Mathers on that one.
I know am asking silk out of a pig's arse, but I thought I'll put it out there anyway.
Thanks in advance.
Snoopyace - March 10, 2017, 9:11 pm

If I remember correctly, Turn Up The Heat was mostly straight androstenone with minute amounts of
what they termed as steering pheromones. As for Woodland Man, it was a really nice green and
slightly woodsy scent. I did get a lot of use out of the bottle I had. Got me laid more than once.
DrChocolate - March 10, 2017, 9:38 pm

(03-10-2017 4:11 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;If I remember correctly, Turn Up The Heat was
mostly straight androstenone with minute amounts of what they termed as steering pheromones. As
for Woodland Man, it was a really nice green and slightly woodsy scent. I did get a lot of use out of
the bottle I had. Got me laid more than once.
Thanks heaps Snoopy.
Ive been testing a few things lately. And what I can say from what I can observe is that smells in
themselves have a MASSIVE impact on how girls react. So far a few blends of essential oils made
me think that. And the most consistent results I got outta all of'em is ;
Australian sandlewood, rosemary, rose geranium, lavender, patchouli, bergamot, jasmine and
spearmint. All one to one ratios. Meaning all the same amount. Mixed in coconut oil to 1 to 4 ratio.

Coconut oil being one and the mixture of the essential oils being 4. Not EXACTLY that amount but
just roughly. So a quater of the blend has coconut oil if that makes sense.
This blend in itself is an EXTREMELY strong blend when it comes to the smell and the silage is
fairly long and far. But the duration of the smell is somewhat shorter and by the 6th 7th hour the
silage becomes shorter too. I'd really appreciate if Mara can opt in her opinion on this one.
But I admit that the smell is VERY rough around the edges. None the less the amount of hits am
getting with this combination is just amazing. And this is WITHOUT any molecules in it . My idea is if
any of the professionals can take this little experiment I've done and make a good professional
blend with the molecules in Turn Up The Heat or any product for that matter, we can all benefit.
This project was a fun project I did just for shits and giggles. But the outcome is amazing. So I
thought I'd share it on Paradox's thread. I know it's not related to the top 5 products. But the subject
came up. So I thought I'd share it here. But if people can get the top 5 products and blend it with
these essential oil smells and see consistent results, I thought 'eh why not?' Lol.
To the O.P.: Hey P, if ya rekon this is outta topic, (which it is) and ya want it outta ur thread, am
happy to delete it. Thanks.
Crazy Bear - March 11, 2017, 1:36 am

[QUOTE='DrChocolate' pid='198594' dateline='1489181915']
Thanks heaps Snoopy.
Ive been testing a few things lately. And what I can say from what I can observe is that smells in
themselves have a MASSIVE impact on how girls react. So far a few blends of essential oils made
me think that. And the most consistent results I got outta all of'em is ;
Australian sandlewood, rosemary, rose geranium, lavender, patchouli, bergamot, jasmine and
spearmint. All one to one ratios. Meaning all the same amount. Mixed in coconut oil to 1 to 4 ratio.
Coconut oil being one and the mixture of the essential oils being 4. Not EXACTLY that amount but
just roughly. So a quater of the blend has coconut oil if that makes sense.
Hi Doc:
Thanks for the informative post.
Im no essential oil expert so im curious... It seems like alot of essential oil to base oil( coconut oil)
ratio. Are you using already diluted essential oils or pure strength oils? I just want to make sure im
using safe ratios and defer to your expertise.
DrChocolate - March 11, 2017, 1:43 am

(03-10-2017 8:36 PM)Crazy Bear Wrote: &nbsp;[QUOTE='DrChocolate' pid='198594'
dateline='1489181915']

Hi Doc:
Thanks for the informative post.
Im no essential oil expert so im curious... It seems like alot of essential oil to base oil( coconut oil)
ratio. Are you using already diluted essential oils or pure strength oils? I just want to make sure im
using safe ratios and defer to your expertise.

Sorry. I should've clarified. Am not an expert either. Just an enthusiast really. It was only a crazy
experiment. Mara from LPMP on the other hand knows what she's talking about. There's a lot of
posts from her on this forum.
The 1/4 of coconut oil was to dilute the full strength essential oils. hope this helps.
Paradox - March 11, 2017, 2:26 am

(03-10-2017 4:38 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;To the O.P.: Hey P, if ya rekon this is outta topic,
(which it is) and ya want it outta ur thread, am happy to delete it. Thanks.
Just to make it clear, I created this thread to help the community make informed decisions about
pheromone products.
This entire thread is for you the pheromone user.
My suggestion is to ask LPMP to make a small batch of Woodland (with no pheromones). You can
purchase Turn up the Heat from Androtics. You can also go to the trader section of pherotalk or
pherotruth to see if someone wants to sell their Turn Up The Heat cheaply. And then you are good
to go.
DrChocolate - March 11, 2017, 3:37 am

(03-10-2017 9:26 PM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Just to make it clear, I created this thread to help the
community make informed decisions about pheromone products.
This entire thread is for you the pheromone user.
My suggestion is to ask LPMP to make a small batch of Woodland (with no pheromones). You can
purchase Turn up the Heat from Androtics. You can also go to the trader section of pherotalk or
pherotruth to see if someone wants to sell their Turn Up The Heat cheaply. And then you are good
to go.
Except the only thing is Turn Up The Heat now is different than Turn Up The Heat back then. Turn
Up The Heat back then is similar to AM or HT now. Just me 2 cents.
Snoopyace - March 11, 2017, 3:42 am

(03-10-2017 10:37 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Except the only thing is Turn Up The Heat now
is different than Turn Up The Heat back then. Turn Up The Heat back then is similar to AM or HT
now. Just me 2 cents.
My 2 cents- Go with Zero to 69 from Pheromone Treasures. It works in a similar fashion to the old
Turn Up the Heat. In my opinion it works equally well if not better.
DrChocolate - March 11, 2017, 3:46 am

(03-10-2017 10:42 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;My 2 cents- Go with Zero to 69 from Pheromone
Treasures. It works in a similar fashion to the old Turn Up the Heat. In my opinion it works equally
well if not better.
True? For me zero to 69 is very similar to New Pheromone Additive Old version. And Dionysos from
Apex ( currently sold).
Another good example how different products work in different ways to different people.
Paradox - March 11, 2017, 5:50 pm

(03-10-2017 10:37 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Except the only thing is Turn Up The Heat now
is different than Turn Up The Heat back then. Turn Up The Heat back then is similar to AM or HT
now. Just me 2 cents.

Wow! this happened a few years before my time.
I've always said that Turn Up The Heat didn't work for me. Looks like Michael Harris tinkered with
the formula sometime early on to "soften it".
Maybe he had Androstenone, Alpha Androstenol and Androstadienone . He maybe swapped out
the Androstadienone for something else when Androtics stopped using Androstadienone . I dunno.
Anyway a good first start would be to get Woodland without pheromones made again.
james mathers - March 13, 2017, 3:05 am

(03-10-2017 10:37 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Except the only thing is Turn Up The Heat now
is different than Turn Up The Heat back then. Turn Up The Heat back then is similar to AM or HT
now. Just me 2 cents. This is the problem. For whatever reason, current TUH is less efficacious and
potent than previous TUH blends. I emailed Mara about re-creating Woodland and she said that it
wasn't possible but that Excalibur with Tuh would be similiar. I predict many of there phero-scented
combos may have a similarly amazing effect. Not sure which other scented blends were created for
them by Andrrotics as most are CShroud blends.
DrChocolate - March 13, 2017, 4:47 am

(03-12-2017 10:05 PM)james mathers Wrote: &nbsp;This is the problem. For whatever reason,
current TUH is less efficacious and potent than previous TUH blends. I emailed Mara about
re-creating Woodland and she said that it wasn't possible but that Excalibur with Tuh would be
similiar. I predict many of there phero-scented combos may have a similarly amazing effect. Not
sure which other scented blends were created for them by Andrrotics as most are CShroud blends.
What's the meaning of CShroud? Thanks.
MMM - March 13, 2017, 4:52 am

(03-12-2017 10:05 PM)james mathers Wrote: &nbsp;This is the problem. For whatever reason,
current TUH is less efficacious and potent than previous TUH blends. I emailed Mara about
re-creating Woodland and she said that it wasn't possible but that Excalibur with Tuh would be
similiar. I predict many of there phero-scented combos may have a similarly amazing effect. Not
sure which other scented blends were created for them by Andrrotics as most are CShroud blends.
So now, TWO people are saying TURN UP THE HEAT has changed. Has anyone NOT on
Androtics BAD LIST contacted them to confirm this?
DrChocolate - March 13, 2017, 5:44 am

(03-12-2017 11:52 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;So now, TWO people are saying TURN UP THE HEAT
has changed. Has anyone NOT on Androtics BAD LIST contacted them to confirm this?
I guess they won't do it because then they will lose the privileges.
james mathers - March 13, 2017, 7:41 am

(03-12-2017 11:47 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;What's the meaning of CShroud? Thanks.
Chris from Alpha Dreams created many of the pheromone mixes for LPMP.
Paradox - March 13, 2017, 12:00 pm

(03-12-2017 10:05 PM)james mathers Wrote: &nbsp;I emailed Mara about re-creating Woodland
and she said that it wasn't possible
I thought that Mara created all (or most) of the scents there. Interesting response from Mara. There
is a difference between can't and won't.
Maybe your email did not specify that you only wanted the scent package.

Snoopyace - March 13, 2017, 3:01 pm

(03-13-2017 7:00 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;I thought that Mara created all (or most) of the scents
there. Interesting response from Mara. There is a difference between can't and won't.
Maybe your email did not specify that you only wanted the scent package.
Sometimes the original ingredients are not available and that's why she can't. In other cases the
recipe got lost when they moved to Washington. I do agree that Excalibur would be a good
substitute. It is slightly less green and a bit more woody but it really isn't too far off from Woodland
Man. Heart Throb would be a good pheromone to pair with Excalibur since it's intent is all about
getting a woman worked up. I haven't tried Excalibur WITH Heart Throb but I have worn each
separately and it would be a good approximation of the original products intent.
Abba - March 13, 2017, 3:45 pm

(03-10-2017 10:42 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;My 2 cents- Go with Zero to 69 from Pheromone
Treasures. It works in a similar fashion to the old Turn Up the Heat. In my opinion it works equally
well if not better. If price is no issue at all, then always go for the best, but Zero to 69 at 10ml is 6
times more expensive than Turn Up The Heat!! I wonder what the effect would be of 18 sprays of
Turn Up The Heat would be!!?? [even at the new formulation].
I use Turn Up The Heat as a bedroom activity intensifier. Works well. Works every time [hormonal
cycles need to be respected].
As stated previously: monogamous relationship, both over 50. 1-2 sprays btw.
Paradox - March 13, 2017, 4:25 pm

(03-13-2017 10:01 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Sometimes the original ingredients are not
available and that's why she can't. In other cases the recipe got lost when they moved to
Washington.
The ingredients seem to be available:
PINE
CEDAR
SANDALWOOD
VETIVER
REDWOOD
ROSEWOOD
SPRUCE
OAKMOSS
AMBER
MYRRH
TONKA
SUGAR
MUSK
Guess we'll have to assume they lost the recipe.
Arsenic - March 13, 2017, 5:05 pm

I dont really have ample experience with GOA or any PT mones to post about, nor M3X, so here's
my list.
1)Nude Alpha
2)DP
3)Glace
4)Nude

5)AV
Kind of an odd list I know. To me NA is great for any occasion and without going into too many
details, does everything I could ask for in a mone. Nude to me is a nice social for any occasion.
Depends on what mood I'm in but it usually comes second to NA for me. They also mix very well.
Glace is hilarious because nothing quite breaks the ice nor gets people talking like Glace does. I
wear it solo and sometimes with other mones. It is my go-to for strictly platonic / family interactions.
DP, god damn I love DP. I love the smell, it makes me horny and confident, and the reactions are
pure fucking gold. I keep it handy to make some of the girls I've seen in the past jealous. 5 is AV
because it was my favorite for many years. It is great for wild parties or to throw in as a surprise in
class every now and then, but it is definitely not something you can wear daily because of the last
minute resistance factor and how it leads to buyers remorse if you wear it a second time around
your target. I keep it in my top 5 because nothing else has given me THAT kind of arrogance and
confidence and the ability to be THE guy in charge.
PSX and mones like Core and Imprint to me are ok, and they get great hits (Evolve, Cohesion,
Ascend) but at the end of the day they feel very... unnatural to me. Something in them makes me
feel beta at the end of the day, perhaps the est or thdoc, but anyhow they just dont sit right with me.
Crazy Bear - March 13, 2017, 8:59 pm

Arsenic
Thats third post ive seen on the boards that av gives buyers remorse?
So is that dont wear it 2nd time around same lady at all or dont wear
2nd time after knockin boots?
Arsenic - March 14, 2017, 4:52 am

(03-13-2017 3:59 PM)Crazy Bear Wrote: &nbsp;Arsenic
Thats third post ive seen on the boards that av gives buyers remorse?
So is that dont wear it 2nd time around same lady at all or dont wear
2nd time after knockin boots?
Don't wear AV the second time you see the lady. First time is cool, 5th time is fine for example, but
do not wear it the second time you meet someone. It communicates that you're an arrogant, care
free, fuck you and I dont give a fuck, kind of rockstar type. That kind of vibe is easy to pull off if
you're drunk at a party but otherwise It really isnt a good idea to be wearing. In my experience
anyways. Its just not natural for someone to act like that all the time if they're not a rockstar on tour.
Or, think of it like this: you meet a guy at a party and hes smash drunk having a great time. Do you
expect him to have that same kind of vibe the second time you see him when he's sober? Certainly
not.
dsouza - March 15, 2017, 12:41 pm

(03-13-2017 10:45 AM)Abba Wrote: &nbsp;If price is no issue at all, then always go for the best,
but Zero to 69 at 10ml is 6 times more expensive than Turn Up The Heat!! I wonder what the effect
would be of 18 sprays of Turn Up The Heat would be!!?? [even at the new formulation].
I use Turn Up The Heat as a bedroom activity intensifier. Works well. Works every time [hormonal
cycles need to be respected].
As stated previously: monogamous relationship, both over 50. 1-2 sprays btw.
When was your Turn Up The Heat purchased?
Abba - March 16, 2017, 12:35 am

(03-15-2017 7:41 AM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;When was your Turn Up The Heat purchased? 1 year

ago.
'intensifier' means desire is present. Intensity, speed and number of orgasms positively affected.
Used always with GOA.
james mathers - March 16, 2017, 8:13 am

(03-13-2017 11:25 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;The ingredients seem to be available:
PINE
CEDAR
SANDALWOOD
VETIVER
REDWOOD
ROSEWOOD
SPRUCE
OAKMOSS
AMBER
MYRRH
TONKA
SUGAR
MUSK
Guess we'll have to assume they lost the recipe. yes interesting that a few of there early
phero-scented blends and popular male scents were discontinued. Maybe there isn't enough
customer interest for them to revive the scent alone without the TUH added? maybe they had an
agreement with Androtics to discontinue this mix? But this still wouldn't explain why they can't
revive the actual scent itself. It was definitely this old school TUH in combination with the scent that
made it so effective.
DrChocolate - March 23, 2017, 1:07 am

For the members who asked me what me top5's r. Enjoy.
Okey. So it took me a while to determine which products got to the top 5 for me. And this list
changes over time.
While these top 5's of mine are personally checked by me, it could vary to u. The only way to find
out if they're the same replicated patterns, is by using'em on ur own.
Am only trying to give u a rough idea just like Paradox wants, to make a well dececive purchase in
the mones market.
One thing for sure is that A.M. hasn't changed since the day I started using it. It's me no.1 product. I
thought GOA was me no.2 but I was wrong. For some reason it's super hard to escalate with GOA.
Although it puts the ladies at a VERY relaxed ease mood. Amd the guys give me a very friendly
status vibe. With the ladies, while am wearing GOA, it doesn't necessarily make me beta or friend
zone me, it's more like it makes me their BFF kinda feeling. Its hard to describe it in words. That's
the purpose for me from GOA anyway.

Anyway the top 5 Sexual products for me;
1. Alpha Maschio. This is me true and true no.1 cos it goes REALLY well with me personality. And
it's one of the few products that gives me good selfies. Many other products don't do that to me. But
this one does and it stays on for a while. It's not JUST instant selfies. The selfies linger for a while.

Am calm, relaxed and genuinely in control. Gives me a massive 'I can't give a flying fart in space"
attitude. Seriously, I really don't care when am wearing AM.
Word of advice, don't get hammered drunk while wearing this, ya may or may not come across as a
massive jerk. Ya don't want that. I've done that mistake a coupl'a times. Yes do have a drink or two,
but stay mellow.
I've tested the older version I've got from Todor from pheromoneDiskont in black spice and I've
tested the newer version I've got from AlphaD's from last year (2016) August in leather and steel. To
me BOTH behave the exact same way. Personally I like the leather and steel fragrance, cos it's a
sweet powdery smell and I like sweet powdery. It smells exactly like leather and steel. Reminds me
of a combination of a leather belt I used to have and the smell of a newly cut gear box. Good
compliments on the smell too. From ladies.
2. Heart Throb. Another good product that gives me blatant selfies. Butterflies in me tummy feeling
(kinda like sky dive feeling, but devided by 3 to give u a rough idea) that lasts only about 20 minutes
and then subsides for a slight friendly sexual horny but nice vibe.
With this on, I don't come across as a jerk or an arse hole, not necessarily anyway, but I still do
have that "I don't care" attitude.
I've tested the unscented version amd Pashazade version. Both COMBINED, on skin, give me the
best results I want. Plus I genuinely enjoy the raw smell of Copulins. To a level that sometimes I dab
a tiny bit from the full bottle, on me upper lip.
Pashazade fragrance is nice too. Heaps of compliments about the smell too. My top no.1 smell
(which I'll get to in a bit)
3. M3X. Now this products is DEFO a method to bring her triple x outta her. She's the porn star and
she ain't afraid to disinhibit ANYTHING in her mind. With this on, it's easy to pull her porn fantasy
files outta her mind. She'll tell ya all the things she likes in that book called 50 shades of grey. She'll
defo tell ya she likes to be bound, tickled and spanked to no end. Lol. Enjoy when she does that
fellas.
I got it in arc scent. And yep, it's a nice fragrance. Got a few compliments here and there.
No selfies on this one for me.
The ONLY issue with M3X is that, it takes a while to shine. Meaning unlike A.M and H.T. which r
pretty damn good on cold approaches, M3X IMHO is designed for dates or for a girl ya can have at
least about 3 hours to spend with. Amd that's when I do use it. If I can spend a fair bit of time with
her.
4. The hook up. This is self explanatory. To me, it's what the label says. It's a hook up product. Best
used at bars.
Got it in aqua di gio fragrance. And I like the clean aquatic smell. Basically it's very similar to the
original fragrance.
It's a slight hit amd miss. But when it does hit, it hits like a charm.
No selfies on this one. For me anyway.

5. Dionysos/Zero to 69. Both of these products're a major hit amd miss. And they both give me the
horn dog selfies.
To me both of these products're like identical twins. They both have VERY similar effects on me.
Be careful with these on. Ya may or may not have the male aggression from the males around ya.
And being major hit amd miss is actually helpful. To me anyway. I can read them girls like a book
while wearing these. Helps me to determine if they're in the peak of the month or the drop. Very
helpful for that matter and it's the same exact pattern I see from them. Matter of fact I USE it for that
exact intended purpose. To see which time of the month they're on.
Both of these products have an equal ranking for me, cos it's exactly like the older version of N.P.A.
They both remind me of the same hit patterns I use to see from the older version of N.P.A.
HONORABLE MENTION; Sex Magnet. I still need to study this one more. But I did get laid using it.
Love the smell too.

Top 5 Status products;
1. Titan. Selfies're over the roof. I've never had anyone say that me VOICE sounds alpha 'over the
phone' while I wear this. A good FWB I have, told me that when I was talking to her over the phone.
I had people locking eye contact on me from outside of me car, from outside of me cubicle, from the
other side of the glass window. It's AMAZING!!! It's got cops but I can't smell'em. Well buffered smell
and I got it in arc.
My posture fixes itself as soon as I smell this. Chest forward, shoulders broad, head up straight and
I can instantly feel the extra space in me lungs.
2. Alpha Treasure. No selfies, but I can see the status hits from everyone else. SLIIIIIIGHTLY
sexual on the ladies. "VERY" similar to the hit patterns I see from the older version of Alpha7 I
bought from Pago.
3. Ascend. Slight selfies, but not as pronounced. I love the raw smell of Copulins on this one.
Similar to the copulins smell of DP.
4. Style/Captain oil. I see the same hit pattern from both of these products. Even though style is
classified as a social, I see more status hits from males from it.
And Captain oil has a slight truth serum on SOME ladies. But it gives me good status hits from both
males amd females.
I've slightly raised me voice on me mom and dad while wearing captain oil, and they both shut up
about the topic we were talking about at the time. So yeah, ya can CONTROL some scenarios while
wearing captain. And same with style. When I raise me voice on drunken ride share clients, while
wearing style, they just behave.
Lol. Kinda like am the principal of the school and ya don't mess with me. Ya do as I say and that's it.
No questions asked. But not in a fearful way. More like in a respectful way.
5. Am gonna leave position 5 blank, as I personally think that chamber 36 has a massive probability
to be on the top 5 Status. It's on the way so I'll update it in dues course.

Top 5 Social products
1. Orbital. Got heaps of lazy man hits on this one. Very similar to the older version of impi red I got
from Pago. Cos impi red gave me lazy man hits too. But Impi red is a different beast. Can't really
talk about it all that much cos it's different now. Since we're talking about 2016/2017 I'll stick to the
current products sold. But it's just a comparison of what I see.
And the name suits the product. People orbit around ya. I have a feeling even Pluto (which some
scientist said that it ain't in our solar system, I hate that guy, I love Pluto, I WANT it to be in our
solar system) anyway even Pluto orbits around me. That's the feeling I get. Nothing sexual, nothing
status. Just pure genuine good friends social vibe from both men and women.
2. Love boat. This is a MASSIVE social with MASSIVE kino generators. No lazy man hits but once
ya open ya get some form of kino. At least a hi5. People r WANTING to touch ya. Both males and
females.
Expect a few hugs on this. Male bro hug and female prolonged hug.
Could be EASILY escalated to sexual kino on females. JUST for shits and giggles, try moving her
hair to the back of her ear while wearing this on ur wrists. See how ya can witness the pupil dilation
of her eyes, all the time EVERY time ya do it. Don't take me word for it. Just simply do it and see for
urself.
3, 4 and 5 might be T.M.I Glace and connections. Will update that in due course.

Top 5 imprinting products.
1. Imprint. Self explanatory. It DOES in fact imprint ya in her brain. Stalker effect. Texts. Emails
missed calls.
2. Captain oil. Imprints ya in a slightly sexual way, but not as pronounced as Imprint
3. Xist. While it has MANY social hits for me, this has a slight imprint effects on SOME ladies I
know.
4. GOA. Imprints ya in a social way. Good to start with this on a first occasion amd use imprint on
the second occasion.
5. Heart Throb. EVER so sliiiight little imprint. But it's a hit amd miss for me.

This list may change soon as am planning to try L2k V1 amd v2.

Top 5 fragrances/scents/smells
These smells r only me personal choice. They smell nice to me own nose while I get heaps of
compliments for all of'em from others.

1. Pashazade.
2. Heavy metal
3. Totem deer (am not sure, but I think this is discontinued as of now March 2017, but am sure if ya
ask LPMP, they might make a batch of it for ya.) VERY similar to the smell of Sex Magnet.
4. Leather and steel
5. A blend of essential oils I made meself;
Australian sandlewood, rosemary, rose geranium, lavender, patchouli, bergamot, jasmine and
spearmint. All one to one ratios. Meaning all the same amount. Mixed in coconut oil to 1 to 4 ratio.
Coconut oil being one and the mixture of the essential oils being 4. Not EXACTLY that amount but
just roughly. So a quater of the blend has coconut oil if that makes sense.

Top 5 pheromone companies (NOT IN A RANK, they're equally admired by me. I love'em all
dearly)
1. Apex. Thundr is selling products for the love he has on this science.
He may or may not reply to ur mails right away. But give him a bit of time, he'll eventually get back
to ya. He's got a full time job to prioritize.
2. Pheromone treasures. Jhon's products hit everyone. Even Aliens.
May be a bit expensive, but his products r some of the best I've seen in 2016/2017
3. Alpha dreams. I've seen some bad reports about AlphaD's, but to me AlphaD's was always nice.
4. Love Potion Magickal Perfumerie. Heather from LPMP customer service is the sweetest C.S.
lady I know in this field. Matter of fact, if am not sure about something, I just ask her thru an email,
and within hours and sometimes within days I get a quick reply. I love their service.
Mara is truly an artful lady who can come up with some of the best fragrances I've smelled. And
loved by other women I approach.
5. PheromoneXS. Steve's products r very generous. Healthy dose of molecules on each product.
Honorable mention. Liquid Alchemy Labs. Garry from LAL has good C.S. skills. I haven't tried his
products for a while, for about a coupl'a years actually, but I do miss some of his products. In due
course am planning to buy some of his products again, cos I think I may have done a lot of things
wrong in me previous batch I bought from him.
Results i got from me previous batch of LAL were inconsistent to me, but i think i did everything
wrong so this time around am planning to run them tests again in a different way. It was a bit
inconsistent to me back then but when I saw hits, they were seriously BLATANT. Anyway after I
read a lot of journal entries from member of this board and reports of LAL, I'll be buying heaps from
him in the near future.
More to come on 2017 products. A lot more LPMP products. I bought a lot of samples from them. A

few apex products. Chamber 36, Solomons attar, houdinie attar. Swoon and ETFZ from PTreasures.
L2k and Glace from AlphaD's. Am waiting for them to hit Australia.
Haven't bought'em yet, but a fairly big bunch from LAL am planning to get in the near future. Garry
stay tuned mate. Keep it up in Hawaii.

Top 5 combos for me;
1. N.N.P.A lacroy build up + celebrity
2. M3X + Imprint
3. ACE (Ascend, Cohesion, Evolve) + Core
4. TOMIC (Titan, Orbital , M3X, Imprint, Core)
5. THE HUG (The Hook up + GOA)
james mathers - March 23, 2017, 8:56 am

Haha you named Tomic combo after the Aussie tennis player, right? ye defo whats interesting is the
complete absence of any LAL products in your top 5's. I am impressed with Garys products. His CS,
product packaging and design are more professional than the rest and shipping to Oz is super quick
even with the cheapo intl option. His samples are amazingly generous and i've been able to try twice
as many products as i otherwise would have been able to afford. Even the marketing shpiel he
sends with the products are a good read. It's the No.1 company for self-effects products imo. Bad
Wolf, OD, DP and Max t50 r supreme for selfies. Wolf is a bit on the subtle side but haven't found
my best dosage yet.
DrChocolate - March 23, 2017, 10:44 am

(03-23-2017 3:56 AM)james mathers Wrote: &nbsp;Haha you named Tomic combo after the Aussie
tennis player, right? ye defo whats interesting is the complete absence of any LAL products in your
top 5's. I am impressed with Garys products. His CS, product packaging and design are more
professional than the rest and shipping to Oz is super quick even with the cheapo intl option. His
samples are amazingly generous and i've been able to try twice as many products as i otherwise
would have been able to afford. Even the marketing shpiel he sends with the products are a good
read. It's the No.1 company for self-effects products imo. Bad Wolf, OD, DP and Max t50 r supreme
for selfies. Wolf is a bit on the subtle side but haven't found my best dosage yet.
LOL. Nah, Tomic cos it's an atomic phero bomb.
Yeah. Am not sure what I've done wrong with the LAL products I've used. They were inconsistent.
But I've changed how am testing products. So on me next purchase, am thinking of doing it the way
am doing it now.
But yeah, even though it was inconsistent, when they hit, they hit like a truck.
I've mentioned it before. And am proud to mention it again, Bad wolf was THE product that changed
me whole game. Defo made me a bad wolf so to speak. It wasn't just a selfy I got from it, it was a
life change. It changed me wholeself.
avi - March 23, 2017, 11:56 am

ATOMIC would be if You add an AV to TOMIC. He-he-he.
LAL ( Garry ) is known as producer of most consistent products.

Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
DrChocolate - March 23, 2017, 12:02 pm

(03-23-2017 6:56 AM)avi Wrote: &nbsp;ATOMIC would be if You add an AV to TOMIC. He-he-he.
LAL ( Garry ) is known as producer of most consistent products.
Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
True actually. AV Titan orbital m3x imprint core. Makes sense. Lol. But nah. TOMIC was more of a
replicated phero bomb of ace+core. I give credit to theLaw for testing it extensively.
I've just thought that TOMIC combo will pretty much do the same. Raising status social sexual and
love at the same time. worked for me on multiple occasions. Basically am a star for the night. Love
the vibe I get from it.
WCHeartBreaker - April 5, 2017, 5:47 pm

Been a while since I've posted, but I've been living the good life of burying my head in my studies. I
started using mones for a little over a year now and have been testing on the rare occasions I get to
go out. Here's my top 5:
1) Wolf- My everyday mone. I go to class and work with it on and I get nothing but respect, status,
and agreeability. I ran out of this one the quickest and had to purchase a bigger bottle to my use and
success with it on. I get great selfies from this one and I really like the scent. 2 sprays for the smaller
batch, but I've had to bring it down to 1 spray with the larger bottle I recently purchased. They both
spray kinda weird so I had to adjust.
2) LIIK v. 1(purchased January 2016)- I can't really explain it, but it just works for me. I'm aware of
the change in the formula which makes me wish I could have tested the older version, but I
consistently get great hits when I got out with this bad boy on. Girls gravitating towards me on the
dance floor or at a bar, holding eye contact with me and smiling, and maintaining conversations that
I initiate with them with genuine interest. I have number closed many times, made out with many
girls, and fuck-closed two girls(albeit, I combo'd both times with NNPA). Not A-1 sensitive either, so
it's my go-to. Always 2 sprays.
3) NNPA- Pure sexual attractant for me. My biggest hit was with this one on. Older, sexy blonde
lady just literally gawking at me without saying a word while I was attempting to retrieve my luggage
from the hotel concierge. I kept looking back at her and smiling and she just looked mesmerized and
in a trance. It was hilarious but awkward since my girl was right there and saw it go down and gave
me shit for it afterwards. 2 drops.
4) Xist- For me, Xist works as a social comfort mone with a hint of sexuality. I agree with it having
the potential to get you out of the FZ, but you have to be consistent with using it and exhibit a
character that's congruent with sexuality/partnership as opposed to friendship. Girls know I have a
gf, they know her, and they still continue to flirt and pursue sexual convos with me. I'm guilty of
pushing the agenda a bit, but it's still cool to see the transition from just friends to potential fuck
buddies. Used this one a lot and ran out of it second to Wolf. Got the bigger bottle this time and I've
also cut down my usual 2 sprays to 1 spray. Jury is still out on whether it's as effective or not.
5) Bad Wolf(sample)- Got this sample recently with my Wolf order and I like "B Dubs" a lot.
Amazing selfies and increases my confidence when I walk out the door. I'm more direct and
assertive with this on, but I haven't tested it in a bar/club setting yet. Only school and work, and
people look up to me as a leader when I rock it. 1-2 drops. I'm probably gonna purchase it in the
future after I test all these other mones I've purchased and put on the back burner.

dsouza - April 5, 2017, 8:35 pm

I noticed AV only made 2 people's list. I wonder
Why it's not more liked around here .
As someone pointed out already you shouldn't
Wear it second time round if you just recently
Exposed someone to it.
So perhaps it's not liked because it's too hit or miss?
RussianWolf - April 6, 2017, 12:15 am

I wore AV as a daily work mix for months, clients always responded very well. But over time it
caused me to crash hard with an exhausted like feeling.
Nothing beats it for first impressions though
DrChocolate - April 6, 2017, 12:18 am

I think it goes along the lines of 'different products work in different ways to different people".
seekingnirvana - April 6, 2017, 5:38 am

Hi all,
It's been another year, and this adventure with mones has still been ever more fascinating.
I can personally attest to mones changing my life, believe it or not it does have quite a astounding
impact weather it be the great self-effects that they can provide to the effects that it can have on
others.[/align][align=left]
Here are some of the great products that worked especially well for me this year.
1. Bad Wolf: This is definitely my number 1 pick this year
Christian grey in a bottle, this is the best way i can describe bad wolf. If you read a lot o female
porn(romance novels)
you will know that most women love to feel intimidated yet intrigued at the same time. As a
psychology student we know that the difference between fear and attraction is very similar. It's why
a lot of women fall for dangerous men. This response is literally hard-coded into the reptilian brain of
females because; it all goes back to survival instincts. Bad-Wolf seems to give out that aura of
intimidation + intrigue. At the same time the self-effects of bad wolf is just out of this world, if there
was any doubt in my mind that phero's work Bad Wolf erased it. Just the self-effects alone proves
that phero's have a effect on humans.
2. Nude Alpha + Androstadienone : This has to fall in close 2nd as my 2nd favorite mix but only by
slightly, Again this stuff is crazy expensive but worth every penny. After almost two years of using
NA + Androstadienone , i've noticed that it does something very intriguing to the brain. There are so
many goodies in this phero mix that i don't know where to start or what to highlight first.
I can talk about its superb beautifying powers for hours, or i can talk about it's extremely powerful
way of getting people to completely open up to you. It seems at least to me that the longer you
expose this mix to your target the more they feel bonded to you where it is to the point where they
feel like they've known you their whole lives and can tell you their deepest secrets. All you have to
do is be curious about your target and engage them in conversation NA will slowly start to creep up
on them and they will start to feel closer and closer to you given that the target already has some
good will towards you. NA can amplify it 10X. or more. With Androstadienone this is just a beast on
top of a beast. NA brings the feelings of closeness and understanding, while Androstadienone
justifies the romantic feel that could spark from the bonding of NA.
NA is some really powerful stuff and with power comes responsibility trust me i learned this the hard
way. I wore this bonded with a girl i just wanted to fuck. After i fucked her with this mix on she
stalked me for 2 weeks and threatened to commit suicide if i wouldn't be with her. Lesson don't wear

this mix unless your serious because in the end you could break some hearts and get hurt yourself.
3. AV: AV oh man this has been my mix whenever i'm working at my tourist shop in the weekends,
My family owned tourist shop is one of the best places that i've found to test my mixes. I only go
there in the weekends and i always wear AV.
The whole day in that shop is basically catering the women all around the world because we sell a
lot specialty dresses there.
AV to me is like the playground mix, your that kid that was playing with all the girls back in
elementary school. Women will feel that sense when you wear AV around them. That boy who knew
that the girl who teased him actually likes him.
That is why guys get a lot of shit tests from women when they have AV on. Guy's who don't
understand shit-tests will feel like they are the worst thing in the world. Guys who do understand
shit-tests know that it's just a girls way of telling them she's down to play. If a girl wasn't interested
she wouldn't even talk to you she wouldn't even shit-test you. AV creates shit-tests it's one of the
greatest mixes ever. It really could have been my number 2 or 1 pick. I get shit-tested so much by
girls all day at my shop it's like being in a play ground all day. Choosing to play the game will make it
fun because their not really trying to give you shit, their just trying to see if you want to play.
4.Wolf: By now your all wondering fuck is this guy a LAL spokesperson or what but, i'm really not it's
just last year i've been mostly wearing these four mixes for different occasions. Wolf is like my
number 1 go to for work mix. This mix i've noticed that when people are exposed to it will give off
this vibe as a do-er. A go to guy to solve problems. People will think you can solve their problems
and come and confide you. If you need to get things done call him.
5.Alpha Treasures: I'm just mentioning this because i don't want to sound like a LAL spokes person,
lol jk jk. In all honesty i always wear Wolf + AT as my work mix, I rarely wear one without the other.
It's a little more professional feel then AV but also has that sexy attraction vibe. AT can really be a
beast by itself though very smooth and attractive vibe. I just personally like it for work with Wolf, and
sometimes after work i don't need to reapply anything can hit a lounge and still get that sexy man
vibe hours after application.
One important note though is that don't expect to just wear mones and receive results. Mones are
like the finisher the polish.
It can't make up for rotten wood.
BigDickBandit420 - April 6, 2017, 5:47 am

(04-06-2017 12:38 AM)seekingnirvana Wrote: &nbsp;Hi all,
It's been another year, and this adventure with mones has still been ever more fascinating.
I can personally attest to mones changing my life, believe it or not it does have quite a astounding
impact weather it be the great self-effects that they can provide to the effects that it can have on
others.[/align][align=left]
Here are some of the great products that worked especially well for me this year.
1. Bad Wolf: This is definitely my number 1 pick this year
Christian grey in a bottle, this is the best way i can describe bad wolf. If you read a lot o female
porn(romance novels)
you will know that most women love to feel intimidated yet intrigued at the same time. As a
psychology student we know that the difference between fear and attraction is very similar. It's why
a lot of women fall for dangerous men. This response is literally hard-coded into the reptilian brain of
females because; it all goes back to survival instincts. Bad-Wolf seems to give out that aura of
intimidation + intrigue. At the same time the self-effects of bad wolf is just out of this world, if there
was any doubt in my mind that phero's work Bad Wolf erased it. Just the self-effects alone proves
that phero's have a effect on humans.

2. Nude Alpha + Androstadienone : This has to fall in close 2nd as my 2nd favorite mix but only by
slightly, Again this stuff is crazy expensive but worth every penny. After almost two years of using
NA + Androstadienone , i've noticed that it does something very intriguing to the brain. There are so
many goodies in this phero mix that i don't know where to start or what to highlight first.
I can talk about its superb beautifying powers for hours, or i can talk about it's extremely powerful
way of getting people to completely open up to you. It seems at least to me that the longer you
expose this mix to your target the more they feel bonded to you where it is to the point where they
feel like they've known you their whole lives and can tell you their deepest secrets. All you have to
do is be curious about your target and engage them in conversation NA will slowly start to creep up
on them and they will start to feel closer and closer to you given that the target already has some
good will towards you. NA can amplify it 10X. or more. With Androstadienone this is just a beast on
top of a beast. NA brings the feelings of closeness and understanding, while Androstadienone
justifies the romantic feel that could spark from the bonding of NA.
NA is some really powerful stuff and with power comes responsibility trust me i learned this the hard
way. I wore this bonded with a girl i just wanted to fuck. After i fucked her with this mix on she
stalked me for 2 weeks and threatened to commit suicide if i wouldn't be with her. Lesson don't wear
this mix unless your serious because in the end you could break some hearts and get hurt yourself.
3. AV: AV oh man this has been my mix whenever i'm working at my tourist shop in the weekends,
My family owned tourist shop is one of the best places that i've found to test my mixes. I only go
there in the weekends and i always wear AV.
The whole day in that shop is basically catering the women all around the world because we sell a
lot specialty dresses there.
AV to me is like the playground mix, your that kid that was playing with all the girls back in
elementary school. Women will feel that sense when you wear AV around them. That boy who knew
that the girl who teased him actually likes him.
That is why guys get a lot of shit tests from women when they have AV on. Guy's who don't
understand shit-tests will feel like they are the worst thing in the world. Guys who do understand
shit-tests know that it's just a girls way of telling them she's down to play. If a girl wasn't interested
she wouldn't even talk to you she wouldn't even shit-test you. AV creates shit-tests it's one of the
greatest mixes ever. It really could have been my number 2 or 1 pick. I get shit-tested so much by
girls all day at my shop it's like being in a play ground all day. Choosing to play the game will make it
fun because their not really trying to give you shit, their just trying to see if you want to play.
4.Wolf: By now your all wondering fuck is this guy a LAL spokesperson or what but, i'm really not it's
just last year i've been mostly wearing these four mixes for different occasions. Wolf is like my
number 1 go to for work mix. This mix i've noticed that when people are exposed to it will give off
this vibe as a do-er. A go to guy to solve problems. People will think you can solve their problems
and come and confide you. If you need to get things done call him.
5.Alpha Treasures: I'm just mentioning this because i don't want to sound like a LAL spokes person,
lol jk jk. In all honesty i always wear Wolf + AT as my work mix, I rarely wear one without the other.
It's a little more professional feel then AV but also has that sexy attraction vibe. AT can really be a
beast by itself though very smooth and attractive vibe. I just personally like it for work with Wolf, and
sometimes after work i don't need to reapply anything can hit a lounge and still get that sexy man
vibe hours after application.
One important note though is that don't expect to just wear mones and receive results. Mones are
like the finisher the polish.
It can't make up for rotten wood.
Awesome write up. Reps

MMM - April 6, 2017, 1:28 pm

(04-06-2017 12:38 AM)seekingnirvana Wrote: &nbsp;Hi all,
It's been another year, and this adventure with mones has still been ever more fascinating.
I can personally attest to mones changing my life, believe it or not it does have quite a astounding
impact weather it be the great self-effects that they can provide to the effects that it can have on
others.[/align][align=left]
Here are some of the great products that worked especially well for me this year.
1. Bad Wolf: This is definitely my number 1 pick this year
Christian grey in a bottle, this is the best way i can describe bad wolf. If you read a lot o female
porn(romance novels)
you will know that most women love to feel intimidated yet intrigued at the same time. As a
psychology student we know that the difference between fear and attraction is very similar. It's why
a lot of women fall for dangerous men. This response is literally hard-coded into the reptilian brain of
females because; it all goes back to survival instincts. Bad-Wolf seems to give out that aura of
intimidation + intrigue. At the same time the self-effects of bad wolf is just out of this world, if there
was any doubt in my mind that phero's work Bad Wolf erased it. Just the self-effects alone proves
that phero's have a effect on humans.
2. Nude Alpha + Androstadienone : This has to fall in close 2nd as my 2nd favorite mix but only by
slightly, Again this stuff is crazy expensive but worth every penny. After almost two years of using
NA + Androstadienone , i've noticed that it does something very intriguing to the brain. There are so
many goodies in this phero mix that i don't know where to start or what to highlight first.
I can talk about its superb beautifying powers for hours, or i can talk about it's extremely powerful
way of getting people to completely open up to you. It seems at least to me that the longer you
expose this mix to your target the more they feel bonded to you where it is to the point where they
feel like they've known you their whole lives and can tell you their deepest secrets. All you have to
do is be curious about your target and engage them in conversation NA will slowly start to creep up
on them and they will start to feel closer and closer to you given that the target already has some
good will towards you. NA can amplify it 10X. or more. With Androstadienone this is just a beast on
top of a beast. NA brings the feelings of closeness and understanding, while Androstadienone
justifies the romantic feel that could spark from the bonding of NA.
NA is some really powerful stuff and with power comes responsibility trust me i learned this the hard
way. I wore this bonded with a girl i just wanted to fuck. After i fucked her with this mix on she
stalked me for 2 weeks and threatened to commit suicide if i wouldn't be with her. Lesson don't wear
this mix unless your serious because in the end you could break some hearts and get hurt yourself.
3. AV: AV oh man this has been my mix whenever i'm working at my tourist shop in the weekends,
My family owned tourist shop is one of the best places that i've found to test my mixes. I only go
there in the weekends and i always wear AV.
The whole day in that shop is basically catering the women all around the world because we sell a
lot specialty dresses there.
AV to me is like the playground mix, your that kid that was playing with all the girls back in
elementary school. Women will feel that sense when you wear AV around them. That boy who knew
that the girl who teased him actually likes him.
That is why guys get a lot of shit tests from women when they have AV on. Guy's who don't
understand shit-tests will feel like they are the worst thing in the world. Guys who do understand
shit-tests know that it's just a girls way of telling them she's down to play. If a girl wasn't interested
she wouldn't even talk to you she wouldn't even shit-test you. AV creates shit-tests it's one of the
greatest mixes ever. It really could have been my number 2 or 1 pick. I get shit-tested so much by
girls all day at my shop it's like being in a play ground all day. Choosing to play the game will make it
fun because their not really trying to give you shit, their just trying to see if you want to play.

4.Wolf: By now your all wondering fuck is this guy a LAL spokesperson or what but, i'm really not it's
just last year i've been mostly wearing these four mixes for different occasions. Wolf is like my
number 1 go to for work mix. This mix i've noticed that when people are exposed to it will give off
this vibe as a do-er. A go to guy to solve problems. People will think you can solve their problems
and come and confide you. If you need to get things done call him.
5.Alpha Treasures: I'm just mentioning this because i don't want to sound like a LAL spokes person,
lol jk jk. In all honesty i always wear Wolf + AT as my work mix, I rarely wear one without the other.
It's a little more professional feel then AV but also has that sexy attraction vibe. AT can really be a
beast by itself though very smooth and attractive vibe. I just personally like it for work with Wolf, and
sometimes after work i don't need to reapply anything can hit a lounge and still get that sexy man
vibe hours after application.
One important note though is that don't expect to just wear mones and receive results. Mones are
like the finisher the polish.
It can't make up for rotten wood.
IF I may, what dosage/s gave you your findings, Seeking?
Thanks!
DssMaster - April 6, 2017, 3:40 pm

Hey seekingnirvana, really liked that report you made...reps coming your way. And I second MMM's
request...if you don't mind sharing your dosages.
seekingnirvana - April 7, 2017, 4:56 am

Hi All,
Thanks for the great feedback i appreciate it greatly.
As for the application.
1. BW: For BW, i started off with 1 drop, but after a year of using i have upped it to 4 drops. Now
whenever i wear BW it is around 4 drops to 5 drops. BW is something that i feel like people need to
get used to though. When i first starting wearing BW i could only do 2 drops without feeling like i OD.
2. NA + Androstadienone : Contrary to popular belief that NA is good when used in tiny amounts.
I actuallly use NA now quite generously. I have the 30ml roll-on bottle and i just roll and shake until i
draw a line from front to back of neck. Androstadienone because i don't have high tolerance for i
only use 1 drop one side of neck.
3. AV: AV app is around same as BW, also i notice if you get used to BW signature,
AV signature is like a walk in the park almost. I use 4 drops AV also.
4. Wolf: I do the same with wolf as i do with NA, just roll around neck and add 1 drop of AT after
instead of Androstadienone . Although i think Androstadienone might work for this mix also i just
never use it with this mix.
5. AT: If i am using this Solo i usually do two drops if i pair it with wolf 1 drop. to the neck. AT is
pretty strong per drop in mones and i haven't been able to go past 2 even after a year if use without
feeling OD effects.
HappyGoSkillfully - April 7, 2017, 11:36 pm

How many mcg's per drop in your Androstadienone ?
seekingnirvana - April 8, 2017, 3:44 am

(04-07-2017 6:36 PM)HappyGoSkillfully Wrote: &nbsp;How many mcg's per drop in your

Androstadienone ?
Hey Happy,
I'm using the LAL Androstadienone so i think on the bottle it says 5mg per drop.
avi - April 14, 2017, 9:48 am

This is information on the site:
The 10 mlÂ 5mgÂ bottle yieldsÂ 10mcg per dropÂ at 500 drops per bottle.
The 10mlÂ 10mgÂ bottle yieldsÂ 20mcg per dropÂ at 500 drops per bottle
Bottle contains 5ml of alcohol and 5mg of DPGF
Then, Your bottle contains 5mg in 10ml bottle.
Your dosage is 10mcg per drop.
My 0.02&#36;.
Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
dsouza - April 14, 2017, 12:05 pm

(11-14-2016 7:22 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;5. New Pheromone Additive by LaCroy Chemicals:
New Pheromone Additive is distributed by Lovescent. It is best for women in the 30+ year old
range. New Pheromone Additive is a pure sexual however, it combos well with many, many other
products. New Pheromone Additive is the oldest and simplest formula on this list. It's hard to adjust
the ratio of cologne to New Pheromone Additive but once you get it right...it's on!
What products in particular have YOU found NNPA to combo with well in terms of closing?
TheManInTheFedora - April 14, 2017, 12:10 pm

Moreover on NNPA, can someone please compare and contrast the spray version from Lacroy,
namely New Pheromone Additive TOUCH? With this one, one supposedly no longer has to worry
about getting the right dab or drop or fraction of a drop nor mixing the whole bottle with aftershave
because one spray equals one drop. Can anybody please comment on the spray version of New
Pheromone Additive?
Paradox - April 14, 2017, 5:42 pm

(04-14-2017 7:05 AM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;What products in particular have YOU found NNPA to
combo with well in terms of closing?
I loved (past tense) using A314 and New Pheromone Additive. It was (past tense) a hard hitting one
two punch. Unfortunately, A314 is like a Pit Bull with no teeth now.
New Pheromone Additive also combo's well with Nude Alpha...though not as well as A314 did.
New Pheromone Additive + Scent of Eros was always a good combo. Classic combo in the
pheromone world.
New Pheromone Additive + Instant Openness (sp?)=super chatty mixed with sexy
New Pheromone Additive + Instant Shine=sexy celebrity
New Pheromone Additive + Instant Honesty. Instant Honesty is just Alpha Androstenol +Beta
Androstenol so adding some New Pheromone Additive jazzes it up a bit.
Sometimes instead using 2 sprays of a product I will use 1 spray of the product and 1 drop of New

Pheromone Additive
New Pheromone Additive is a heavy Androstenone formula so if you are wearing a low
Androstenone formula New Pheromone Additive will give you an Androstenone boost.
Paradox - April 14, 2017, 5:54 pm

(04-14-2017 7:10 AM)TheManInTheFedora Wrote: &nbsp;Moreover on NNPA, can someone
please compare and contrast the spray version from Lacroy, namely New Pheromone Additive
TOUCH? With this one, one supposedly no longer has to worry about getting the right dab or drop
or fraction of a drop nor mixing the whole bottle with aftershave because one spray equals one drop.
Can anybody please comment on the spray version of New Pheromone Additive?
I've never seen any comparisons on any of the pheromone boards. In fact, the only user who I've
seen admit that they have New Pheromone Additive Touch is RTBoss.
I guess no one here really brought New Pheromone Additive Touch because it's no big deal to mix
New Pheromone Additive with your favorite cologne.
V-nice - May 11, 2017, 11:49 pm

M3x... I try to beat out my number one with other blends all the time, but haven't done so as of yet.
For now M3x remains on top.
* note I haven't tried not even a sampling of C36 yet.
Swoon... So I and the Asian chick, whom we exchanged numbers on my first meet with M3X, are
like friends... At least that's what I say.
So basically she's a good target to test mones on. M3x was present for the catch and reel her in.
Now for the second meet, I chose Swoon.
She's already invited me for drinks and to her house a few times. This time I met up with her at her
job since I was in the city.
When we meet for the second time, she comes to me and gives me a HUGE hug. She squeezed
me so tight and it was like she didn't want to let go. I said, "Dammmm!" lol
We made small talk, and she wanted to hang out Saturday...I said I have too much work. She's
says how about Sunday? It's Mother's Day... so I'll be busy with mom. So then she tries for Monday,
and I said I'll let her know if it's possible. Not to keep her hanging, but I'm good at teasing.
I was dressed to impress, as she was admiring me, gazing into my eyes, and then touching my
Invicta watch. She texted me after I left with a "thank you for coming" , plus a bunch of hearts.
She basically text me now with smiley, kisses, and heart emojis. Wow.
I purposely didn't hit her up, confident that she would hit me up first the next day, and yes, that's
exactly what happened this morning. I wanted to know if Imprinting was at work. Seems so.
All I can think now is what have I done to her. Haha.
I'm very confident in Swoon as I am M3x. Getting chicks into me seems easy these days.
I haven't "really" hung out with her yet, but I can just imagine me and the mones. At this point, she
won't stand a chance, as she seems already into me. Everything is playing out well and in the palm
of my hands. But how far will I take this?
I feel as if we are drinking, and I'm wearing something like M3x or Swoon, she may end up with the

sledgehammer... If you know what I mean.
Taboo
Xist
AV

This reflects the mones I'm using recent and frequently.

Next!!!
dsouza - May 12, 2017, 1:22 am

(05-11-2017 6:49 PM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;M3x... I try to beat out my number one with other blends
all the time, but haven't done so as of yet. For now M3x remains on top.
* note I haven't tried not even a sampling of C36 yet.
Swoon... So I and the Asian chick, whom we exchanged numbers on my first meet with M3X, are
like friends... At least that's what I say.
So basically she's a good target to test mones on. M3x was present for the catch and reel her in.
Now for the second meet, I chose Swoon.
She's already invited me for drinks and to her house a few times. This time I met up with her at her
job since I was in the city.
When we meet for the second time, she comes to me and gives me a HUGE hug. She squeezed
me so tight and it was like she didn't want to let go. I said, "Dammmm!" lol
We made small talk, and she wanted to hang out Saturday...I said I have too much work. She's
says how about Sunday? It's Mother's Day... so I'll be busy with mom. So then she tries for Monday,
and I said I'll let her know if it's possible. Not to keep her hanging, but I'm good at teasing.
I was dressed to impress, as she was admiring me, gazing into my eyes, and then touching my
Invicta watch. She texted me after I left with a "thank you for coming" , plus a bunch of hearts.
She basically text me now with smiley, kisses, and heart emojis. Wow.
I purposely didn't hit her up, confident that she would hit me up first the next day, and yes, that's
exactly what happened this morning. I wanted to know if Imprinting was at work. Seems so.
All I can think now is what have I done to her. Haha.
I'm very confident in Swoon as I am M3x. Getting chicks into me seems easy these days.
I haven't "really" hung out with her yet, but I can just imagine me and the mones. At this point, she
won't stand a chance, as she seems already into me. Everything is playing out well and in the palm
of my hands. But how far will I take this?
I feel as if we are drinking, and I'm wearing something like M3x or Swoon, she may end up with the
sledgehammer... If you know what I mean.
Taboo
Xist
AV

This reflects the mones I'm using recent and frequently.

Next!!!
I too have found great imprinting with m3x. And an increase in text msgs and response times.
I have heard good things about swoon. Do you feel it is as sexual as m3x?
It doesn't surprise me with your cool kat personality you get girls into you.... It's always easier to be
less desperate when the goal is not pushing for sex as quickly as possible.
Spider-mone - May 12, 2017, 4:26 am

(05-11-2017 8:22 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;I have heard good things about swoon. Do you feel it
is as sexual as m3x?
It doesn't surprise me with your cool kat personality you get girls into you.... It's always easier to be
less desperate when the goal is not pushing for sex as quickly as possible.
swoon can be as sexual as you make it. it's easy to steer. girls are comfortable around you and if
you push the conversation sexual, they will come along for the ride. add multiple exposures to the
picture and you will get stalkers if you play it right. I currently have a stalker at my work and I haven't
even been around her much for the past couple weeks. she now comes to my desk to chat! she's
never done that before. she texts me all the time ... wishing me good night. this is with no effort or
any signs of interest on my part. I've exposed her to swoon many times and this is the result and I
think swoon had a lot to do with it.
and never be less desperate than you are now .... don't be desperate at all!!!
dsouza - May 12, 2017, 8:48 am

For those who are unaware... New Swoon review by HOP:
https://houseofpheromones.com/swoon-by-pheromone-treasures-review-a-heavy-duty-feed-good-rom
antic
jb20 - May 12, 2017, 9:21 am

Dreamy state like p96?lol It's called oxytocin. Copy paste job like his photo(it belongs to a Syrian
singer).
V-nice - May 12, 2017, 10:30 am

Exactly what Spidey said. I can take both in that sexual direction. It seems when you lead they
follow.
Swoon is unique in that way. As for which is more sexual? That's interesting, but I'm actually gonna
test the waters in that nature with Swoon maybe on Monday. This chick already keeps touching me,
which is a heavy indication of interest.
Whether I pushed or not with M3X, so far I've had the most lay invites. Swoon has given me
opportunities as well, and there's no doubt in my mind judging with this chicks reactions, it seems
highly inevitable.
V-nice - May 12, 2017, 10:41 am

(05-12-2017 3:48 AM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;For those who are unaware... New Swoon review by
HOP:
https://houseofpheromones.com/swoon-by-pheromone-treasures-review-a-heavy-duty-feed-good-rom
antic
Seduction
100%
I can agree, as I've already done so before. I think it's designed for seduction among other things.
MMM - May 12, 2017, 2:46 pm

(05-11-2017 11:26 PM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;swoon can be as sexual as you make it. it's
easy to steer. girls are comfortable around you and if you push the conversation sexual, they will
come along for the ride. add multiple exposures to the picture and you will get stalkers if you play it
right. I currently have a stalker at my work and I haven't even been around her much for the past
couple weeks. she now comes to my desk to chat! she's never done that before. she texts me all the
time ... wishing me good night. this is with no effort or any signs of interest on my part. I've exposed
her to swoon many times and this is the result and I think swoon had a lot to do with it.
and never be less desperate than you are now .... don't be desperate at all!!!
How many women at your job have you exchanged phone numbers with, Spidee? There's the
SIGN OF INTEREST. Just saying.
Spider-mone - May 12, 2017, 5:52 pm

(05-12-2017 9:46 AM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;How many women at your job have you exchanged
phone numbers with, Spidee? There's the SIGN OF INTEREST. Just saying.
I didn't give her my number I the sense of. .. here's my number ... call me sometime. we had an
office event after work one night and she lives close to me so I offered to give her a lift since she
literally lives 2 streets down from me. she sent me an email with her number so I could text her
when I arrive. so I texted her and that's how she ended up with my number. when I say no signs of
interest I mean .... I've never done any flirting or any initial contact with her since that night.
dsouza - May 12, 2017, 6:11 pm

So who reported my post with link to HOP and why?

BigDickBandit420 - May 12, 2017, 6:14 pm

(05-12-2017 1:11 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;So who reported my post with link to HOP and why?

You're clearly a commercial spammer. Joined Nov '11 with 3,000+ posts. Hmmmmmm, shady.
/sarcasm
dsouza - May 12, 2017, 7:17 pm

(05-12-2017 1:14 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;You're clearly a commercial spammer.
Joined Nov '11 with 3,000+ posts. Hmmmmmm, shady.
/sarcasm
[sarcasm] I must admit I work for PheroJoe! That must be why! [/sarcasm]
V-nice - May 12, 2017, 7:32 pm

(05-12-2017 12:52 PM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;I didn't give her my number I the sense of. ..
here's my number ... call me sometime. we had an office event after work one night and she lives
close to me so I offered to give her a lift since she literally lives 2 streets down from me. she sent me
an email with her number so I could text her when I arrive. so I texted her and that's how she ended
up with my number. when I say no signs of interest I mean .... I've never done any flirting or any
initial contact with her since that night.
Great to see you are having success with Swoon Spidey! Is it wishful thinking, or do you not get the
feeling that if you pursue, you score?
I feel that way. Let's get the proof out of the pudding, and put to the test. I definitely feel that's
what's going to happen in my case. She wants to go have a drink with me, and there's only one or
two things that can happen after that.
But that may or may not be your intentions with the chick in your case...
Spider-mone - May 12, 2017, 7:41 pm

(05-12-2017 2:17 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;[sarcasm] I must admit I work for PheroJoe! That must
be why! [/sarcasm]
maybe you ARE pherojoe.... lol
Spider-mone - May 12, 2017, 7:47 pm

(05-12-2017 2:32 PM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Great to see you are having success with Swoon
Spidey! Is it wishful thinking, or do you not get the feeling that if you pursue, you score?
I feel that way. Let's get the proof out of the pudding, and put to the test. I definitely feel that's
what's going to happen in my case. She wants to go have a drink with me, and there's only one or
two things that can happen after that.
But that may or may not be your intentions with the chick in your case...
I don't like to make assumptions saying that I coulda had her if I tried but the way it looks right now
... I would say it's possible. the problem is ... I'm not interested. which in turn makes the attraction
even stronger. so I'm not sure if it's swoon as much as its my disinterest ... me saying all the right
things because of my non interest. when you're not interested in someone... it's so much easier to
create that attraction because .... you REALLY don't give a shit. and that's what women love and
are attracted to.
all im going to say is .... the other night she mentioned we should go work out together sometime....
so how would you take that??? lol
dsouza - May 12, 2017, 8:22 pm

(05-12-2017 2:47 PM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;I don't like to make assumptions saying that I
coulda had her if I tried but the way it looks right now ... I would say it's possible. the problem is ...
I'm not interested. which in turn makes the attraction even stronger. so I'm not sure if it's swoon as
much as its my disinterest ... me saying all the right things because of my non interest. when you're
not interested in someone... it's so much easier to create that attraction because .... you REALLY
don't give a shit. and that's what women love and are attracted to.
all im going to say is .... the other night she mentioned we should go work out together sometime....
so how would you take that??? lol
Yes but you can't just show disinterest and reel women in. What kinda woman Would meet up with
a guy who shows no interest at all? There must be some attraction u created for her to keep
pursuing.
Maybe that interest came from Swoon!
Spider-mone - May 12, 2017, 8:32 pm

(05-12-2017 3:22 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;Yes but you can't just show disinterest and reel women

in. What kinda woman Would meet up with a guy who shows no interest at all? There must be
some attraction u created for her to keep pursuing.
Maybe that interest came from Swoon!
i say all the right things when around her .. I make her laugh .... she enjoys my company..... that's
part of what has created the attraction. the problem is ... when you really like someone and want to
date/bang them .... you become a "try hard". you say and do things that come off as not natural....
almost scripted.... because now you're the one trying to make her like you. if you're not trying to
make someone like you ... you come off as naturally attractive to that person. you don't come off as
creepy. at least that's the way I see it.
an example ... the other night she texted me about her workouts and how working out makes her
feel sexy. now I think we all know what she's trying to do here. most guys would have replied with
some kind of cheesy line here. and with every cheesy line ... you kill the attraction little by little until
you creep her out ...lol. it's happened to me many times...lol. but this time all I replied was .... I also
used to workout a lot and I felt great after... I love the feeling of being all pumped up after a
workout.... lol
just because I'm not interested in her doesn't mean she can control how SHE feels about ME. it's
not like I've come right out and said ... I'm not interested. when I say I show no interest ... I'm talking
about ... I don't flirt back when she tries. I never initiate contact. in her eyes ... I'm a challenge. she
might think she can get me interested.... by inviting me to work out so I can see her in her skimpy
workout clothes ... lol.
no doubt that swoon has played a big part in all this.
V-nice - May 12, 2017, 11:18 pm

(05-12-2017 3:32 PM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;i say all the right things when around her .. I
make her laugh .... she enjoys my company..... that's part of what has created the attraction. the
problem is ... when you really like someone and want to date/bang them .... you become a "try hard".
you say and do things that come off as not natural.... almost scripted.... because now you're the one
trying to make her like you. if you're not trying to make someone like you ... you come off as
naturally attractive to that person. you don't come off as creepy. at least that's the way I see it.
an example ... the other night she texted me about her workouts and how working out makes her
feel sexy. now I think we all know what she's trying to do here. most guys would have replied with
some kind of cheesy line here. and with every cheesy line ... you kill the attraction little by little until
you creep her out ...lol. it's happened to me many times...lol. but this time all I replied was .... I also
used to workout a lot and I felt great after... I love the feeling of being all pumped up after a
workout.... lol
just because I'm not interested in her doesn't mean she can control how SHE feels about ME. it's
not like I've come right out and said ... I'm not interested. when I say I show no interest ... I'm talking
about ... I don't flirt back when she tries. I never initiate contact. in her eyes ... I'm a challenge. she
might think she can get me interested.... by inviting me to work out so I can see her in her skimpy
workout clothes ... lol.
no doubt that swoon has played a big part in all this.
Amazing! Very interesting.
Dsouza, do you remember me saying things toward that nature before? It's pretty much what I do. I
expressed how my initial interactions with females don't seem at all like I'm trying to hit on them. I
don't come across that way. All the while I'll slip in a compliment or two.
Spidey is soooooo right about that because this is something I do religiously! It creates automatic

comfort while dropping their defense and opening them up. I can vouch for this big time and it's
great to know more people do this!
DataDragon - May 13, 2017, 12:16 am

Initial Top 5:
1. Alpha-Q - This is a 20 pheromone, instant hitting, 8-10 foot range hybrid of a medium sexual,
cool and friendly alpha, covered by a social that is capable of also hanging with friends, family, at
work or school unlike some of the 'heavy' sexual blends. Hits all races with minor intimidation that is
gone once opened and age range mid 20s-50s. Asians as always more intimidated then others. Self
effects of confidence, feeling calm and grounded, and better speech. Men are non aggessive, want
to be your new best friend or share things they normally wouldnt. Women too, but also are turned on
and not just find you attractive and super interesting enough to date and sleep with at some point
like Aqua Vitae, engage in the conversation and add to it and not just one word replies, and have no
bitch shields up. It is flexible to use as a daily driver and for beginners too because it doesnt
require much to act friendly and confident to be congruent. Iois are very strong and easy to tell who
is interested in you. Scent is also been complimented, although I'm not really into judging scents
personally yet.
Yes if you go strait to a club or bar with the intention of ONS and without friends you might try BW
or AM where you might get rejected but the ones that hit are on, but I wouldnt necesarily wear that
same blend with friends, family or work unlike this. A 1-1 date as well if your results with BW is
somewhat consistant and not turning off some of them you are trying to go after.
2. M3X - You want THAT girl? Heres some initial attraction but just go up and say hi. Don't worry if
the ioi is strong or weak. 500 microscopic brain surgeons go in and add some sexual desire, some
short term crushing and imprinting, and take down all their defences and objections. Now touch her,
ask her out or take her home. Want to know if she likes to be spanked or fucked up the ass? Just
ask and you will know. The longer you expose them the stronger it goes. 2 minutes to 3 hours,
some people do show initial attraction immediately so its possible to use as a cold pickup with some.
The disinhibition is all that keeps this from being used all the time. Sister likes to fantasize
apparently. Nuf said lol.
3. Swoon - Funnest date ever, makes her dopamine spike and feel good just being around you
until she is addicted and swooning. Seen as very attractive, light sexual, and good social hybrid.
Some crush/imprint like Goa, some sexual on a good range of targets and hits pretty fast. May
enhance sex in the bedroom like The Hookup and Evolve as an added bonus. Somewhat similar to
THU/Grail of Affection but with added fun and a new molecule that might give different results then
TheHug. Potentially a daily driver or date mix as well.
4. Taboo Hits a very large range, and especially younger women who I have trouble hitting
otherwise. They trust you and put you as pre qualified and ok to get to know. Really a 47 yo guy is
cool to hang with me, a 19 yo lol? While the hits are not 'fuck me' hits, they get the door open for
you to steer them, and wont turn off alot of other people unlike other blends if your unsure how they
would react. Two sprays or in combos may make it more sexual.
5. 0-69 - This is currently the best androstenone boost, but the molecule is further steered toward
sexual apparently. Primitive (LAL) would be the second choice. New Pheromone Additive (New one)
is now a blend of 2mg androsteNONE, 1mg androsteNOL, 0.5mg androsteDIENONE, which works
great sometimes with fewer rejects and some crushy/love solo but also might mess up some blends
also if you combo it further. Dionysos also is a blend with androstedienone and not a pure
androstenone but also can work with certain combos. 0-69 and Primitive are like what was in old
mag, pure manly lust without buffered to death. Used alone with a cologne when you already
established comfort or with a social like Scent of Eros that I use to replicate a bit like old mag,

Taboo, Core or such and you get a blend that turns them on and makes them comfortable to talk or
engage. Perhaps some P96 (comfort) or TAC (Wet/Orgasm enhancement). Sometimes the basics
are all you need. If you read about combos with New Pheromone Additive, try Primitive or Zero-69
instead if you dont have the old New Pheromone Additive which wasnt a mix.
purpleblood - May 13, 2017, 5:20 am

(05-12-2017 7:16 PM)DataDragon Wrote: &nbsp;Initial Top 5:
1. Alpha-Q - This is a 20 pheromone, instant hitting, 8-10 foot range hybrid of a medium sexual,
cool and friendly alpha, covered by a social that is capable of also hanging with friends, family, at
work or school unlike some of the 'heavy' sexual blends. Hits all races with minor intimidation that is
gone once opened and age range mid 20s-50s. Asians as always more intimidated then others. Self
effects of confidence, feeling calm and grounded, and better speech. Men are non aggessive, want
to be your new best friend or share things they normally wouldnt. Women too, but also are turned on
and not just find you attractive and super interesting enough to date and sleep with at some point
like Aqua Vitae, engage in the conversation and add to it and not just one word replies, and have no
bitch shields up. It is flexible to use as a daily driver and for beginners too because it doesnt
require much to act friendly and confident to be congruent. Iois are very strong and easy to tell who
is interested in you. Scent is also been complimented, although I'm not really into judging scents
personally yet.
Yes if you go strait to a club or bar with the intention of ONS and without friends you might try BW
or AM where you might get rejected but the ones that hit are on, but I wouldnt necesarily wear that
same blend with friends, family or work unlike this. A 1-1 date as well if your results with BW is
somewhat consistant and not turning off some of them you are trying to go after.
2. M3X - You want THAT girl? Heres some initial attraction but just go up and say hi. Don't worry if
the ioi is strong or weak. 500 microscopic brain surgeons go in and add some sexual desire, some
short term crushing and imprinting, and take down all their defences and objections. Now touch her,
ask her out or take her home. Want to know if she likes to be spanked or fucked up the ass? Just
ask and you will know. The longer you expose them the stronger it goes. 2 minutes to 3 hours,
some people do show initial attraction immediately so its possible to use as a cold pickup with some.
The disinhibition is all that keeps this from being used all the time. Sister likes to fantasize
apparently. Nuf said lol.
3. Swoon - Funnest date ever, makes her dopamine spike and feel good just being around you
until she is addicted and swooning. Seen as very attractive, light sexual, and good social hybrid.
Some crush/imprint like Goa, some sexual on a good range of targets and hits pretty fast. May
enhance sex in the bedroom like The Hookup and Evolve as an added bonus. Somewhat similar to
THU/Grail of Affection but with added fun and a new molecule that might give different results then
TheHug. Potentially a daily driver or date mix as well.
4. Taboo Hits a very large range, and especially younger women who I have trouble hitting
otherwise. They trust you and put you as pre qualified and ok to get to know. Really a 47 yo guy is
cool to hang with me, a 19 yo lol? While the hits are not 'fuck me' hits, they get the door open for
you to steer them, and wont turn off alot of other people unlike other blends if your unsure how they
would react. Two sprays or in combos may make it more sexual.
5. 0-69 - This is currently the best androstenone boost, but the molecule is further steered toward
sexual apparently. Primitive (LAL) would be the second choice. New Pheromone Additive (New one)
is now a blend of 2mg androsteNONE, 1mg androsteNOL, 0.5mg androsteDIENONE, which works
great sometimes with fewer rejects and some crushy/love solo but also might mess up some blends
also if you combo it further. Dionysos also is a blend with androstedienone and not a pure
androstenone but also can work with certain combos. 0-69 and Primitive are like what was in old

mag, pure manly lust without buffered to death. Used alone with a cologne when you already
established comfort or with a social like Scent of Eros that I use to replicate a bit like old mag,
Taboo, Core or such and you get a blend that turns them on and makes them comfortable to talk or
engage. Perhaps some P96 (comfort) or TAC (Wet/Orgasm enhancement). Sometimes the basics
are all you need. If you read about combos with New Pheromone Additive, try Primitive or Zero-69
instead if you dont have the old New Pheromone Additive which wasnt a mix.
You just started testing alpha Q and it's already in your top5?
dsouza - May 13, 2017, 8:56 am

(05-12-2017 7:16 PM)DataDragon Wrote: &nbsp;Initial Top 5:
1. Alpha-Q - This is a 20 pheromone, instant hitting, 8-10 foot range hybrid of a medium sexual,
cool and friendly alpha, covered by a social that is capable of also hanging with friends, family, at
work or school unlike some of the 'heavy' sexual blends. Hits all races with minor intimidation that is
gone once opened and age range mid 20s-50s. Asians as always more intimidated then others. Self
effects of confidence, feeling calm and grounded, and better speech. Men are non aggessive, want
to be your new best friend or share things they normally wouldnt. Women too, but also are turned on
and not just find you attractive and super interesting enough to date and sleep with at some point
like Aqua Vitae, engage in the conversation and add to it and not just one word replies, and have no
bitch shields up. It is flexible to use as a daily driver and for beginners too because it doesnt
require much to act friendly and confident to be congruent. Iois are very strong and easy to tell who
is interested in you. Scent is also been complimented, although I'm not really into judging scents
personally yet.
Yes if you go strait to a club or bar with the intention of ONS and without friends you might try BW
or AM where you might get rejected but the ones that hit are on, but I wouldnt necesarily wear that
same blend with friends, family or work unlike this. A 1-1 date as well if your results with BW is
somewhat consistant and not turning off some of them you are trying to go after.
2. M3X - You want THAT girl? Heres some initial attraction but just go up and say hi. Don't worry if
the ioi is strong or weak. 500 microscopic brain surgeons go in and add some sexual desire, some
short term crushing and imprinting, and take down all their defences and objections. Now touch her,
ask her out or take her home. Want to know if she likes to be spanked or fucked up the ass? Just
ask and you will know. The longer you expose them the stronger it goes. 2 minutes to 3 hours,
some people do show initial attraction immediately so its possible to use as a cold pickup with some.
The disinhibition is all that keeps this from being used all the time. Sister likes to fantasize
apparently. Nuf said lol.
3. Swoon - Funnest date ever, makes her dopamine spike and feel good just being around you
until she is addicted and swooning. Seen as very attractive, light sexual, and good social hybrid.
Some crush/imprint like Goa, some sexual on a good range of targets and hits pretty fast. May
enhance sex in the bedroom like The Hookup and Evolve as an added bonus. Somewhat similar to
THU/Grail of Affection but with added fun and a new molecule that might give different results then
TheHug. Potentially a daily driver or date mix as well.
4. Taboo Hits a very large range, and especially younger women who I have trouble hitting
otherwise. They trust you and put you as pre qualified and ok to get to know. Really a 47 yo guy is
cool to hang with me, a 19 yo lol? While the hits are not 'fuck me' hits, they get the door open for
you to steer them, and wont turn off alot of other people unlike other blends if your unsure how they
would react. Two sprays or in combos may make it more sexual.
5. 0-69 - This is currently the best androstenone boost, but the molecule is further steered toward
sexual apparently. Primitive (LAL) would be the second choice. New Pheromone Additive (New one)
is now a blend of 2mg androsteNONE, 1mg androsteNOL, 0.5mg androsteDIENONE, which works

great sometimes with fewer rejects and some crushy/love solo but also might mess up some blends
also if you combo it further. Dionysos also is a blend with androstedienone and not a pure
androstenone but also can work with certain combos. 0-69 and Primitive are like what was in old
mag, pure manly lust without buffered to death. Used alone with a cologne when you already
established comfort or with a social like Scent of Eros that I use to replicate a bit like old mag,
Taboo, Core or such and you get a blend that turns them on and makes them comfortable to talk or
engage. Perhaps some P96 (comfort) or TAC (Wet/Orgasm enhancement). Sometimes the basics
are all you need. If you read about combos with New Pheromone Additive, try Primitive or Zero-69
instead if you dont have the old New Pheromone Additive which wasnt a mix.
M3X is not magic but as close as you'll get to it.. Definitely a top 5 contender for me but right now
still in testing. It requires good game to pull off just like any other pheromone. Thankfully not a
single day goes by that I don't have an opportunity to improve my game or crash and burn and try
again the next time out when wearing m3x. A day wearing m3x is ALWAYS eventful in some way..
What I like MOST about it? I'm not in my head. I actually look forward to interacting with people. I
find it hits 20 somethings hard too. Have you f-closed someone with it yet?
Also I agree with OP how did AlphaQ get in your top 5 so quickly? How many times have you worn
it to make such conclusions?
DrChocolate - May 13, 2017, 9:33 am

Okey. As the peace maker of this lovely forum. My opinion (and it's only worth 2 cents, if that) he did
say he's used pheromones a long time ago. So let's cut him some slack.
He did mention he's newly devorced and in the market to score. So...
Spider-mone - May 13, 2017, 1:50 pm

(05-13-2017 3:56 AM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;Also I agree with OP how did AlphaQ get in your top 5
so quickly? How many times have you worn it to make such conclusions?
not just top 5 .... #1 !!!
for this to be his #1, he must have f-closed already .... right? I mean, the product is called "I'll fuck
you". how can it be #1 with no lay reports yet and a product name like that?
so far the hits people have been getting with AlphaQ seem very swoon-like to me .... but time will
tell.
theLaw - May 13, 2017, 3:15 pm

(05-13-2017 8:50 AM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;not just top 5 .... #1 !!!
for this to be his #1, he must have f-closed already .... right? I mean, the product is called "I'll fuck
you". how can it be #1 with no lay reports yet and a product name like that?
so far the hits people have been getting with AlphaQ seem very swoon-like to me .... but time will
tell.
To be fair, I think that Datadragon is a bit impatient, and doesn't understand how reviews work in
the long-run on this forum........hence the quick reports and "pitching".
Sounds like he's just excited to be part of a club and will need to learn the hard way.
Spider-mone - May 13, 2017, 4:01 pm

[QUOTE='theLaw' pid='201819' dateline='1494688511']
To be fair, I think that Datadragon is a bit impatient
QUOTE]

you must be in a good mood today!!
who hijacked TheLaw's account??? ..lol
RussianWolf - May 13, 2017, 4:04 pm

Yeah, I'll cut DataDragon some slack,
But...
To say that it hits all races from 20-50 years of age seems a little presumptuous, considering this
mone was Just released a few days ago.
BigDickBandit420 - May 13, 2017, 4:25 pm

(05-13-2017 11:01 AM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;[QUOTE='theLaw' pid='201819'
dateline='1494688511']
To be fair, I think that Datadragon is a bit impatient
QUOTE]
you must be in a good mood today!!
who hijacked TheLaw's account??? ..lol
It was probably Arsenic. I do miss the shout box.
DataDragon - May 14, 2017, 1:19 am

Shit Testing the new guy! At least that means I'm breaking out of the noob ignore friendzone in
record time lol.... Damn, I didnt order any xist...wheres the version that works over the internet...
I understand its because I started posting first about M3x then Alpha-Q which few have experiences
with, as opposed to my older products I've used. So that others would be able to better see if my
experiences match theirs and deem my viewpoint trustworthy... Pheromones are expensive and we
dont want to waste money with shill or reviews we cant trust, I get it. But I dont hype things, if
something is really good you will know and those are my top 5 I like the most at the moment. If its
bad or doesnt work for me you will know. I'm focused on initial dating and sex, so things like Nude
Alpha, Goa, Imprint (not used yet), and Xist (not used yet) are further down temporarily but great for
relationship focused people.
Why Alpha-q top 5? I felt at least a few girls were looking at me like an ice cream cone they wanted
to lick up and down sexually, and not only attractive and interesting and willing to potentially go
there if things were steered there. Guys are friendly and are excited to know you which is strange
for a Androstenone product. They are normally intimidated, stay away, etc. It hits a large range of
races and age ranges. It hits immediately. I didnt get side effects like rage, and good self effects like
confidence, feeling very calm, and more witty made it easier in the interaction. The girls had no bitch
shield and contributed to the conversations, not reserved or one word answers. They dont flake the
next day, it feels like a natural attraction. And since its hybrid with social and alpha features I feel ok
wearing it anytime such as work, around family, or just out and about, and not only specialty times.
For me seems a good go to daily. Swoon is a bit similar but I have to test both more to see each
ones strengths. I'm just one person giving his opinion, there are 16 pages of top 5s. By next year
many people would have tried Alpha Q and given their opinion also.
DrC - Yes I have been using pheromones ongoing since 2009. I guess I'm lucky to have used the
original Max Attraction Gold 17.8 with Scent of Eros and its replacement unscented 19 a few years
later for example, Aqua Vitae, Nude Alpha were my other earliest purchases. The new max
attraction I have is a 8 pheromone blend that is totally different despite the same name and needs
more evaluation to give an opinion, things change...
Dsouza/Spider-Mone - Yes I was laid using M3X with a 25 yo black woman (Im 47 lol) I met simply

giving blood at the red cross, then Alpha Q when I met her again last night she WAS turned on and
we had sex on our 1st date. But I am not crediting anything there other then M3x got me the girl as
the rest is too variable mixing product. And I'd have to try The Hookup, Evolve or even Swoon to
see if sex is different between products.
RussianWolf - Alpha Q seems to effect everyone in its radius, both guys and girls. I can say 25-50
and all races showed iois and more interest or acted different in a positive way toward me then their
normal. Asians were more intimidated but EVERYONE opened up quick once I said anything or
even acknowledge them. With more testing I can see if even younger are interested, perhaps they
are intimidated like the asians. I have other products like The Hookup and Taboo that generate at
least some interest hits on the youngins to compare to also when I have the chance. I am much
more hypervigilant about seeing womens reactions then most I would imagine, grew up with twin
sisters who are close and have close women friends. I know the difference between the friendly
customer service reaction, the hot or interesting reaction and the sexual reactions.
Kalzon - May 26, 2017, 7:19 pm

(03-10-2017 4:38 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks heaps Snoopy.
Ive been testing a few things lately. And what I can say from what I can observe is that smells in
themselves have a MASSIVE impact on how girls react. So far a few blends of essential oils made
me think that. And the most consistent results I got outta all of'em is ;
Australian sandlewood, rosemary, rose geranium, lavender, patchouli, bergamot, jasmine and
spearmint. All one to one ratios. Meaning all the same amount. Mixed in coconut oil to 1 to 4 ratio.
Coconut oil being one and the mixture of the essential oils being 4. Not EXACTLY that amount but
just roughly. So a quater of the blend has coconut oil if that makes sense.
This blend in itself is an EXTREMELY strong blend when it comes to the smell and the silage is
fairly long and far. But the duration of the smell is somewhat shorter and by the 6th 7th hour the
silage becomes shorter too. I'd really appreciate if Mara can opt in her opinion on this one.
But I admit that the smell is VERY rough around the edges. None the less the amount of hits am
getting with this combination is just amazing. And this is WITHOUT any molecules in it . My idea is if
any of the professionals can take this little experiment I've done and make a good professional
blend with the molecules in Turn Up The Heat or any product for that matter, we can all benefit.
This project was a fun project I did just for shits and giggles. But the outcome is amazing. So I
thought I'd share it on Paradox's thread. I know it's not related to the top 5 products. But the subject
came up. So I thought I'd share it here. But if people can get the top 5 products and blend it with
these essential oil smells and see consistent results, I thought 'eh why not?' Lol.
To the O.P.: Hey P, if ya rekon this is outta topic, (which it is) and ya want it outta ur thread, am
happy to delete it. Thanks.
Hi Doctor Chocolate, I searched for your threads to find any journal, where I can input this following
reply. Couldnt find, so replying here.
Me too sorry for little off topicTalking about essential oils, I know properties of some.
When you mix these all that you have mentioned, it creates a neutralized foilage smell. Some
dominant ones will give out notes. But, try making different combos of just 3 or 4 oils.
Tobacco essential oil, Saffron, Cardamom, are sexually elevating. Try adding your Sandal wood
with these three.
Geranium, Lavander and Patchouli shall go well together, as they give out Sandalwood immitation

smell if combined in correct measurements.
Jasmine is a romantic attractant. Can be paired with YlangYlang, but better used as solo. If you pair
it with others, it will smell like irritating obvious mix.
Rose oil is also a solo, cannot go well with any other. But rose has got properties that brings old
memories back, you dont know what strong memories it would bring. It can refresh the mental
wounds, so not good for hits.
Spearmint and rosemary will lift Geranium instantly. But they both lasts for very short time. Wears
out within 5 minutes. The trick to prolong its effect would be- soak a small cotton ball with this
mixture and hide it behind your ear or somewhere(this trick is applicable to all these mixes above).
Spearmint, camphor, rosemary, clove oil, eucalyptus, are generally used in medicinal inhalers and
painrelief balms, so be careful using it too much will give out vibe presense of an ill person around.
Coconut oil is mixed with essential oils as a carrier, but it is used to peneterate the oils inside the
skin for theruptic use. We need a defusion outwards.
Try some mixes with propelene glycol, or vegetable glycerin. Combine it with the 10&#36; PXS
difusion technology and some PT molecules.
DrChocolate - May 26, 2017, 9:49 pm

(05-26-2017 2:19 PM)Kalzon Wrote: &nbsp;Coconut oil is mixed with essential oils as a carrier, but
it is used to peneterate the oils inside the skin for theruptic use. We need a defusion outwards.
Try some mixes with propelene glycol, or vegetable glycerin. Combine it with the 10&#36; PXS
difusion technology and some PT molecules.
Thanks heaps Kalzon.
I've got a new mix of patchouli amber sandlewood coconut and vanilla now. But instead of coconut
oil, to dilute the blend, am using it raw. It's a better blend from the previous one. Works for me.
Hopefully works for others too. I've mixed it with isopropanol alchohol and diffuses better. But the
longevity is shortened. But when I use it raw, the diffusion is still there but longevity is long.
Oh and I forgot to mention. The coconut oil I used in the previous one is cooking coconut oil. Lol.
Not the proper coconut oil. Should've mentioned that. I think I forgot to mention that.
Oh and the coconut inside the mix is actually the EO of the coconut smell. Not coconut oil.
V-nice - May 27, 2017, 1:29 pm

Hey guys! Please update your top 5's when you get a chance. Always appreciated!
Also, was wondering who has C36 on there, and where do some of you rank it...
DrChocolate - May 27, 2017, 9:13 pm

(05-27-2017 8:29 AM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Hey guys! Please update your top 5's when you get a
chance. Always appreciated!
Also, was wondering who has C36 on there, and where do some of you rank it...

Testing a few more products. But will get back to this asap.

Snoopyace - May 28, 2017, 3:03 am

My top 5 products in no particular order are:
1. Swoon. It is just fun in a bottle and I like the attention I get. It also seems slightly disinhibiting
and when combined with Z-69 it is just awesome at creating sexual tension.
2. The Hookup. This just flat out works for me when I want to have a fun time where I'm the center
of attention and I'm seen as being the coolest guy in the room. My Bride also has gushing orgasms
whenever I'm wearing this during play time.
3. Grail of Affection. Has it all for me. Longevity, imprinting, KINO from random women and it
really affects women in particular VERY quickly. By very quickly, I mean immediately.
Dilated pupils, loss of personal space, just all around romantic attraction and compliance. The fact
that this is in an oil is also a HUGE win for me. Oils work much better with the amount of body heat I
generate so they don't burn off in 3 hours like most alcohol sprays do. Combined with The Hookup
to create THA-HUG and you have a sex machine that creates stalkers.
4. Imprint. Doesn't last as long as GOA but STRONG Imprinting (good thing the name fits, eh?)
Takes a bit longer to set the hook than Grail of Affection and while it is very strongly imprinting, it
seems to work slightly differently from GOA even though both have androstedienone driving them.
Difficult to explain. Both imprint on others but GOA is more physical and Imprint more mental in how
people seem to react to each. If anything, GOA makes her body remember you and want to be
close but Imprint really affects her emotionally.
5. Wanted Man Variant (Love Potion Mad Scientist option- unscented). I asked Mara to make up a
3:1 spray of Perfect Match/Wanted Man with 1/2 the usual copulin boost. I bought it in the 1x
concentration at 60/40 alcohol/oil ratio. While it does take about 5 sprays from the VERY
conservative spray head, at that dose I find that everyone really wants to be around me and is oh,
so friendly and polite! This is a complete stealth blend because the Perfect Match (lots of
androstedienone) blends really well with the Wanted Man (lots of Androstenone and androsterone).
Women in general feel comfortable and want to hang around you and after a few minutes of being in
your cloud, the Wanted Man really kicks in. The copulin add was more for my self effects but I find
that it also really affects women in a sexual way also. I consider this to be a slow burn mix. GREAT
for date night, especially. Once it gets going, it is a lot of fun to see (in my case), my bride being
slowly affected until she needs to be satisfied.
Honorable MentionDionysos. I haven't really worked with this one in an appropriate setting just yet but I've seen it
work close up a few times and I know that this can definitely lead to sex that wouldn't have
happened without it.
Chamber 36. Another product that I really haven't used enough to get a complete handle on but I
LOVE the scent of it and every time I wear it, everything just flows. I've compared this to Felix
Felicis from the Harry Potter books/movies because everything just goes so well! The only product
that is close to this is Captain for me. I get more self effects from C36 than Captain, however. I find
myself standing straighter, feeling more grounded and confident and it seems that other people also
notice this and react accordingly.
Captain. Similar to Chamber 36 this is an all around great product for me. I pondered whether or
not to put Captain in my top 5 instead of the Wanted Man variant but lately my priorities have been
more focused on my bride and helping her be happy and calm as opposed to being revered in
public. Everyone just likes me so much they can't do things for me fast enough. My day always

goes wonderfully smoothly when I'm wearing this. Not a ton of self effects but I'm more interested in
affecting others and brightening their day.
AMMO5680 - May 28, 2017, 4:00 am

(05-27-2017 10:03 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;My top 5 products in no particular order are:
1. Swoon. It is just fun in a bottle and I like the attention I get. It also seems slightly disinhibiting
and when combined with Z-69 it is just awesome at creating sexual tension.
2. The Hookup. This just flat out works for me when I want to have a fun time where I'm the center
of attention and I'm seen as being the coolest guy in the room. My Bride also has gushing orgasms
whenever I'm wearing this during play time.
3. Grail of Affection. Has it all for me. Longevity, imprinting, KINO from random women and it
really affects women in particular VERY quickly. By very quickly, I mean immediately.
Dilated pupils, loss of personal space, just all around romantic attraction and compliance. The fact
that this is in an oil is also a HUGE win for me. Oils work much better with the amount of body heat I
generate so they don't burn off in 3 hours like most alcohol sprays do. Combined with The Hookup
to create THA-HUG and you have a sex machine that creates stalkers.
4. Imprint. Doesn't last as long as GOA but STRONG Imprinting (good thing the name fits, eh?)
Takes a bit longer to set the hook than Grail of Affection and while it is very strongly imprinting, it
seems to work slightly differently from GOA even though both have androstedienone driving them.
Difficult to explain. Both imprint on others but GOA is more physical and Imprint more mental in how
people seem to react to each. If anything, GOA makes her body remember you and want to be
close but Imprint really affects her emotionally.
5. Wanted Man Variant (Love Potion Mad Scientist option- unscented). I asked Mara to make up a
3:1 spray of Perfect Match/Wanted Man with 1/2 the usual copulin boost. I bought it in the 1x
concentration at 60/40 alcohol/oil ratio. While it does take about 5 sprays from the VERY
conservative spray head, at that dose I find that everyone really wants to be around me and is oh,
so friendly and polite! This is a complete stealth blend because the Perfect Match (lots of
androstedienone) blends really well with the Wanted Man (lots of Androstenone and androsterone).
Women in general feel comfortable and want to hang around you and after a few minutes of being in
your cloud, the Wanted Man really kicks in. The copulin add was more for my self effects but I find
that it also really affects women in a sexual way also. I consider this to be a slow burn mix. GREAT
for date night, especially. Once it gets going, it is a lot of fun to see (in my case), my bride being
slowly affected until she needs to be satisfied.
Honorable MentionDionysos. I haven't really worked with this one in an appropriate setting just yet but I've seen it
work close up a few times and I know that this can definitely lead to sex that wouldn't have
happened without it.
Chamber 36. Another product that I really haven't used enough to get a complete handle on but I
LOVE the scent of it and every time I wear it, everything just flows. I've compared this to Felix
Felicis from the Harry Potter books/movies because everything just goes so well! The only product
that is close to this is Captain for me. I get more self effects from C36 than Captain, however. I find
myself standing straighter, feeling more grounded and confident and it seems that other people also
notice this and react accordingly.
Captain. Similar to Chamber 36 this is an all around great product for me. I pondered whether or

not to put Captain in my top 5 instead of the Wanted Man variant but lately my priorities have been
more focused on my bride and helping her be happy and calm as opposed to being revered in
public. Everyone just likes me so much they can't do things for me fast enough. My day always
goes wonderfully smoothly when I'm wearing this. Not a ton of self effects but I'm more interested in
affecting others and brightening their day. Snoopyace,
I have to agree with Swoon THU being top 5. To be honest I am a big fan of LAL and Steve-O's
mixes because I have purchased their products and get results. However since I have tested swoon
this past week with immediate results I am becoming more convinced that this might turn into a
product that we all wished to have purchased multiple bottles like A314 &amp; New Pheromone
Additive. Although I still have 3 weeks before I move on to other mones to test, I am still looking to
combo it when the time comes.
So far I keep getting great results from swoon that I am getting another bottle for unscented then
tranferring to 10ml bottles for testing with Iso E for diffussion in addition with some cover scents
Drchocolate recommends. THU works perfect with the wife and hits fast. I still have to test THU
GOA combo to see how it performs From the threads it has some real imprinting effects. Additionally
I have to see how THU works solo at a bar. I am unable to really test THU at work since it is a potent
sexuL and I am already Alpha. So far the few times I wore it I know it works based off the reactions I
got. Thanks for the analysis on the Mones.
Kalzon - May 28, 2017, 4:15 pm

(11-14-2016 7:22 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Top 5 Pheromones for 2016-2017
2. Nude Alpha by Liquid Alchemy Labs: Nude Alpha is the best Alpha formula on the market today
(R.I.P. A314). I prefer Nude Alpha over Wolf and over the intimidating Bad Wolf. I did try Ascend but
the copulin formula is really heavy with copulins. I also tried Alpha Treasure but the winner is Nude
Alpha.
Hello,
So you are indicating that Ascend with very little copulins or no copulins shall work equal to Nude
Alpha?
Thank you.
V-nice - May 28, 2017, 10:03 pm

Great to see your top 5 Snoop!
Yeah, I'm having so much fun with Pheromone Treasures products as well as Apex.
That is the key gentlemen.. think about the products you are having most FUN with. I can def vouch
for Swoon, and most importantly, it's a product I can trust!
Thanks!
Snoopyace - May 28, 2017, 10:06 pm

(05-28-2017 5:03 PM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;That is the key gentlemen.. think about the products you
are having most FUN with.
YES!! Exactly this!
Kalzon - May 30, 2017, 1:52 pm

(05-28-2017 11:15 AM)Kalzon Wrote: &nbsp; (11-14-2016 7:22 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Top 5
Pheromones for 2016-2017
2. Nude Alpha by Liquid Alchemy Labs: Nude Alpha is the best Alpha formula on the market today
(R.I.P. A314). I prefer Nude Alpha over Wolf and over the intimidating Bad Wolf. I did try Ascend but

the copulin formula is really heavy with copulins. I also tried Alpha Treasure but the winner is Nude
Alpha.
Hello Paradox,
So you are indicating that Ascend with very little copulins or no copulins shall work equal to Nude
Alpha?
Thank you.
[color=#000000]
(05-28-2017 5:03 PM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Great to see your top 5 Snoop!
(05-28-2017 5:06 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;YES!! Exactly this!
Hello, Snoopy Ace and V-nice, Can you answer my question I asked Paradox?(quoted above). So
to help me choose.
Paradox - May 30, 2017, 2:56 pm

(05-28-2017 11:15 AM)Kalzon Wrote: &nbsp;Hello,
So you are indicating that Ascend with very little copulins or no copulins shall work equal to Nude
Alpha?
Thank you.
Hey Kalzon,

Ascend is made with or without Copulins. The version that I tried had Copulins. The thought of the
formulator was that the Copulins would help with the Alpha vibe.
I couldn't detect Copulins in any of the other Alpha formulas so I don't really know if Copulins work
well in alpha formulas. However it seemed to me that the Copulin content in Ascend with Copulins
was a but high and the Copulins didn't seem to add anything extra to the mix.
The Copulins didn't raise the level of compliance and respect above and beyond other alpha
formulas.
DataDragon - May 30, 2017, 5:46 pm

Terry0400 had a great post on Copulins back in 2014 I bookmarked:
Terry0400 post on Copulins
The cops addition seems to work well in Titan for me, There are of course many different kinds of
Alphas, such as the Jock Quarterback Alpha, the rich guy alpha, the boss or ceo alpha.. And some
of those vibes may or may not be compatible with how you look/dress or act. The addition of
copulins to any alpha may increase the alpha vibe and make men more subservient to the influence
of the wearer. Sounds like the combination in Ascend did not make it a stellar product choice at
least for Paradox. I have Ascend but havent gotten to testing yet.
(05-28-2017 11:15 AM)Kalzon Wrote: &nbsp;Hello,
So you are indicating that Ascend with very little copulins or no copulins shall work equal to Nude
Alpha?
Thank you.
Nude Alpha is also a deep imprinter that is perfect for when getting into serious long term
relationships and falling in love with someone. One of the best products of all time I've used, I'm just
not looking much into Long Term Relationship at the moment so I didnt restock it yet. It does bond
two ways, so I didnt use it on someone I wouldnt want to be bonded to as well. If your going to want
to go into relationship territory, this is one of the best to have at your disposal.

Kalzon - May 30, 2017, 6:19 pm

(05-30-2017 9:56 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Hey Kalzon,

Ascend is made with or without Copulins. The version that I tried had
Hello Paradox, thank you for the reply. I have Ascend, and so I think instead of trying it without
copulins, I should try NA.
(05-30-2017 12:46 PM)DataDragon Wrote: &nbsp;Nude Alpha is also a deep imprinter that is
perfect for when getting into s
Hi DataDragon, oh the imprinter for long term relationship? That is something more that I hear
about NA. It seems a lot versatile.
I also need something for the same reason that you are looking for. No bond, james bond.
avi - May 31, 2017, 4:57 am

NA is versatile for me too.
And I had blatant result with one 31yo girl with NA + DP + Androstadienone . When women are on
their peak you would had great results.
For MMM (and for others):
NA 2-4 drops (depending on environment),
DP 4 dabs from sample vial (may be 1.5-2 drops),
Androstadienone 50-80mcg.
Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
Dblr619 - June 1, 2017, 2:24 pm

I have Titan and Crash scent covers the cops well. My nose is sensitive to copulins and I can just pic
them up still. I'm not sure if his "cops +" is in Titan or still in the kitchen.
I had Ascend w/cops(spray)and find Titan to be a far superior, more balanced, and consistent alpha
product.
When I mix it with Fivecrux(2 sprays Titan/3 sprays 5crux (MMM you pita)I'm golden.
Needs 45min to cook off).
......saving for Alpha Q
austinitecute - June 5, 2017, 6:17 pm

(11-14-2016 7:22 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Top 5 Pheromones for 2016-2017
Yes, there is another top 5 thread. Itâ€™s last yearâ€™s list:
http://pherotruth.com/Thread-Top-5-Pheromones-for-2015-2016
And here is the one from the year before
http://pherotruth.com/Thread-Top-5-Pheremones-2014-2015
It is time again to update the top 5 since things change, users opinions change and pheromone
companies come and go.
By adding a year marker to the top 5 list posters can quickly reference the top 5 for that year.
So, once again I'll start it off:

1. M3X by Apex: At the top of my top 5 list is Method 3X (aka M3X). M3X fits me like a glove. M3X
is a disinhibitor but it wont do all of the work for you. It is a manually driven formula. Think Alfa
Romeo 4C. M3X is for the talker. Not for the listener. if you have a little game then M3X will help you
close. This is the best social sexual to come out in years. I really like what M3X does.
*Full disclosure: I was a beta tester for M3X.

2. Nude Alpha by Liquid Alchemy Labs: Nude Alpha is the best Alpha formula on the market today
(R.I.P. A314). I prefer Nude Alpha over Wolf and over the intimidating Bad Wolf. I did try Ascend but
the copulin formula is really heavy with copulins. I also tried Alpha Treasure but the winner is Nude
Alpha.

3. Celebrity by PheromoneXS: I am loving this little social. It's Instant shine without the post wear
drain. I really did not run this through the mill but I did enjoy every drop of the 3ml sample that I was
sent. This formula was beta tested as XS100. The product description on the PheromoneXS
webpage is a bit much but it is a nice formula. I will definitely purchase a full bottle soon. Most of the
time socials have some girl juice (EST) in them so this does need closer examination

4. Xist by PheromoneXS: Xist is a nice social. At a dinner party or a cocktail party with a significant
other Xist would shine. I have been using it in combos and solo. I really like how versatile this mix is.
It's a Social/Sensual mix with a James Bondish thing about it. Xist is male friendly and a good
casual or work daywear mix.

5. New Pheromone Additive by LaCroy Chemicals: New Pheromone Additive is distributed by
Lovescent. It is best for women in the 30+ year old range. New Pheromone Additive is a pure
sexual however, it combos well with many, many other products. New Pheromone Additive is the
oldest and simplest formula on this list. It's hard to adjust the ratio of cologne to New Pheromone
Additive but once you get it right...it's on!
@Paradox
Can you please elaborate a bit more on this
" It's hard to adjust the ratio of cologne to New Pheromone Additive but once you get it right...it's
on!"
Thanks In advance
Paradox - June 5, 2017, 7:07 pm

(06-05-2017 1:17 PM)austinitecute Wrote: &nbsp;@Paradox
Can you please elaborate a bit more on this
" It's hard to adjust the ratio of cologne to New Pheromone Additive but once you get it right...it's
on!"
Thanks In advance
Well...There is a bit of a long story surrounding New Pheromone Additive right now. So, first if you
are going to buy New Pheromone Additive you must buy it from the source (
http://pherotruth.com/redirect.php?fid=58) or (http://www.lacroy.com).
New Pheromone Additive takes a little finesse to get it right. You have to finesse the right ratio to
get the results that you want. New Pheromone Additive is mostly Androstenone. Different ratios of
New Pheromone Additive to cologne produce different effects. Younger women are intimidated by
high Androstenone levels while older women don't mind it at all. Also, some ethnic women namely

Blacks and Latinas have a high tolerance for Androstenone while Asians reportedly don't like high
levels of Androstenone at all.
So, it can be a bit of a balancing act to find the correct New Pheromone Additive to cologne ratio for
you. If you are a young Asian and are around young Asian women you want to mix at a low ratio.
I like to use a 5:1 mix ratio which is 5 parts cologne to 1 part New Pheromone Additive. I mix this in
a 10ml bottle and use 2 sprays.
Some people apply one or two drops and then apply cover (cologne).
There are plenty of reviews, advice and the latest news about New Pheromone Additive here:
http://pherotruth.com/Forum-Product-Reviews-Love Scent
austinitecute - June 6, 2017, 12:07 am

(06-05-2017 2:07 PM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Well...There is a bit of a long story surrounding New
Pheromone Additive right now. So, first if you are going to buy New Pheromone Additive you must
buy it from the source (http://pherotruth.com/redirect.php?fid=58) or (http://www.lacroy.com).
New Pheromone Additive takes a little finesse to get it right. You have to finesse the right ratio to
get the results that you want. New Pheromone Additive is mostly Androstenone. Different ratios of
New Pheromone Additive to cologne produce different effects. Younger women are intimidated by
high Androstenone levels while older women don't mind it at all. Also, some ethnic women namely
Blacks and Latinas have a high tolerance for Androstenone while Asians reportedly don't like high
levels of Androstenone at all.
So, it can be a bit of a balancing act to find the correct New Pheromone Additive to cologne ratio for
you. If you are a young Asian and are around young Asian women you want to mix at a low ratio.
I like to use a 5:1 mix ratio which is 5 parts cologne to 1 part New Pheromone Additive. I mix this in
a 10ml bottle and use 2 sprays.
Some people apply one or two drops and then apply cover (cologne).
There are plenty of reviews, advice and the latest news about New Pheromone Additive here:
http://pherotruth.com/Forum-Product-Reviews-Love Scent
Thank You Kind Sir (06-05-2017 2:07 PM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Well...There is a bit of a long
story surrounding New Pheromone Additive right now. So, first if you are going to buy New
Pheromone Additive you must buy it from the source (http://pherotruth.com/redirect.php?fid=58) or (
http://www.lacroy.com).
New Pheromone Additive takes a little finesse to get it right. You have to finesse the right ratio to
get the results that you want. New Pheromone Additive is mostly Androstenone. Different ratios of
New Pheromone Additive to cologne produce different effects. Younger women are intimidated by
high Androstenone levels while older women don't mind it at all. Also, some ethnic women namely
Blacks and Latinas have a high tolerance for Androstenone while Asians reportedly don't like high
levels of Androstenone at all.
So, it can be a bit of a balancing act to find the correct New Pheromone Additive to cologne ratio for
you. If you are a young Asian and are around young Asian women you want to mix at a low ratio.
I like to use a 5:1 mix ratio which is 5 parts cologne to 1 part New Pheromone Additive. I mix this in
a 10ml bottle and use 2 sprays.

Some people apply one or two drops and then apply cover (cologne).
There are plenty of reviews, advice and the latest news about New Pheromone Additive here:
http://pherotruth.com/Forum-Product-Reviews-Love Scent
Thank You Kind Sir
dsouza - June 6, 2017, 12:57 am

How come not one person listed Primitive in there top 5 but many list New Pheromone Additive?
I thought P was a strong sexual.
Then Garry went and classified it as a social on his website.
Don't know if he changed his website desc but I don't see
P, domination, 0-69 in people top 5.
No one believe in using pure sexuals on a later date anymore?
theLaw - June 6, 2017, 1:17 am

@Dsouza
I think that pure sexuals are more of a do-or-die proposition, hence the lack of effective execution
(BW). Social-sexuals, on the other hand, allow a bit more wiggle room for guys.
DrChocolate - June 6, 2017, 2:22 am

(06-05-2017 8:17 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;@Dsouza
I think that pure sexuals are more of a do-or-die proposition, hence the lack of effective execution
(BW). Social-sexuals, on the other hand, allow a bit more wiggle room for guys.
I was gonna type the exact same thing Law mentuoned here.
PLUS with pure sexual, I had so many idiots starting up fights for no apparent reason or really
stupid reasons.
Ekscentra - June 6, 2017, 4:15 am

(06-05-2017 7:57 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;How come not one person listed Primitive in there top 5
but many list New Pheromone Additive?
I thought P was a strong sexual.
Then Garry went and classified it as a social on his website.
Don't know if he changed his website desc but I don't see
P, domination, 0-69 in people top 5.
No one believe in using pure sexuals on a later date anymore?
Primitive was always categorized as a social. Garry doesn't use the categories 'social' or 'alpha' in
the same specific sense that the rest of the pheromone community does. If a sexual raises one's
social status, then Garry seems to categorize this as a social. In addition, Garry often refers to
sexual mixes as alpha mixes due to the way he perceives this term. He recognizes a certain overlap
between seemingly distinct characteristics - this is why you see mixes in the 'Social' section that you
might not think of at first glance as being social.
Snoopyace - June 6, 2017, 1:09 pm

(06-05-2017 8:17 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;@Dsouza

I think that pure sexuals are more of a do-or-die proposition, hence the lack of effective execution
(BW). Social-sexuals, on the other hand, allow a bit more wiggle room for guys.
I agree with this. I had briefly considered putting Z-69 in my top five but I didn't because the straight
sexual blends aren't quite as easily adapted to a variety of situations. It can be done, however. One
of my favorite products to wear when I want to be inappropriate in public during the day is Wanted
Man from Love Potion.
dsouza - June 6, 2017, 10:28 pm

(06-06-2017 8:09 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;I agree with this. I had briefly considered putting
Z-69 in my top five but I didn't because the straight sexual blends aren't quite as easily adapted to a
variety of situations. It can be done, however. One of my favorite products to wear when I want to
be inappropriate in public during the day is Wanted Man from Love Potion.
Isn't wanted man a pure sexual or something like it?
DrChocolate - June 6, 2017, 11:21 pm

(06-06-2017 5:28 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;Isn't wanted man a pure sexual or something like it?
This is off topic from the top 5.
But just quickly, I think WM "is" infact heavy on the sexual side from what I observed.
I got the sample and it's amazing how LPMP products work. A tiiiiny little goes a long way. I got
polar hits from WM. But it was only a short half day run. Results're inconclusive for me still.
I'll run a few LPMP products this week on me ride shares and report back in me journal.
DataDragon - June 6, 2017, 11:44 pm

(06-05-2017 7:57 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;How come not one person listed Primitive in there top 5
but many list New Pheromone Additive?
I thought P was a strong sexual.
Then Garry went and classified it as a social on his website.
Don't know if he changed his website desc but I don't see
P, domination, 0-69 in people top 5.
No one believe in using pure sexuals on a later date anymore?
I have Zero to 69 in my top 5 as my main 'pure sexual' atm. New Pheromone Additive concentrate
and touch is 2MG Androstenone + 0.5mg Androstadienone with some stabilizers and antioxidants
and DPG (Glycol) after discussing with Lacroy and is less likely to create aggressiveness. No A-Nol
in Lacroy versions which can convert to Androstenone and add to aggressiveness later on in
application. Primitive is mostly a pure Androstenone without Androstadienone . Dirty Primitive has
less Androstenone and Cops. Manimal 2 sample I just got may be Androstenone with some added
musk oils for attraction (guessing) and if so would fit into this category. P and DP sound better for
you Dsouza as they have no Androstadienone , as I havent yet verified if 0-69 does or not. M2 isnt
yet for sale, only got a sample for testing.
Pure sexuals to me have been most useful when there is already an established comfort level
between myself and the woman. They are very polarizing when used with strangers, so you would
turn on a woman more then a sexual/social, but also turn OFF or away some other women who you
are not established with. A good example is using Bad Wolf is closer to the Pure Sexual side say
70% toward sexual, while Alpha-Q is more around 50-60% balanced, at the tip of the point where it

doesnt polarize women if that makes sense as an example. Old AM was like a 75%-80% sexual to
me. Something like Scent of Eros is more around 25%-30% attraction/sexual, Swoon is more like
35% sexual, maybe 40% tops from what I'm seeing and so I rev it up with something like Zero to 69
when I want higher on the sexual side. You can always combine your socials and sexuals if its not
an all in one blend to get the ratio you are looking for after testing solo, which is how I mostly will use
those pure sexuals personally.
Snoopyace - June 7, 2017, 12:10 am

(06-06-2017 5:28 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;Isn't wanted man a pure sexual or something like it?
Oh yeah. It is pretty much straight sexual but I've found that it can be adapted a bit more easily to
other situations than most pure sexuals.
Kalzon - June 12, 2017, 7:08 pm

(06-05-2017 2:07 PM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Well...There is a bit of a long story surrounding New
Pheromone Additive right now. So, first if you are going to buy New Pheromone Additive you must
buy it from the source (http://pherotruth.com/redirect.php?fid=58) or (http://www.lacroy.com).
Hi Paradox,
I saw the lacroy website and they have some more products now. New Pheromone Additive Edge,
Touch, BTB, IMPI, and the original New Pheromone Additive. Which one do you recommend?
They say about the New Pheromone Additive Edge in the description- "The 12 ml bottle contains
2.5mg of analytical grade pheromones, shadowing the famous and highly successful New
Pheromone Additive formulation!". So, they are talking about shadowing their own product?
2darkeyes - June 13, 2017, 5:51 am

Bring them a little bear with ur fallout mix that will do it , I"ve had an ex gf 8. Asking for my clothing
Na+ Androstadienone
And you can add androlstenol easy and simple ..maybe a bday present plop
BigDickBandit420 - June 13, 2017, 5:54 am

(06-13-2017 12:51 AM)2darkeyes Wrote: &nbsp;Bring them a little bear with ur fallout mix that will
do it , I"ve had an ex gf 8. Asking for my clothing
Na+ Androstadienone
And you can add androlstenol easy and simple ..maybe a bday present plop
Alpha or beta androstenol? What's it add?
2darkeyes - June 13, 2017, 6:06 am

Beta Androstenol if you also want her to read the note you write add nlp patterns ,,google nlp patters
PDF. @ bandit
Paradox - June 13, 2017, 11:24 am

(06-12-2017 2:08 PM)Kalzon Wrote: &nbsp; (06-06-2017 6:44 PM)DataDragon Wrote: &nbsp; Hi
Paradox,
I saw the lacroy website and they have some more products now. New Pheromone Additive Edge,
Touch, BTB, IMPI, and the original New Pheromone Additive. Which one do you recommend?
They say about the New Pheromone Additive Edge in the description- "The 12 ml bottle contains
2.5mg of analytical grade pheromones, shadowing the famous and highly successful New
Pheromone Additive formulation!". So, they are talking about shadowing their own product?
I recommend trying their New Pheromone Additive.
I purchased a bottle from them recently and I expect it to arrive soon
I was intrigued by New Pheromone Additive touch so I purchased a bottle of that. There are no real

reviews of touch so I'm thinking it's a dog. People here do not talk about a product that does not
work. They never write bad reviews...they just say nothing.
I'm not sure why they say it shadows New Pheromone Additive. I was led to believe from the
boards that New Pheromone Additive touch is just New Pheromone Additive diluted for you. When it
first came out I thought to myself "What's the point? Why not just dilute New Pheromone Additive?" I
didn't understand it and didn't need it. I am not a pheromone math whiz but I can add 1 ml of New
Pheromone Additive to 5 ml's of cologne.
The deafening board silence on New Pheromone Additive Touch and my own curiosity got the best
of me so I ordered it. After reading the description on the LaCroy website it looks like it is a different
formula. If it is the same formula why not just say that it is the New Pheromone Additive formula
pre-diluted? Pheromone Vendors are not known for their marketing skills so....I dunno. I'm getting
both New Pheromone Additive and New Pheromone Additive touch. We will see.
avi - June 13, 2017, 12:39 pm

@Paradox, I remember that RTBoss was wearing NPATouch with success. The NPATouch is
scented New Pheromone Additive spray .

Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
Paradox - June 13, 2017, 1:05 pm

(06-13-2017 7:39 AM)avi Wrote: &nbsp;@Paradox, I remember that RTBoss was wearing
NPATouch with success. The NPATouch is scented New Pheromone Additive spray .
Yes I read that. He said his wife liked it. I feel that wives love their husbands no matter what they
are wearing. I took it for what it was...a hit from an target that was already in a romantic relationship
with the user.
RTBoss never mentioned any other interactions or hits. Also, RTBoss never brought it up again...
That was the only review that I saw on four different pheromone forums. Pago said something
about it but Pago likes everything. Pago has not met a pheromone cologne that he didn't like.
avi - June 13, 2017, 1:11 pm

Quote:Pago has not met a pheromone cologne that he didn't like.
Somewhere RTBoss has mentioned that sometimes he argued with his wife and she was very
angry with some blends.
Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
Snoopyace - June 13, 2017, 2:13 pm

(06-13-2017 8:05 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Yes I read that. He said his wife liked it. I feel that
wives love their husbands no matter what they are wearing. I took it for what it was...a hit from an
target that was already in a romantic relationship with the user.
I'm going to go out on a limb and assume that you're not in a romantic relationship. It is generally
much more complicated than a wife acting loving to her husband regardless of the phero
blend/cologne he is wearing.
Men in relationships navigate a much more challenging minefield than single guys realize. If you
are not living with a woman or only interacting socially, it isn't important to be aware of the changing

phases of a woman's cycle. It is incredible how the point a woman is in her cycle can change what
pheromone would be appropriate to get the desired result. Pre ovulation up to ovulation and most
women are much more tolerant/interested in a high androstenone signature. Post ovulation through
the beginning of menses and most women (yes, in MY EXPERIENCE- I haven't researched any
studies) are more interested in the traditionally social blends and those get some pretty sexual
results that might not have happened pre ovulation. It can be much more challenging yet also
rewarding to experiment and find what works best and when. Same thing that single guys are doing
but dialed up to 11 when you are in constant contact with your romantic partner.
Kalzon - June 13, 2017, 4:02 pm

(06-13-2017 6:24 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;I recommend trying their New Pheromone Additive.
The deafening board silence on New Pheromone Additive Touch and my own curiosity got the best
of me so I ordered it. After reading the description on the LaCroy website it looks like it is a different
formula. If it is the same formula why not just say that it is the New Pheromone Additive formula
pre-diluted? Pheromone Vendors are not known for their marketing skills so....I dunno. I'm getting
both New Pheromone Additive and New Pheromone Additive touch. We will see.
Paradox, Thank you for explaining. So regarding Lacroy, we better stick to getting New Pheromone
Additive. I see people talking about Old and New New Pheromone Additive, I hope it got
better(unlike A314).
You are always a great and trustworthy help for making a wise collection of inventory.

(06-13-2017 8:05 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Pago said something about it but Pago likes
everything. Pago has not met a pheromone cologne that he didn't like.
TheManInTheFedora - June 13, 2017, 5:49 pm

(06-13-2017 9:13 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;It is incredible how the point a woman is in her
cycle can change what pheromone would be appropriate to get the desired result. Pre ovulation up
to ovulation and most women are much more tolerant/interested in a high androstenone signature.
Post ovulation through the beginning of menses and most women (yes, in MY EXPERIENCE- I
haven't researched any studies) are more interested in the traditionally social blends and those get
some pretty sexual results that might not have happened pre ovulation.
Yes, this is true. I remember seeing one study (can't provide the link, just my recollection) where
women were shown pictures with different faces of men pre-ovulation, close to ovulation, but not
post (which best can be described as the end of the cycle which means the same as the beginning
of the next cycle which logically follows that once again, the woman is far from ovulation). The
results would tend to back up what Snoopyace has experienced.
More specifically, women in the study tended to prefer men with more youthful features during the
cycle when they are still far away from ovulation. For example, the women tended to prefer a
youthful Leonard DiCaprio-like face rather than a Sylvester Stallone-like face during the phases
when they were still far away from ovulating. When asked why, the women simply stated that men
with 'baby faces' tended to appear more honest, romantic and long term relationship material;
stable, someone to count on. In contrast, the women said that Stallone-like/Schwarzenegger faces
looked more likely to lie.
However, this phenomenon was reversed during the time close to ovulation. Women tended to
prefer the Stallone-like faces rather than the DiCaprio-like faces. Also, it was noted that women also
had the greatest tendency to cheat on their established, safe, stable partner with more masculine
faces.

What can we infer from the faces with varying amounts of perceived masculinity?
It is presumed that the Stallone-like face suggest high androgens and thus, higher amounts of
androstenone which is a byproduct of testosterone (androgen)....although this may not always be
the case as the individual may have had high test level during the adolescent formative years, but
test levels may have fallen off...FOR SOME INDIVIDUALS, GENERALLY NOT ALL as test levels in
most healthy men remain high even after 40. In contrast, the DiCaprio faces suggest a lower
testosterone level, hence lower androstenone (and most likely the other mones to varying levels).
What can all this suggest? Being far from ovulation, women may be more influenced by the
social/sexual hybrids (as Snoop said) and perhaps some Androstadienone for comfort. Whereas
as the woman gets closer to ovulation, a formula which stresses more sexuality could be the best
bet ONLY UP TO THE ACTUAL POINT OF OVULATION AND SOME HOURS AFTER. Of course,
if the egg is not fertilized...the woman will have her period...which means some comfort is
necessary...which usually suggests Androstadienone (or a formula which stresses this) once again,
since the cycle is about to restart ...and thus, the woman is far away from ovulation.
Just a thought.
DataDragon - June 13, 2017, 6:06 pm

Zero to 69 and Wanted Man both do not contain Androstadienone updating my last post. Now back
to top 5. Zero to 69 is 75mcg per spray of Androstenone, but you can use a togo bottle to get about
37.5mcg per spray if you prefer, and I found this product to work as a sex booster and can be used
when you want to ramp up sexually. It worked in combo with 2 6" lines Chamber 36, 3 dr Swoon, 2
6 inch Scent of Eros, 1-2 dr The Hookup so far, cohesion was next to try and should work fine. A
second choice would be Primitive 13.33 dropper/18.75mcg per euro drops, and my third right now is
NPATouch/concentrate but that also has Androstadienone as sexual additives. I can add it during
the right part of womens cycles or wanting to try to get sexual.
I was also confused about the New Pheromone Additive differences so I did some research before
buying myself and shared my findings in this linked thread below, read post 80 and 90 should
answer your questions. If I have any more info like dosing of touch vs dabs or drops of concentrate
after more testing of the touch and alcohol I'll post there.
NNPA Thread
Is there any other differences between the touch and alcohol concentrate other than an atomizer?
(Lacroy answer)
&gt;&gt; none at all. The touch was created for this purpose. Originally when we made it people just
took the NPAConcentrate as an additive and combined it with ones own cologne/perfume. The
Touch was made having to avoid the hassle of mixing.

(06-13-2017 7:39 AM)avi Wrote: &nbsp;@Paradox, I remember that RTBoss was wearing
NPATouch with success. The NPATouch is scented New Pheromone Additive spray . Touch is
available scented or unscented from Lacroy and they now ship to USA direct, takes 10 days.The
credit card converted my payment automatically, but I typed currency converter into google to see
how much things cost in USA dollars before buying. I saw Love-Scent still has some limited stock
left of the Lacroy unscented Touch, but not the scented one. It is the same. Touch is dosed by the
atomizer which some may find easier then attempting to dab an alcohol concentrate or wanting to
mix. The concentrate is also available as 5ml or 15ml and is intended to mix with your own cologne
or dab/use a dropper.
New Pheromone Additive is a trademarked name and only sold by Love-Scent from what I get from

the answers I posted. Lacroy sells different name versions. NPAConcentrate by Lacroy and New
Pheromone Additive (Blue Bottle) from Love Scent are no longer the same. Maybe that is the
reason for 'shadows New Pheromone Additive'. Love Scent version in blue bottle uses an oil base
and a different supplier and some differences in ingredients I mention in that link so the versions
have to be evaluated separately as to which ones are worth buying. Lacroy originally was the
supplier of the ingredients so if you want their ingredient version you can buy direct from
http://www.lacroy.com.
lux - June 21, 2017, 6:32 pm

Hi all,
I thoroughly researched the website and didn't find anything but can't open a thread yet .
This thread seems "general" enough, so I ask here:
all pheromones seem quite expensive and I was used to these prices , so my question was: are the
any good "budget" pheromones ?
Snoopyace - June 21, 2017, 6:45 pm

That depends on your definition of "budget friendly." A few companies sell &#36;30 spray
pheromones for 10 ml.
theLaw - June 21, 2017, 6:58 pm

(06-21-2017 1:32 PM)lux Wrote: &nbsp;Hi all,
I thoroughly researched the website and didn't find anything but can't open a thread yet .
This thread seems "general" enough, so I ask here:
all pheromones seem quite expensive and I was used to these prices , so my question was: are the
any good "budget" pheromones ?
There's a great place to go when you're broke......................to work.
dsouza - June 21, 2017, 7:03 pm

(06-21-2017 1:58 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;There's a great place to go when you're
broke......................to work.

lux - June 21, 2017, 7:04 pm

(06-21-2017 1:45 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;That depends on your definition of "budget
friendly." A few companies sell &#36;30 spray pheromones for 10 ml.
Thanks man!
Yeah that'd do, do you think the quality is comparable to the bigger tickets products?
BigDickBandit420 - June 21, 2017, 7:07 pm

(06-21-2017 2:04 PM)lux Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks man!
Yeah that'd do, do you think the quality is comparable to the bigger tickets products?
The size of the bottle doesn't mean quality.
http://apexpheromone.com/core.html - 10ML for &#36;30, good stuff.
http://www.pheromonesperfumeandcologne.com/WolfPheromoneCologneForMen.html - 10ML for

&#36;30, good stuff
Etc.
lux - June 21, 2017, 7:45 pm

(06-21-2017 1:58 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;There's a great place to go when you're
broke......................to work.
That's very judgmental man, there might be a lot of people on minimum wage or in different life
stages or situations you know nothing about. (06-21-2017 2:07 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote:
&nbsp;The size of the bottle doesn't mean quality.
http://apexpheromone.com/core.html - 10ML for &#36;30, good stuff.
http://www.pheromonesperfumeandcologne.com/WolfPheromoneCologneForMen.html - 10ML for
&#36;30, good stuff
Etc.
Thanks man, much appreciated!
Snoopyace - June 21, 2017, 7:48 pm

(06-21-2017 1:45 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;That depends on your definition of "budget
friendly." A few companies sell &#36;30 spray pheromones for 10 ml.
Personally I like Apex or Pheromone Treasures but Apex has a few more lower cost Pheromones.
A lot depends also on what you are looking to accomplish with your pheromone purchase.
theLaw - June 21, 2017, 8:29 pm

(06-21-2017 2:45 PM)lux Wrote: &nbsp;That's very judgmental man, there might be a lot of people
on minimum wage or in different life stages or situations you know nothing about.
Correct!!!
And those people shouldn't be buying "luxury" products (hint: the name is a dead giveaway)
DataDragon - June 21, 2017, 10:12 pm

Well, theres always using BEER! Worked for thousands of years... Click link.
24 hours a day... 24 beers in a case. Coincidence?
Pheromones aren't a magic potion. Some will get a woman sexually interested but not a
relationship. Some are slower to work but get a woman to see you as a relationship partner. Others
can help with work, friends etc... You have to do a little research as a new member and figure out
exactly what your looking for, then if you post in the men's area maybe others who have experience
can better help you to find what your looking for since you probably can only get one.. Good Luck.
right_mr - July 6, 2017, 5:43 pm

of 16/17:
1. AQ: rockstar status and attention grabbing like AV (the few times AV worked for me ) . Improved
customer service and respect from strangers . Doesn't cause me fatigue like other LAL products
and builds up really nicely after 3 or 4 days of use with increased attraction from each reapp. has
fantastic self effects and works really well on ladies.
downsides: not work friendly on guys , if used in the evening can affect my ability to fall asleep.
status can be a bit too high for certain social interactions on guys. Certainly by far the best product
from LAL that I've tried.

2. NA Gel: single use product that works really well on first day at low Doses. hits a certain
spectrum of women really hard and demonstrates visible arousal on them.
downsides : can cause extreme intimidarion and ghosting. doesn't work well for me after day 1 and
can continue to exert effects 2 or more days after initial application.
3. voodoo : if used in the right situations or in the right combinations can create some crazy effects.
have used a whole bottle. pairs veey well with BW and NA. doesn't do much on its own to generate
attraction on strangers. can have odd reactions on strangers too.
other products tried over the last year but no verdict reached: swoon, M3X AV Gel, Kane Gel ,
hypnotica , Pheromone treasures and the hook up.
Boss - July 6, 2017, 6:25 pm

(07-06-2017 12:43 PM)right_mr Wrote: &nbsp;of 16/17:
1. AQ: rockstar status and attention grabbing like AV (the few times AV worked for me ) . Improved
customer service and respect from strangers . Doesn't cause me fatigue like other LAL products
and builds up really nicely after 3 or 4 days of use with increased attraction from each reapp. has
fantastic self effects and works really well on ladies.
downsides: not work friendly on guys , if used in the evening can affect my ability to fall asleep.
status can be a bit too high for certain social interactions on guys. Certainly by far the best product
from LAL that I've tried.
2. NA Gel: single use product that works really well on first day at low Doses. hits a certain
spectrum of women really hard and demonstrates visible arousal on them.
downsides : can cause extreme intimidarion and ghosting. doesn't work well for me after day 1 and
can continue to exert effects 2 or more days after initial application.
3. voodoo : if used in the right situations or in the right combinations can create some crazy effects.
have used a whole bottle. pairs veey well with BW and NA. doesn't do much on its own to generate
attraction on strangers. can have odd reactions on strangers too.
other products tried over the last year but no verdict reached: swoon, M3X AV Gel, Kane Gel ,
hypnotica , Pheromone treasures and the hook up.
Great reviews man. Repped.... Similar to mine. Except for AQ
How about voodoo and NA gel combo vs Vooddo and NA ? Which one did you preferred best ?
right_mr - July 6, 2017, 9:03 pm

(07-06-2017 1:25 PM)Boss Wrote: &nbsp;Great reviews man. Repped.... Similar to mine. Except for
AQ
How about voodoo and NA gel combo vs Vooddo and NA ? Which one did you preferred best ?
from memory they both work ie the gel and oil with voodoo but I liked the effects of the gel enough
to negate the use of voodoo too much. it's a shame because the gel caused me much less fatigue
than the oil but I could use the oil over a longer period before seeing the usual OD effects I get from
multiple apps of gel
one other great effect I used to see from voodoo was when I used to go to my female osteopath or
a back massage, the therapists would regularly go well over the allocated time.
cheers

mark-in-dallas - July 8, 2017, 1:48 pm

Irrelevant posts moved into THIS thread.
Kalzon - July 9, 2017, 11:29 am

Oh... Marco's Top 5 went into the moved section..
(07-08-2017 8:48 AM)mark-in-dallas Wrote: &nbsp;Irrelevant posts moved into THIS thread.
I wanted to ask- what is the reason you stroked the AV scentence?
(07-06-2017 8:38 AM)Macro Wrote: &nbsp;- AV - big hitter, head turner, always interesting wearing
this, these days always paired with xist which drops the intimidating factor and makes it easier to
control
3 drops, chest + 2 sprays Xist, neck
Currently in testing phase with C36 &amp; Imprint, results may change things.
mark-in-dallas - July 9, 2017, 11:52 am

My bad, most of that post should have remained here, with the exception of the first sentence. I'll
see if I can move the rest of it back.
Macro - July 9, 2017, 11:53 am

Anyways, been a while fellas, here was my top 5 in 2015-2016 thread (18-Oct-2015):
- Xist - rarely solo, use it to smooth out edges, buffer or balance out hard hitting products
- Ascend (w cops) - my preferred work place product, no intimidation, respect, attraction, people
gravitate towards me
2/3 sprays, sternum (as it stinks)
- AV - big hitter, head turner, always interesting wearing this, these days always paired with xist
which drops the intimidating factor and makes it easier to control
3 drops, chest + 2 sprays Xist, neck
- NA - such a versatile, subtle mix. Works in the background, good for work, great for girls I've got to
know already and have some sexual tension with. Social, status, bonding, attraction.
2 drops, neck
- M3X - preferred in club/bar/party settings, you get admiration, dis-inhibition, people are perfectly
happy following you, and some great user driven attraction (in the sense you can drive it towards a
ONS, or for dating, or even get them thinking you're the one). If you're not being somewhat active
and engaging women in conversation, you'll prob not like this as much.

2016-2017: Only change is switching AV with Evolve.
- Evolve - my sexual/attraction mone. Love mixing it with Xist. Guys are super friendly and
respectful. Always combo is with Xist (usually 2/3 E with 2 Xist). Love combo-ing with Ascend and
usually temper it down with Cohesion (ACE) or Xist (AXE). Ratios vary, usually 2/3 sprays of each.
Currently in testing phase with C36 &amp; Imprint, results may change things.
Kalzon - July 12, 2017, 7:09 pm

(07-09-2017 6:52 AM)mark-in-dallas Wrote: &nbsp;My bad, most of that post should have remained
here, with the exception of the first sentence. I'll see if I can move the rest of it back.

Thanks . Thats fine, its a big job to manage a huge community alone.
Macro - July 13, 2017, 8:03 am

(07-09-2017 6:29 AM)Kalzon Wrote: &nbsp;I wanted to ask- what is the reason you stroked the AV
scentence?
AV dropped out of my top 5, replaced with Evolve. Changes/consistency of individuals' top 5 across
years is very useful info for me.
I feel more comfortable with Evolve on than AV. I don't like the intimidation, I'm 6'2, well built, dark
skinned, bearded and behave fairly alpha - a bit intimidating to a lot of women. That being said you
can get rid of most of that with something like Xist. It can also give me a bit of anxiousness. AV can
give you this shine which I Evolve doesn't, but I stand out normally so this isn't as much of a boon
for me.
Also, it's about how I buy pheromones. Right now, PXS and Apex cater for the vast majority of my
needs, the more vendors I use the more the shipping costs (UK based). Since AV is a LAL product
and I don't use their products with any regularity (this is not a criticism of LAL, they are a fantastic
vendor). So this switch to Evolve is kinda a result of cost cutting, rather than a clear statement that
Evolve is superior to AV.
Sorry I can't be more definitive.
Kalzon - July 21, 2017, 9:51 am

(07-13-2017 3:03 AM)Macro Wrote: &nbsp;AV dropped out of my top 5, replaced with Evolve.

Sorry I can't be more definitive.
Thank you for reply, its ok you defined well.
So, I find that you are more into results than testing. You don't want to change things and mess with
the hits that you are currently receiving. : )
I wonder what Evolve and NA combo will give... I mean something like more Evolve and half NA
dose. Must be similar as with Xist?
TheManInTheFedora - July 21, 2017, 10:09 am

(07-21-2017 4:51 AM)Kalzon Wrote: &nbsp;I wonder what Evolve and NA combo will give... I mean
something like more Evolve and half NA dose. Must be similar as with Xist?
You can always test if you have the pheromones. However, the addition of NA might overload
because it is high in androstenone so adding more to Evolve which already contains a high amount
might be an overload and ghosting/intimidation might be the result. Of course, it may be possible to
buffer with Cohesion/P96.
On the other hand, Xist probably contains a rather smaller amount of androstenone than NA. This
might explain why it is established with users because they have had success with evolve+xist or
other combos with evolve.
With all this being said, sometimes things in practice surprisingly work out whereas in theory it looks
unlikely. In other words, the only way to know is to experiment and try.
Good Luck!
Kalzon - July 21, 2017, 10:21 am

(07-21-2017 5:09 AM)TheManInTheFedora Wrote: &nbsp;You can always test if you have the

pheromones. However, the addition of NA might overload because it is high in androstenone so
adding more to Evolve which already contains a high amount might be an overload and
ghosting/intimidation might be the result. Of course, it may be possible to buffer with Cohesion/P96.
On the other hand, Xist probably contains a rather smaller amount of androstenone than NA. This
might explain why it is established with users because they have had success with evolve+xist or
other combos with evolve.
With all this being said, sometimes things in practice surprisingly work out whereas in theory it looks
unlikely. In other words, the only way to know is to experiment and try.
Good Luck!
Thanks bro,
I think I must add Xist to the collection.
You are right I should experiment it. But you know, in the conservative territory where once
ghosted, takes time to un-ghost. So was looking for 3rd party experience
TheManInTheFedora - July 21, 2017, 11:27 am

I also forgot to mention that XIST is said to contain a secret ingredient which is not named by
StevieO; proprietary secret.
Therefore, it may not be fair to compare NA with XIST. Although both are said to imprint, they may
work quite differently.
NA is an ALPHA BLEND whereas XIST is not.
XIST is said to have a 'reset' function for escaping the friendzone or to cause a new respect from
woman towards the wearer. NA isn't known to be a 'reset' type mone.
If you are looking to add imprinting to the evolve...besides XIST, other alternatives could be
products from Pheromone treasures or even try Voodoo from LAL in combination with evolve or
even 'IMPRINT" from Apex. On the forum here, M3X+Imprint are said to be an excellent mix...and it
is known that M3X is high in androstenone...so the addition of Imprint doesn't seem to Overdose the
mix. Just something to think about.
Looking forward to your reports...good luck!
BlueKnight - August 5, 2017, 6:17 pm

As most newbies. I've made the mistake by using combinations instead of just trying a single
product. Over the last 9 months, I have made the adjustment and have come to understand each of
my top 5.
1-AV- love it ! I wear it usually at night. My dose is usually 3-4 drops around the neck area. I love
the smell and like the senior members say. mature woman love it.
2- A314 rev32. I wear it every day. I usually use 2-3 drops to my neck and jawline. If I drop more,
wifey tells me I'm too serious. LOL
3- Evolve oil. 2 drops to my upper chest. Like they say, it takes time. For me a couple of hours. It's
a sledgehammer on my wife.
4- New Pheromone Additive from Love Scent. I mix it with Penguin cologne. 1-4 ratio. I let it sit for

two weeks and shake it a few time a week. I spray it on my chest 2x. It hits harder than Evolve .
Woman stare and smile. My wife gets very aggressive with it as opposed to Evolve. She is
submissive. I really don't know why ?
5- Cohesion oil. During hell week, It works like a charm. I usually drop 1-2. Anymore, I think is a
waste of product.
I also love Core, P96 and TAC. By the way, I'm 51 years old, athletic build.
metaltree - August 24, 2017, 4:02 pm

(05-27-2017 10:03 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;2. The Hookup. This just flat out works for me
when I want to have a fun time where I'm the center of attention and I'm seen as being the coolest
guy in the room. My Bride also has gushing orgasms whenever I'm wearing this during play time.
Just curious why you like The Hookup better than Evolve oil?
Snoopyace - August 24, 2017, 4:09 pm

(08-24-2017 11:02 AM)metaltree Wrote: &nbsp;Just curious why you like The Hookup better than
Evolve oil?
Evolve oil is GREAT for date night in that it starts out flirty and attractive and slowly morphs into a
sexual/attractive product. THU starts out flirty/attractive/sexual and morphs into more sexual
territory over time. THU doesn't require a warm up period like Evolve. At least not in my
experience.
Valentino - September 8, 2017, 6:51 am

M3X lovers...
What version (scent) do you like and why?
avi - September 8, 2017, 9:39 am

I had Fury in two different variants.
And also in Fuse.
V'nice had M3X in Pulse scent.
But, @Valentino, please write for us
What are yours top 5 pheromones for 2016-2017.
Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
TheManInTheFedora - September 8, 2017, 10:14 am

My M3x, as well as my Core, Dionysus were in the popular Fury scent. Even though apple is not
listed as a note, I somewhat sense an apple top note. It is kind of like a fresh scent...wood with
spice genre. I find that it is pleasant and would not offend anyone; safe option. It appears to work
with the younger crowd late teen to 35 years.
I found that it melds well with Loewe 7 which also adds an frankincense note, if I need extra
cover....though in this case, I don't spray directly on the application points since the mones are
scented/optimized for diffusion via ISO E Super.
https://www.fragrantica.com/perfume/Loewe/Loewe-7-10253.html
Valentino - September 10, 2017, 2:26 am

(09-08-2017 4:39 AM)avi Wrote: &nbsp;I had Fury in two different variants.

And also in Fuse.
V'nice had M3X in Pulse scent.
But, @Valentino, please write for us
What are yours top 5 pheromones for 2016-2017.
Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
Sadly, I don't buy and test mones year after year. My arsenal is pretty much what I've always had.
I started w mones and this site I think in late 2011. I'm on my 3rd bottles of AV &amp; New
Pheromone Additive respectively. I used glace and LIIK full bottles, didn't really notice one way or
the other. But, I feel like w New Pheromone Additive &amp; AV by really delivering those mones
with my methods I've seen women get somewhat spellbound and turned on. Like I said, I don't
know if its purely mones, but every little bit helps.
I was asking bc I may branch out in the next few months. M3X seemed like a great sexual from the
1st few posts of this thread.
metaltree - September 10, 2017, 5:12 pm

I have updated my top 5. The only products I use these days are the top 4. I own dozens of other
products and they are all collecting dust.
Top 5
SOB Oil: 2-3 drops when going out alone at night. One drop when going alone to a social event
that is not late night. This is a top notch product for bars/clubs and one of the two Androstenone
driven products that I can sleep at night wearing. On my skin it attracts women, draws women into
my proximity, makes women want to kiss me, but also attracts affectionate woman. One woman
wanted to cuddle all night with me wearing this. This is the two best products in the universe for
getting womens attention in a loud nightclub setting. It gives me great presence. Alpha Treasures:
1-3 Drops. This is my primary product for group socializing and making friends. I wear it solo when
I want to just socialize with friends. I combo with SXD-9 when I want to make AT more sexual. Also
AT is one of the 2 Androstenone drive products that I can sleep at night with consistantly. SXD-9: I
never wear this solo any more. But for it to work 2 full pumps are needed spread in a very thin layer
over most of the body. I only wear this in combination with AT to sex it up - 1 full pump for that.
Desire Me Oil: Sometimes I want to walk around with pussy juice on me. Nuff said. Overdose Gel:
The best product for nightclubs in my opinion at 1 full pump and great for getting womens attention.
Works solo but better with Cohesion Oil. I stopped wearing this product because I cannot sleep at
night with it. I am literally wide awake as I toss and turn all night. If I was going to go to an all night
party that was going to continue into the next day I would wear this product.

Honorable Mentions SOB Spray: This product got me my fastest makeout in years and the 2nd
fasted makeout in my life. She approached me. Didn't make the top 5 because I love SOB oil more.
Swoon: One of the best non Androstenone driven products for getting a woman's attention. Can be
turned sexual with SXD-9. Even though Swoon is not Androstenone driven I can't sleep at night
wearing it. If I could sleep at night wearing Swoon it would be in my top 5 for sure. Domination Oil:
This product would be in my top 5 if I didn't fall in love with SOB Oil. Sometimes I can sleep at night
with this and sometimes I can't. Grail of Affection: This product is great for cold approaching and
meeting women. But when worn solo women don't want to kiss me. They want to go on dates but
not even kiss me on the dates. But this product makes women like being around me. This product
showed promise combined with Domination Oil. But I may never get around to testing this combo
more.

MMM - September 10, 2017, 8:04 pm

Application points, Tree?
metaltree - September 10, 2017, 9:21 pm

(09-10-2017 3:04 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;Application points, Tree?
SOB oil - either around the belly button area or a few inches above that.
Alpha Treasures - Sometimes collar bone sometimes chest sometimes both.
SXD-9 - split between my two sides of body when used in combo. Thin layer over whole body
when worn solo.
Desire Me Oil - belly button area
Overdose Gel - Split between two sides of body.
DrChocolate - September 10, 2017, 11:23 pm

+1 M.
Paradox - September 11, 2017, 5:32 pm

(09-10-2017 12:12 PM)metaltree Wrote: &nbsp;I have updated my top 5. The only products I use
these days are the top 4. I own dozens of other products and they are all collecting dust.
Top 5
SOB Oil: 2-3 drops when going out alone at night. One drop when going alone to a social event
that is not late night. This is a top notch product for bars/clubs and one of the two Androstenone
driven products that I can sleep at night wearing. On my skin it attracts women, draws women into
my proximity, makes women want to kiss me, but also attracts affectionate woman. One woman
wanted to cuddle all night with me wearing this. This is the two best products in the universe for
getting womens attention in a loud nightclub setting. It gives me great presence. Alpha Treasures:
1-3 Drops. This is my primary product for group socializing and making friends. I wear it solo when
I want to just socialize with friends. I combo with SXD-9 when I want to make AT more sexual. Also
AT is one of the 2 Androstenone drive products that I can sleep at night with consistantly. SXD-9: I
never wear this solo any more. But for it to work 2 full pumps are needed spread in a very thin layer
over most of the body. I only wear this in combination with AT to sex it up - 1 full pump for that.
Desire Me Oil: Sometimes I want to walk around with pussy juice on me. Nuff said. Overdose Gel:
The best product for nightclubs in my opinion at 1 full pump and great for getting womens attention.
Works solo but better with Cohesion Oil. I stopped wearing this product because I cannot sleep at
night with it. I am literally wide awake as I toss and turn all night. If I was going to go to an all night
party that was going to continue into the next day I would wear this product.

Honorable Mentions SOB Spray: This product got me my fastest makeout in years and the 2nd
fasted makeout in my life. She approached me. Didn't make the top 5 because I love SOB oil more.
Swoon: One of the best non Androstenone driven products for getting a woman's attention. Can be
turned sexual with SXD-9. Even though Swoon is not Androstenone driven I can't sleep at night
wearing it. If I could sleep at night wearing Swoon it would be in my top 5 for sure. Domination Oil:
This product would be in my top 5 if I didn't fall in love with SOB Oil. Sometimes I can sleep at night
with this and sometimes I can't. Grail of Affection: This product is great for cold approaching and
meeting women. But when worn solo women don't want to kiss me. They want to go on dates but
not even kiss me on the dates. But this product makes women like being around me. This product
showed promise combined with Domination Oil. But I may never get around to testing this combo
more.
Can I ask a question? Have any of these products or combos gotten you laid?
metaltree - September 11, 2017, 6:51 pm

(09-11-2017 12:32 PM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Can I ask a question? Have any of these products or
combos gotten you laid?
I do not get laid often so when I do it's a big deal.
The only two new girls I have had sex with this year. SOB 3 drops in the club and 2 drops on the
first date - went back to my place and had sex. Overdose Gel - 1 full pump and 1 drop of Cohesion
same dosage at the club, first date, and 2nd date - Then had sex.
Last year, Alpha Treasures + SXD-9 got me into a girls bed the same night and we made out for
hours but I couldn't close the deal. When we got to her place she gave me a drink and pretty
quickly just started taking off her clothes on her own without me doing anything. Not getting laid in
this situation was more a lack of confidence than an issue with the pheromones.
xtraspecial - September 13, 2017, 7:53 pm

(09-11-2017 1:51 PM)metaltree Wrote: &nbsp;I do not get laid often so when I do it's a big deal.
The only two new girls I have had sex with this year. SOB 3 drops in the club and 2 drops on the
first date - went back to my place and had sex. Overdose Gel - 1 full pump and 1 drop of Cohesion
same dosage at the club, first date, and 2nd date - Then had sex.
Last year, Alpha Treasures + SXD-9 got me into a girls bed the same night and we made out for
hours but I couldn't close the deal. When we got to her place she gave me a drink and pretty
quickly just started taking off her clothes on her own without me doing anything. Not getting laid in
this situation was more a lack of confidence than an issue with the pheromones.
OD is great for sex because it has TAC in it. If the girl can handle the strong Androstenone effect
from it, you will have an amazing sexual experience from it. Works very, VERY well on black or
darker skinned women, and or Latinas. I have had earth shaking sex with black and Brazilian
women with it. They were practically passing out after 5 or 6 orgasms. It was almost as if they were
drugged. They all begged me to stop....LOL
Snoopyace - September 13, 2017, 8:07 pm

I've decided to update my list of my top five favorites. Gotta be honest, this was not easy as I had to
let go of a few old favorites to make room for some new products that I've really enjoyed using.
1. The Hookup. This just flat out works for me when I want to have a fun time where I'm the center
of attention and I'm seen as being the coolest guy in the room. My Bride also has gushing orgasms
whenever I'm wearing this during play time.
2. Grail of Affection. Has it all for me. Longevity, imprinting, KINO from random women and it really
affects women in particular VERY quickly. By very quickly, I mean immediately.
Dilated pupils, loss of personal space, just all around romantic attraction and compliance. The fact
that this is in an oil is also a HUGE win for me. Oils work much better with the amount of body heat I
generate so they don't burn off in 3 hours like most alcohol sprays do. Combined with The Hookup
to create THA-HUG and you have a sex machine that creates stalkers. Cool
3. Imprint. Doesn't last as long as GOA but STRONG Imprinting (good thing the name fits, eh?)
Takes a bit longer to set the hook than Grail of Affection and while it is very strongly imprinting, it
seems to work slightly differently from GOA even though both have androstedienone driving them.
Difficult to explain. Both imprint on others but GOA is more physical and Imprint more mental in how
people seem to react to each. If anything, GOA makes her body remember you and want to be
close but Imprint really affects her emotionally.
4. Dionysos. I love the attraction this one gives from random females. I get stared at a lot but

when I interact I see a lot of interest. My bride also reacts well to this and I find it is a great middle
ground between M3X and Imprint. It has a sexual side, an attractive side and an imprinting side.
And it works well for all of them. I'm almost out of this one and I'm actually starting to panic.
5. M3X. Amazing sexual/attractive product. Great for attraction and disinhibition. Very fun to use
around people who are drinking as women will try to open you even if you are in front of your
significant other. Very consistent for me. At least for me, M3X leads to sex.
[i][i][i][i][i][i][i][i]Honorable mention[/i][/i][/i][/i][/i][/i][/i][/i]
Core. Wow. I love the fun guy attention that this gets me. I can throw a couple of sprays of this on
and go out feeling like a better version of myself. No playing a part, no pretending to be someone
else, just a better and more attractive me. People seem to resonate with that very nicely. Also, it
pairs really well with other pheromones. Another product I'm almost out of that I'll have to order
soon as the finances are available.
Manimal 2. I've only used two sample vials of Manimal 2 but is a very fun and flirty type of sexual
product. Creates great sexual tension and is a lot of fun to wear. Also affects my bride very
strongly.
Svengali - September 14, 2017, 8:56 pm

(09-13-2017 3:07 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;I've decided to update my list of my top five
favorites. Gotta be honest, this was not easy as I had to let go of a few old favorites to make room
for some new products that I've really enjoyed using.
Hello Snoop! First of all, I want to thank you for your posts, I love reading them, they are always
very informative and helpful, especially for inexperienced users. You're always bringing value to the
community.
I couldn't help but notice that Swoon isn't in your top 5 anymore, and not so long ago it was your
number one product. Could you elaborate why is this the case? Is there something different/wrong
with it that you have noticed lately? I ask this because I'm looking for a romantic attraction product
that is best for targets in the 20-30 years old range, and Swoon seems to fit the bill.
Snoopyace - September 14, 2017, 9:36 pm

Thank you for the kind words. Flattery will get you everywhere. Nothing at all is wrong with Swoon
recently for me. If anything, my priorities have changed a bit lately and I am working with more
straight sexual type products. For fun, attraction and romantic interests I still find Swoon to be top
notch. Works amazingly well.
Spider-mone - September 14, 2017, 10:36 pm

(09-14-2017 3:56 PM)Svengali Wrote: &nbsp;I ask this because I'm looking for a romantic attraction
product that is best for targets in the 20-30 years old range, and Swoon seems to fit the bill.
i would definitely recommend swoon for this. it's the mone i seem to reach for the most. good for
any situation, easy to steer, no intimidation and has created a couple of stalkers in my case.
MMM - September 14, 2017, 10:41 pm

(09-13-2017 2:53 PM)xtraspecial Wrote: &nbsp;OD is great for sex because it has TAC in it. If the
girl can handle the strong Androstenone effect from it, you will have an amazing sexual experience
from it. Works very, VERY well on black or darker skinned women, and or Latinas. I have had earth
shaking sex with black and Brazilian women with it. They were practically passing out after 5 or 6
orgasms. It was almost as if they were drugged. They all begged me to stop....LOL
I know you just wanted me to pop up and ask, "CAN WE HAVE THE DOSAGE/S THAT HAD THEM
PASSING OUT AFTER 5 OR 6 ORGASMS? PLEASE."

xtraspecial - September 20, 2017, 12:46 pm

(09-14-2017 5:41 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;I know you just wanted me to pop up and ask, "CAN WE
HAVE THE DOSAGE/S THAT HAD THEM PASSING OUT AFTER 5 OR 6 ORGASMS? PLEASE."
I'm the worst when it comes to measuring dosages. But generally, I'll use 3 full pumps of OD, and 4
to 6 drops of Domination. I do use about 3 different application points for each. Inner elbow, back
neck, behind ears for Domination. For OD gel I use throat, neck, and wrists.
I also received similar responses with NNPA ( Brown bottle) Not the blue imitation crap Love Scent
made. I order it directly from Lacroy. Since Steve raised the price of Domination to &#36;100 a
bottle, I just order NNPA from Lacroy. I can't take out a second mortgage to buy Domination
anymore....
Paradox - September 21, 2017, 4:25 pm

(09-20-2017 7:46 AM)xtraspecial Wrote: &nbsp;I'm the worst when it comes to measuring dosages.
But generally, I'll use 3 full pumps of OD, and 4 to 6 drops of Domination. I do use about 3 different
application points for each. Inner elbow, back neck, behind ears for Domination. For OD gel I use
throat, neck, and wrists.
I also received similar responses with NNPA ( Brown bottle) Not the blue imitation crap Love Scent
made. I order it directly from Lacroy. Since Steve raised the price of Domination to &#36;100 a
bottle, I just order NNPA from Lacroy. I can't take out a second mortgage to buy Domination
anymore....
You kind of left out of your report the tiny detail that you were wearing a combo of Overdose and
Domination and not Overdose solo. It seems misleading...untruthful.
Snoopyace - September 21, 2017, 4:36 pm

(09-21-2017 11:25 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;You kind of left out of your report the tiny detail that
you were wearing a combo of Overdose and Domination and not Overdose solo. It seems
misleading...untruthful.
Really? It read more like a shared anecdote about Overdose to me. Not necessarily a scientific
survey of the effects of a combination of products and the way the each interacted on a target.
Enjayee - October 11, 2017, 10:20 pm

I haven't been active in buying or reviewing for about a year but I have had some experience with
many products over the years.
1) Titan - My favorite alpha product. Instant self effects and can be steered in multiple ways. Good
for just about any occasion.
2) LIIK-V1 - Socializer that helped me break through with women and establish a cool, laidback,
chatty, fun demeanor.
3) M3X - Great for partying, bar hopping, getting laid, etc. Not really my scene these days but this
would be my go-to on a night out.
4) Alfa Maschio - Great for casual business dinners and being seen as older and more mature. I
was young and inexperienced though.
5) Ammo - Worked wonders for me in college. Amplified my good qualities. Smelled good. Gave me
my first push into pheromones.
dsouza - October 31, 2017, 5:52 pm

I've been hesitating posting my top 5 this year because I don't want to post my results based on just
forum feedback, online reviews etc, but rather in-field battle tested achievements.
There's about 10+ products I've used over the past year .. I feel only a few (even less than 5?) will
make my top postings... Even then I'm learning the people who get consistent and great results with
pheromones do so by using a few products routinely and seeing how far they can push them.
They don't try 1001 products and conclude everything works or nothing does.
I'm waiting till end of year around Dec to post my top tier products after I have fully come to a
conclusion. I have a feeling my current top 5 is going to do a 180 degree change compared to
recent years.
XyzN - November 18, 2017, 6:10 pm

(10-11-2017 5:20 PM)Enjayee Wrote: &nbsp;5) Ammo - Worked wonders for me in college.
Amplified my good qualities. Smelled good. Gave me my first push into pheromones.
Cool to see Ammo still getting some recognition, I used it as my first mone as well and it was one of
my best performing mones to date.
Tatsuknight - December 6, 2017, 5:51 pm

Awesome List! It will definitely help me out in choosing which products to buy!
xtraspecial - May 3, 2018, 7:07 pm

(09-21-2017 11:25 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;You kind of left out of your report the tiny detail that
you were wearing a combo of Overdose and Domination and not Overdose solo. It seems
misleading...untruthful.
NO, I have had some amazing sexual experiences with Overdose solo as well. The specific one I
was talking about was Overdose and Domination. I have also had some great sexual encounters
with Overdose and NNPA (LACROY) Brown Bottle
All you need for magic sex is TAC, Androstenone, and Androstanone
Vincent_Vega - May 4, 2018, 5:21 am

(05-03-2018 2:07 PM)xtraspecial Wrote: &nbsp;NO, I have had some amazing sexual experiences
with Overdose solo as well. The specific one I was talking about was Overdose and Domination. I
have also had some great sexual encounters with Overdose and NNPA (LACROY) Brown Bottle
All you need for magic sex is TAC, Androstenone, and Androstanone
AD is gone. Alternative for TAC?
kocik2000 - May 4, 2018, 6:20 am

(05-04-2018 12:21 AM)Vincent_Vega Wrote: &nbsp;AD is gone. Alternative for TAC?
Od is said to have TAC
Paradox - May 4, 2018, 12:11 pm

(05-04-2018 1:20 AM)kocik2000 Wrote: &nbsp;Od is said to have TAC
Proof please.
avi - May 4, 2018, 12:24 pm

Also many people said that The hook up contains TAC. Also EvolveXS and M3X maybe. Or M3X
maybe contains not TAC, but P83.
These days one member said that with over 25" Manimal2 , the girls leaking like with TAC combos.

Send from LG G4 with Tapatalk
ps775 - May 4, 2018, 12:32 pm

The following have been speculated to have TAC:
Overdose
SXD-9
Evolve
The Hookup
Swoon
Evolve
Paradox - May 4, 2018, 12:54 pm

(05-04-2018 7:24 AM)avi Wrote: &nbsp;Also many people said that The hook up contains TAC.
Also EvolveXS and M3X maybe. Or M3X maybe contains not TAC, but P83.
These days one member said that with over 25" Manimal2 , the girls leaking like with TAC combos.
Send from LG G4 with Tapatalk
Proof please. (05-04-2018 7:32 AM)ps775 Wrote: &nbsp;The following have been speculated to
have TAC:
Overdose
SXD-9
Evolve
The Hookup
Swoon
Evolve
Proof please.
avi - May 4, 2018, 12:59 pm

Ask the vendors!
But I think that nobody will reveal all components in theirs combos. Am I right?
Send from LG G4 with Tapatalk
ps775 - May 4, 2018, 12:59 pm

(05-04-2018 7:54 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Proof please. (05-04-2018 7:32 AM)ps775 Wrote:
&nbsp;The following have been speculated to have TAC:
Overdose
SXD-9
Evolve
The Hookup
Swoon
Evolve
Proof please.
No proof. I clearly said it was only speculated.
avi - May 4, 2018, 1:00 pm

Exactly
Send from LG G4 with Tapatalk

kocik2000 - May 4, 2018, 1:20 pm

(05-04-2018 7:11 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Proof please.
I was quoting another member, if you read my words carefully "it is SAID". If a member had
experience with pure TAC I believe it is OK to say that the said product is SAID/theorized to have
TAC. It was not a statement "the said product HAS" TAC.
Kind of sad when a person with English being second language has to go and explain the meaning
of words to people who use the same words to be the "legendary PUA's."
If proof is what you want invest into gas chromatography or go bother a vendor.
Spider-mone - May 4, 2018, 1:26 pm

(05-04-2018 8:20 AM)kocik2000 Wrote: &nbsp;to people who use the same words to be the
"legendary PUA's.
Proof ... lol
Paradox - May 4, 2018, 1:56 pm

(05-04-2018 8:20 AM)kocik2000 Wrote: &nbsp;I was quoting another member, if you read my
words carefully "it is SAID". If a member had experience with pure TAC I believe it is OK to say that
the said product is SAID/theorized to have TAC. It was not a statement "the said product HAS" TAC.
This is exactly how falsehoods get spread. Someone says "I heard", "I read" or something like that
and then other posters run with it.
It was not a personal attack. Just clearing up something which would have spread throughout the
community. You know how people run with things.
First of all we (the community) don't even know what TAC is. Second of all we don't know what
products it is in.
We can only speculate.
What is the difference between TAC and "TAC like" experiences? lol
Edit: This thread is a year old and its about the top 5 pheromones of 2017, not about TAC
mark-in-dallas - May 4, 2018, 3:17 pm

(05-04-2018 8:56 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;First of all we (the community) don't even know what
TAC is. Second of all we don't know what products it is in.
And third, that it didn't carry the P designation suggests that it was probably NOT a single molecule.
Paradox - May 4, 2018, 3:39 pm

(05-04-2018 10:17 AM)mark-in-dallas Wrote: &nbsp;And third, that it didn't carry the P designation
suggests that it was probably NOT a single molecule.
(05-04-2018 10:17 AM)mark-in-dallas Wrote: &nbsp;And third, that it didn't carry the P designation
suggests that it was probably NOT a single molecule.
Not so sure about that. About 10 years ago I asked a question about TAL, TAK and TAH on the
Androtics forum. I was considering buying them but the research was sparse on those molecules at
the time.
Jasmine sent me a PM and told me that those were feminine molecules (or maybe she said those
were for women). In any case I ended up not buying any of them.

So maybe TAC, TAL, TAH and TAK are molecules with feminine qualities? We know EST is one of
the chemicals that Androtics had in 2003. Maybe they also had related chemicals like ESTridol,
ESTrone, ESTrane and ESTetrol.
avi - May 4, 2018, 4:42 pm

Someone else would ask: "PROOF"
but I'm not that kind of person.
Like Mark said P (putatives) are not sigle molecules.
But I think that TA designations are molecules. TAA, TAF, TAC, TAL, TAK...
I think that TAA and TAF aren't feminine. So whether TAC is not also feminine or is feminine... We
may only speculate...
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